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Okay, Mr. Businessman. You've been
telling the Government for a long,
loud time that it should come up with
a cure for unemployment. It has and
you're it. You hire a member of the
hard -core unemployed and the
Government's prepared to help you
with new and more funds.

That's what JOBS (Job
Opportunities in the Business
Sector) is all about. That's what the
National Alliance of Businessmen
is in business to do; to help
businessmen find the right man...
to provide for the extra training costs
when necessary.
All you do is contact your local
National Alliance of Businessmen
office. Then you'll be in the business
of putting unemployment out of
business.

every

Because even though both
Government agencies and big
business are actively combating
unemployment . . . proving that the
hard -core unemployed can be
successfully hired, trained and
retained . . . we still have
unemployment in this category.
That's why you're being asked to
help... because
businessman's
support is needed to control this
deadly drain on our economy.

tomorrow's taxpayer. So instead of
paying more taxes for welfare, you'll
be paying for work well done.

11
National Alliance of Businessmen
t
s,

It's a problem that you the individual
businessman can help solve with
profit to yourself and your
community. Because, given a chance,
today's unskilled, unproductive
unemployed can become tomorrow's
valuable employee. Given a chance,
today's welfare recipient can become

advertising contributed for the public good
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By Allen H. Seed, III
In some areas, exemplified here, managers are continually tempted to opt for
the most advantageous story rather than telling it as it is. We must work toward
more objective reporting standards.
APPLIED PROGRAMMING PACKAGES ARE GROWING IN
IMPORTANCE
12
By John F. Lenihan
You may well be wary of Applied Programming Packages, but do not ignore
them. They can be useful for all types of computer users.
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR YOURSELF LATELY?
15
By W. T. McLaughlin
This author urges the financially oriented "numbers people" to accept the
fantastic opportunity to unlock the value power of full -blown data processing.
USE OF COMPUTER TO FACILITATE AUDIT OF
TRANSPORTATION CHARGES
16
By John M. Loxton
The system for auditing transportation charges that is described here uses two
master tape files. The first is an atlas, which potentially may contain every
named point in the United States together with surrounding key points. The
second contains approximately 500,000 mileage combinations between key
points.
APPRAISAL AND EVALUATION OF INTERNAL FINANCIAL
REPORTS
19
By Som Prakash and Jack E. Cisney
Report of a study conducted for Warner 6 Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
under a Fellowship Program of The Foundation for Economic Education.
FINANCIAL PLANNING IN NATIONS WITH FLUCTUATING
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?;
By Alan Teck
Proposed here is a set of guidelines and directives which could help to preserve
the U.S. dollar equivalent of foreign earnings and reduce exposure to losses
associated with both inflation and devaluation.
CALENDAR VARIANCE REPORTING
29
By David G. Carreau
The calendar variance, representing the difference between planned fixed overhead expenses and the planned absorption of these fixed expenses, enables the
accountant to explain the reasons for any substantial changes in net operating
income for a given accounting period.
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M on e yl e s s, Ch e c k l e ss Soc i e ty
For e se e n by BEM A Spe ak e r
Record keeping and accounting will be
eliminated almost entirely by computeri
zation and by the 1990's we should be a
checkless and moneyless society, predicted
a speaker at the 11th Annual Business
Equipment Exposition recently. Clarence S.
Margach, vice president, education and
training, Addressograph - Multigraph Corp.,
also foresaw that by the year 2000 all
major industries will be controlled
through electronic data processing and
that by 1975 urban traffic flow will be
managed by electronic data processing
systems. Another speaker, William R.
Lonergan, division vice president, RCA
Information Systems Division, suggested
that time sharing or "remote computing"
will constitute 507o of the computer industry by 1975. . . . So extensive has the
industry become involved with the Government that the Business Equipment Manufacturers Assn. announced that it was moving
its headquarters to Washington, D.C., early
this year.

Ac c ounti ng P r i nc i pl e s B oar d
Studi e s A c c oun ti n g f or M e r ge r s
Spurred by widespread dissatisfaction with
present methods of accounting for business
combinations, the Accounting Principles
Board of the American Institute of CPA's
is contemplating an opinion which would
eliminate the pooling -of- interests method
entirely. In a memorandum to the press,
AICPA Executive Vice President Leonard M.
Savoie noted that the Board had affirmed
the position that acquisitions should be
accounted for as purchases. He added, "It
is exploring the proposition that in
transactions involving common stock only,
goodwill would not be recognized because
of the difficulty of determining a reliable total cost based on the market price
of the common stock issued. In all other
transactions, goodwill would be recognized
and amortized by a systematic charge to
income over its estimated useful life, not
to exceed 40 years." The Board planned to
distribute a proposed draft opinion after
its December meeting for comment by accountants and other interested parties.
4

Fr a n c h i s e d B us i n e s s me n F or m G r oup
Businessmen with backgrounds in franchise
business administration, law, accounting
and related fields have formed the National Association of Franchised Businessmen (NAFB) in Washington, D.C. The new
organization aims to offer the potential
and existing franchised businessmen an
"unbiased source" for assistance, information, or consultation. NAFB figures that
there are more than 1,200 franchisors and
more than 670,000 franchised businesses,
with annual sales in excess of $100
billion.

NA A Exe c ut i ve D i r e c tor O n Pa ne l
Executive Director Rawn Brinkley has been
reappointed to the 35- member Association
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States. The Association Committee defines opportunities and responsibilities facing today's trade and professional associations.

Cor por ate M e r ge r s, Inte r de pende nc e
Sub je c t of N e w FT C St aff S tudy
A new study released by the Federal Trade
Commission urges more vigorous enforcement
of current antitrust laws to block the
formation of conglomerates. The study,
which was sent to the Senate Antitrust
Subcommittee, also deplores the growing
interdependence of the country's several
hundred largest companies and urges new
legislation to curb links resulting from
management ties, intercorporate stockholdings and joint ventures. The study, which
is based upon the FTC staff's investigation of conglomerate mergers for more than
a year, notes that industrial concentration is growing at an alarming rate. It
pointed out in support of this contention
that the country's 200 largest companies
at the end of 1968 controlled about 60%
of total manufacturing assets. The 1,000
largest companies controlled this proportion in 1941. Mergers in 1969 increased
676 over 1968 period. Congressional action
on the study is doubtful in the near
future because the report was sent to the
Senate without endorsement by the five
FTC commissioners and the FTC staff is
still collecting data.
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Over 10,500 successful CPA candidates
have been coached by
International Accountants Society, Inc.

Donald R. Morrison, CPA,
President of IAS, says:

"if you don't: pass your CPA examination after
our CPA Coaching Course, we'll coach you
without additional cost until you do I"
Appr oved under the GI Bill
The IAS CPA Coaching Course as well as the full IAS
accounting curriculum is approved under the GI Bill. You
start any time you please —there are no classes, no fixed enrollment periods. So, you can make maximum use of the
time available, starting as soon as you enroll and continuing
right up to the examination dates.

Send today for free report

I

I
The IAS CPA Coaching Course is designed for busy ac.
countants. You train at home in your spare time, at your own
pace. Most important, every lesson is examined and graded
by one of our faculty of CPA's, who knows exactly the problems you'll face in your CPA examination.
If you need refresher training in certain areas, IAS will
supply, at no extra cost, up to 30 additional elective assign.
ments, complete with model answers, for brush up study.
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In te rn a ti on a l Accou nt an t s Socie ty, Inc.
A Home Study School Since 1903
Dept. 4FI.004, 209 W.Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois 60606
Att: Director of CPA Coaching
Please send me your new report on the IAS CPA Coaching
Course. I understand there is no obligation.
a

I

o

"If any IAS CPA COACHING COURSE enrollee
fails to pass the CPA examination in any state
after meeting all the legal requirements of the
state as to residence, experience, preliminary education, etc., IAS will CONTINUE COACHING
WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COST until the enrollee is successful."

-

r

To get the complete story on how you (or some member
of your staff) can benefit from the proven IAS CPA Coaching Course, just fill out and mail the coupon below. No
obligation.
--

A

knowledge and experience to pass the CPA examination.
You must know the quick, correct way to apply your knowledge, under examination room conditions.
How you budget your exam time, for example —how you
approach each problem or q uestion — how you decide,
quickly, the exact requirements for the solution — construct
an acceptable presentation — extract relevant data — and use
accounting terms acceptable to the examiners.
That's where the International Accountants Society can
help you. As of June 1, 1969, 10,559 former IAS students
who had obtained all or a part of their accounting training
through IAS had passed CPA examinations. Our CPA Coaching Course is proven so effective we can make this agreement with you:

-------

ty CPA will tell you it takes more than accounting

US

Name............ .......... ............... .................. ,,..................... ...... .........
Address ...... ............................... ................... ...............................
City_ ................_,_ ..........

.......

.. .. .......

State ... ................ ...... . . ............... ....Zip............... ......
I
I

Employedby_ ........... .................

..........__.. . ....... .. .

Approved under the GI Bill.
Check here if entitled to GI Bill benefits.
Accredited Member, National Home Study Council.

Readers React
An Interesting Quest

Communication Skills

Give It a Try

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

The team of Brummet, Flamholtz and
Pyle are well into their search for a human resource accounting system ( August
1969) . It is an interesting quest. Perhaps from time to time MANAGEAiENT
ACCOUNTING can update this activity for
us. Certainly the first results will be published once the system has been fully
implemented throughout the Barry organization. A manager's point of view
would be helpful.
It is an intriguing idea, accountants
moving into the social - psychological
areas with all their measuring devices. As
the authors anticipate, there will be
several possible sources of resistance.
The most difficult problem is reserved
for the manager who will use this new
tool. The same could be said of any system devised by experts who do not have
to be involved in the day by day problems
of making it work. But it will be especially true of a human resource accounting system because this is an area where
managers have heretofore trusted their
instincts or, more popularly, their
"feelings."
The authors conclude that although
this new accounting system is not designed to be published in financial
statements, "it may ultimately be desirable." Where annual reports now give
more space to the company's personnel
than its product or, for that matter, its
financial statements, what company
could resist publicizing its human resource table?
So you see, the human resource accounting system could have a significant
impact on business. Perhaps we can hope
that (1) it doesn't become a fad and (2 )
it finds some astute practitioners.

Mr. James E. Quackenbush, in his article, "A Comment on the Undergraduate Accounting Curriculum," (April
1969) raises the interesting point that a
college student interested in succeeding
in business or accounting "... should
take all the English and accounting
courses he can manage." To support this
conclusion he draws upon the importance of communication skills in all areas
of business, including accounting, and
laments the fact that current accounting
seniors are lacking in a " ... truly liberal
arts education...."
The importance of communication
skills— written as well as oral— cannot be
denied; however, these skills may be obtained in other than English courses.
Perhaps, such skills could be better
obtained elsewhere!
Most of our business schools no longer
stress the descriptive nor are they technique- oriented, for the business world
is complex, interrelated, quantitative
and computer oriented. Modern business
education has broadened its base to include such items as organization theory,
operations research, information systems
and theory, econometrics, business policy, ethics, business and government,
and computer usage in a business environment. Accounting has been a part of
this change with an increased emphasis
upon meaningful and relevant accounting for management.
A broad education is needed for today's world and it may be obtained in a
modern school of business. A careful
selection of schools of business and of
courses therein can produce the breadth
needed for business in general and for
the accountants of the future.

John T. Toole
Administrator
Phelps, Dunbar, Marks,
Claverie & Sims
New Orleans, La.

Lloyd J. Buckwell, Jr.
Associate Professor of Quantitative
Analysis and Control
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio

The task of obtaining manuscripts
from chapter members has been difficult
for many directors. A brief review of the
chapter manual for the manuscripts
director may suggest an approach beneficial to members and potentially productive of manuscripts.
Throughout the manual, emphasis is
upon member education, self- development, creative thinking, sharing of
knowledge. Yet an analysis of authors
and manuscripts submitted in recent
years by one chapter reveals that the
overwhelming preponderance of authors
were and are teachers in the several colleges and universities of the area.
Teachers dominated not because of
their greater skill in writing nor because
of greater knowledge. Teachers dominated because they were the only ones
taking (or having) the time to write.
Many people do not write because
they fear that they cannot write well.
And it is probably true that if you don't
write, in time you cannot write. To a
large extent, writing is an acquired skill,
a skill perfected through practice.
Many employers of college graduates
assert that the graduate cannot write, and
I suspect the assertion is true. Many companies have formal or informal training
programs for new employees. Such programs have several purposes —to acquaint the man with the company, its
problems, and its way of doing things;
to acquaint the man with the other individuals working for the company; to provide you with a means for evaluating the
calibre of the new employee.
Each of you having a new employee is
a potential source of a first rate, practice
oriented manuscript. How? Require of
each new employee a written description
of some facet of your business and a written description of how your firm handles
that particular area and an evaluation of
the method employed. After receiving
the employee's report, you edit it, insist MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1970

ing that it be rewritten to your standards.
Obviously you now have available a
manuscript suitable for inclusion in your
NAA chapter's file, possibly for use in
competition. But look at the direct
benefit to vou, your firm, and your new
employee.
Training and indoctrination programs
have too often resulted in a superficial,
shallow knowledge about a given area.
Requiring a written description assures
that somewhat greater understanding is
achieved. Training programs seem to
leave the employee with the feel that
they were make -work projects with little
real purpose. Requiring in depth knowledge, description and evaluation may
give greater meaning to the program.
You too have gained something —another means of evaluating the abilities
and characteristics of the new employee.
William C. Tuthill
Professor of Business Administration
Graduate School of Business
Emory University
Atlanta, Ga.

Portable Pensions
To the Editor:
In the article, "T h e Allocation of
Pension Costs to Periods of Time"
(April 1969) by William H. Parrott,
the author makes an interesting case for
assuming an interest rate of zero percent
in the determination of pension cost.
As pointed out by Mr. Parrott, the
difference in pension expense reported
by firms using funded and unfunded
plans can reach near astronomical figures
for identical plans as the age of the plan
increases. There can also be a more than
nominal difference in the expenses of
similarly funded plans due to the interest
rate used in the actuarial assumptions.
Since the subject of "portable pensions" is evolving as a workable plan, not
only among the country's largest labor
unions but also within certain branches
of government, is it possible that the
amount to be funded and the amount to
be charged to expense will, perforce, become one and the same amount? Perhaps Mr. Parrott's article will stimulate
a more narrow range of accounting
procedures than even he advocates.
Vernon G. Flickinger
Cost Control Supervisor
Acklin Stamping .Division
Tecumseh Products Co.
Toledo, Ohio
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New Product Lines
To the Editor:
Mr. Douglas P. Could's article, "Opportunity Accounting in Product Line
Decisions," April 1969, presents a convenient method for evaluating new product lines. A minor adjustment in his
technique will add considerable realism
to the final marginal income and rate of
return projections. This adjustment reduces the possibility of an error resulting
from an incorrect amount estimate for
the high and low values.
By preparing subjective probability
distributions — rather than high and low
estimates —of the sales price, variable

costs and fixed costs, the i.:arginal income can be estimated by using Monte
Carlo simulations (calculating the probability distribution of marginal income
from the original distributions).
Realistic subjective probability distributions should be no more difficult to
determine than high and low values. The
additional time and expense involved in
Monte Carlo simulations will be insignificant in comparison to the total cost
of developing and introducing a new
product.
Wa r d W . Thompson
Accounts Receivable Supervisor
Desoto, Inc.
Des Plaines, Ill.

National Association of Accountants

and The University of Michigan...
Present the third two -weeks intensive

� JDVANCED
MANAGEMENTGPROGRAM
Sponsored jointly by the University of Michigan Graduate School of Business Administration and the Nationa l Association of Accountants, this program is designed for accounting
and finance execu tives who hold responsible positions in the middle a nd u pper ra nk s of
management. Its primary purpose is to broaden the business skills and develop the management abilities of those individuals who face greater executive responsibility either in
general ma nagement or a t higher levels of fina ncia l management. Specific objectives:
e To develop the perspective and ability to think about and solve problems from a corporate
viewpoint. a To provide insight into the nature of human behavior, interpersonal relations,
motivation and the communications process. a To broaden appreciation of the management
implications of new developments in decision theory, management science, and business
organization. a To enlarge understa nding of the importa nt economic a nd governmental
forces which affect the environment in which the modern corporation operates.
Course provides in -depth analysis and discussion of the following:
ORGANIZATION AND INFORMATION FOR PLANNING AND CONTROL:
THE DECISION PROCESS
Concepts for planning and control — problem identification and the decision process —
the role of operations research — simulation as an aid to decision- making in an uncertain
environment — management and the information system.
HUMAN RELATIONS AND MANPOWER MANAGEMENT
Understanding human behavior — employee motivation and morale — human resource development and utilization — appraising employee performance — the art of communication.
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT
Nature of economic progress — money and the Federal Reserve policy — political economy
of the private enterprise system — outlook for the American economy — significance of
international situation for American business — social change.
MARKETING FUNCTION
Marketing's function in business management — product development and profitability —
marketing strategies and role of ma rk et research — pricing policies and decisions.
LABOR- MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
The role of unions and industry — the collective bargaining process.
Attendance limited, apply now:

T

To b e he ld M a y 31 t hr ou g h J u ne 1 2, 1 9 70 A nn A rb o r, M ic hi ga n

NA ME
Arthur V. Corr, Manager,
Continuing Educ ation
Department
National Association
of Accountants,
505 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 759 -3444,

TITLE

ADDRESS

C ITY

STATE

ZIP

C
ea

Continuing
am

februaryl6- 20,1970

DALLAS
Statler,- Hilton
Courses
Mathematics For Business Management
Basic Mathematics
...
Basic Data Processing—
Concepts & Techniques
Developing & Using Standard Costs
Flexible Budgeting & Performance Reporting
Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures
Fundamentals of CPM/PERT ....
.........

Mon. thru Fri.
Mon. thru Wed.
.......Mon. /Tue.
..Wed. thru Fri.
... Mon. /Tue.
. .....Thu./ Fri.

Seminars
Capital Expenditure Management . .......................Thu. / Fri.
Planning & Controlling Maintenance Costs.... .......Mon. /Tue.
Write or call NAA Registrar,
505 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 759 -3444
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The Rational Abuse of
Accounting Information
MANY MANAGERS WOULD PREFER MORE OBJECTIVE STANDARDS OF REPORTING
By Allen H. Seed, III
Should we tell it as it is or tell it the
way we would like to see it? Should
accounting be used as a tool to communicate the story that the executive
wants to communicate to his superiors
or public, or is the nature of accounting
such that a more objective standard of
reporting is required? This is a real
dilemma that more than one operating
executive and his accounting advisor
have faced. Unfortunately, there are no
easy solutions to this problem.
The problem is of course complicated
by the realities of human behavior. Individual managers have needs for security, recognition and self - esteem. They
must usually compete with others within
their organization for the tangible and
intangible rewards that fulfill these
needs. Moreover, the fulfillment of
these needs does not always parallel the
interest of the business entity or its investors. It can lead to the rational abuse
of accounting information.
More fuel is added to the fire by the
accountant because accounting is still
in many ways more of an art than it is
a science. This fact is often misunderstood by the layman. On the one hand,
our profession recognizes many different
ways of computing, presenting and using
accounting information. On the other
hand, because we are dealing with numbers, and numbers are supposed to be
absolute, the layman often expects to
find a true, exact answer, which in reality does not exist.
MAN AGE MEN T A CCO UNTING /J ANU ARY 19 70

Is it any wonder then that when the
manager is forced to choose between
using accounting information in his own
self - interest and using information which
may not serve his personal interests, self interest often prevails?
Here then is a real challenge facing
both the operating executive and management accountant. How to structure
a system and use accounting information in such a way that it will meet the
needs of the business and its investors,
and at the same time avoid placing executives in a bind where they must consciously or unconsciously choose be-

ALLEN H. SEED, III

New York Chapter (Twin Cities
1947), is Director of Corporate Diversification of International Paper
Company. He graduated from Yale
University, where he received a B.S.
degree in Industrial Administration.
:Mr. Seed has been associated with
several companies as a financial executive and consultant. He is a previous
contributor to MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING.

tween the company's and their own self interest. The remainder of this article
is therefore directed toward identifying
some of the areas where this conflict is
most likely to exist, and suggesting ways
and means for developing an identity
of interest between the business and
the individuals concerned.
Five areas of conflict drawn from the
experience of several well- managed companies have been identified for discussion. They might be categorized as
follows:
1.
Z.
3.
4.
5.

Dressing up the record
Sandbagging the budget
Winning the transfer price battle
Avoiding bad news
Computing the right answer

Though the merits of alternate methods of dealing with each of these areas
are widely debated, the author has found
that the real problems here often stem
less from technical considerations than
they do from a standpoint of who is going to gain from any decision.

Dressing Up the Record
This category includes all of the
techniques that are used by executives
for reporting results in their best possible light. Such techniques include sclecting the most advantageous fiscal vcar,
reporting acquisitions on a pooling of
interest basis, postponing writing off
obsolete inventory, holding back on
charges to reserve accounts, liberalizing
depreciation, and the capitalization of
9

intangibles. In such cases, the underlying
objective might be to either maximize
earnings, minimize losses, show a continuity of earnings or strengthen the balance sheet.
Notwithstanding the objectives involved, however, there is seldom any
wrongdoing in this decision - making process. The manager is behaving in a
rational manner. He is simply taking
advantage of the opportunities to "look
good" that have been allowed him by
the accounting profession. Any other
behavior would be irrational and inconsistent with the realities of the situation.
Moreover, it can be argued that any
other course of action might not serve
the best interests of the company and
its investors.
Indeed, as one chief executive officer
of a small, dynamic growth company
stated:
"Although I would ordinarily agree with
you as to keeping accounting conservative, I feel that in a startup situation it
is important to take advantage of whatever tools the accounting profession can
devise to brighten the picture. Vendor
relations, especially, could be so clouded
by conservative accounting, as to put us
out of business early in the game. In the
agony of the pre -profit period, the entrepreneur grasps at any and all straws."
The practice of dressing up the record applies to internal reporting as well
as to external reporting. Plant and division managers have discovered how certain expenses can be deferred and
charged off against later periods, so that
interim statements may present a more
favorable picture of operating results
than may actually be the case.
The problem, of course, with dressing
up the record is that it is often done
at the expense of objectivity and future
results.

Sandbagging the Budget
In the widespread practice of sandbagging the budget the objective is to
submit the most advantageous budget,
sales forecast, or profit plan "that will
fly." There are often rewards for "beating budget," but even more important
it is highly desirable to avoid the penalties resulting from falling -short of
budget. It pays to avoid trouble. This
means that the budget has to contain
sufficient slack while, on the other hand,
it has to be tight enough so as not to
offend the sensibilities of the executive's
superior. This can constitute a very
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delicate matter of judgment and can lead
to some interesting negotiations. Success in this endeavor depends on track
record of the budgeter, overall economic
conditions, and the strength of personalities involved.
Brinksmanship is often practiced in
budget negotiations. The budgeter must
prepare a story that will "sell." The
budget reviewer must "persuade" his
subordinate that any reduction of slack
is proper, because in the final analysis
the budgeter must be sold that it is "his
budget" and represents his commitment
for the period involved.
There are some very interesting sidelights to this practice. It has been noted,
for example, that the most successful
managers are usually the most effective
sandbaggers.
This observation is based on an analysis of the variation in profit contribution
vs. plan as compared to absolute return
on investment reported by twenty-four
corrugated box plants over a two -year
period. In this case, eight of the twelve
plants that reported the most favorable
returns on investment also reported the
most favorable results as compared to
plan.
It might be reasoned that the successful manager is dealing from a position of strength with his superior, and
that, therefore, more slack can be tolerated. The unsuccessful manager has a
different problem. He has to tell his
boss that things are going to be "much
better" in the future and thus tends to
be more optimistic in his planning.
Some of the slack in many budgets is
partially offset, or is even more than
offset, by unforeseen unfavorable events
which are not taken into consideration
in the budgeting process. For example,
how many salesmen forecast involuntarily losing business to their competitors? They plan on taking all sorts of
new business froin their competitors,
but never plan on giving it up.
Another interesting practice is for a
senior executive to seek the tightest possible budget from his subordinates, but
then build a large contingency factor
into his own budget.
All of these practices and the many
other human variables involved ensure
only one thing: No two budgets are
going to be equally attainable.

Winning the Transfer Price Battle
There is possibly no single accounting
topic that consumes more management
time and energy in multi -profit center
companies than the business of estab-

lisping acceptable transfer prices. The
expenditure of energy in this area far
exceeds that expended on pricing products sold to outside customers.
Transfer pricing is an emotional issue
as well as a technical problem because
the establishment of any transfer price
divides up the available profit between
two or more competing profit center
managers. In this sense, customers are
"friends" because they provide orders
for products and are a source of the rewards that managers seek. Other profit
center managers constitute the "other
side" because they compete for the limited rewards that are available.
The practical task then is to develop
a structure of prices that will at least
be acceptable to each set of interests.
Such transfer price structures are usually
either market -based or cost - based. Market prices, or some fractional multiple
thereof, are usuallv used when such data
is available and cost -based prices are used
when such information is not available.
So far, so good. But the problem arises
in determining just exactly what the
market price is for a given product, and
how much should be allowed off the
market price to adjust for selling expenses not incurred, the absence of accounts receivable, the impact of volume
and so forth. Similarly, in determining
cost -based prices, what costs should be
applied and what mark up, if any, should
be allowed to the selling unit?
Because variations are infinite, the
situation is usually resolved in practice
by decree, negotiation, or unilateral action. However, too often it is a case of
"Let the strongest negotiator win!"

Avoiding Bad News
It is said that about 3,000 years ago
when the king's messenger returned with
news of a lost battle, he was rewarded by
losing his head. Civilization has, of
course, advanced since then, but the underlying displeasure with bad news prevails. The king's messengers have learned
a lesson too. They have learned that it
makes good sense to avoid reporting
bad news wherever possible.
Annual reports, therefore, extol the
accomplishments of management and
avoid all mention of setbacks wherever
possible. Downturns are attributed to
outside economic forces in the industry
over which management has no control.
Upturns, on the other hand, are attributed to far - sighted management and
the loyal support of many employees,
stockholders, customers and vendors.
Even when the fortunes of the industry
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are up, and those of the company are
down, rational explanations are produced
to explain the downturn together with
assurances that management is strengthening its organization in order to capitalize on future opportunities. Self criticism is not acceptable behavior and
is considered not to be in the best interests of the company and its investors.
Internal commentaries on operating
results contain much the same message.
Management was successful in increasing sales, improving productivity or reducing overhead, waste, etc. Economic
conditions, customer shutdowns, labor
shortages, and other outside factors are
almost always submitted as the causes
of adverse swings in performance. Objective self- criticism is not in style internally either. As a result, top managers
are often insulated from the real facts
behind variations in performance.
Computing the Right Answer
Early in his career the author was assigned the task of "justifying the purchase" of a company airplane. The assignment was interpreted as a request
to determine the relative economics of
acquiring a company plane vs. using commercial transportation. Unit costs, travel
patterns, load factors, and the value of
management time saved were carefully
developed. In this case, the economics
indicated that the company should not
acquire a company airplane. However,
when this conclusion and related documentation was presented to the executive involved, it was met with the response: "That's not what I asked for.
I asked for an economic justification for
a company airplane." The message had/
then been received.
Unfortunately, too often accounting
information is used to support a predetermined conclusion. This is particularly the case in capital expenditure proposals and new ventures. Management
intuition has determined what is needed,
and the accountant is assigned the task
of justifying the decision. If the accountccount-

ant doesn't come up with the right answer in the first instance, he is sent back
to rework the data until the "right answer" is computed. Again, this "right
answer" has to be favorable enough to
justify the proposed expenditure, but not
so favorable as to cause embarrassment
if anticipated results are not achieved.
For some companies audit capital expenditures after the fact, and then the
chickens come home to roost.
Pathways to Improvement
Many managers would like to see more
objective standards of reporting developed. However, if we are to make
progress in this direction, it seems to
me that we must seek to improve our
concepts, sharpen our techniques and
minimize the abuses of accounting information that exist within the framework of the real world.
We must develop an identity of interest between the needs of the individual and those of the corporation. More
specifically, I believe that there are several things that operating and accounting executives can do to improve this
situation:
ESTABLISH SOUND RULES. This is not a
call for accounting straightjackets or
government directives. It is rather another plea for the profession to codify
practices with an increased sense of
urgency. It is hoped that such codification will lead greater objectivity in reporting without reducing the flexibility
needed to properly account different
kinds of situations. Greater efforts
should be made to subordinate self -interests to public and broader business
interests to the extent that it is feasible
to do so.
ADMINISTER THE RULES FAIRLY. This
calls for an increased sense of professional integrity on the part of both the
public accounting profession and business leadership. If game playing is rewarded, it is likely to be perpetuated. If

business leaders are not objective, how
can they reasonably expect any greater
degree of objectivity and candor from
subordinates?
AVOID MAGIC FORMULAS. Goal setting is
one of the corner stones of management
by objectives. But too often "magic
formulas" are substituted for penetrating analysis because of the complexity
of the problems involved and limitations
of executive time. This leads to the development of information which has
been gathered together solely to provide
an answer that will meet some arbitrary
measurement.
REVIEW PROCEDURES. If
sandbagged budgets, optimistic forecasts
or superficial commentaries are not thoroughly reviewed, challenged, and corrected, chances are that the next budget,
forecast or commentary will be similarly
constituted.
STRENGTHEN

REWARD PROFESSIONALISM. The essence
of professionalism has been recognized
as the pursuit of "what's right ?" rather
than "who's right ?" This standard of
management is difficult to practice in
the harried, competitive environment of
most businesses. However, if objective
standards of reporting are to be expected, objective reporting must be
meaningfully rewarded and not punished. Surely there is no point in asking
for professional excellence unless that is
the accepted form of behavior within
the organization, and other forms of
behavior are not tolerated.
In the final analysis, the choice between telling it the way that it is and
the way we would like to see it will be
faced again and again in most organizations. How we respond to that choice
provides an important challenge to
each of us. We can reduce confidence
in accounting information by manipulating and abusing it, or we can move
forward toward providing even more
useful information for decision- making.
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Applied Programming Packages
Are Growing in Importance
WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN SHOPPING FOR A PACKAGED COMPUTER PROGRAM
By John F. Lenihan
For two rather unrelated reasons, the
subject of Applied Programming Packages has taken on new importance recently. First, many of the computer
manufacturers are increasing their penetration of the small user market, and
packaged programming systems can be
very appealing to the small user with
little or no programming staff. Second,
the trend toward "selling" as opposed
to "giving" EDP software should both
increase the quantity available, as well as
cause potential users to examine it more
critically.
Applied Programming Packages are
pre - programmed data processing systems,
usually intended to have general applicability to the solution of specific problems. A high degree of universal applicability to the intended market areas is
usually a prime goal in their development. They have been written to solve
many kinds of problems. Some have
very general applicability without customization, while others get into business areas which are subject to wide
variation of procedure and policy, though
they have common denominators from
one company to the next.
Benefits Are Tempting
Why do computer users decide to use
pre - programmed systems? There are
several good reasons, but it is primari1v
an economic decision. \Vhy spend from
several man months to many man vears
12

of systems analysis and programming
time if you can avoid it?
There are several commonly cited advantages of packaged systems. The package user is probably looking for one or
more of the following: (1) a savings in
initial systems and programming costs,
(2) the opportunity to get "on the air"
faster, ( 3) a better quality system
through the benefit of others' research
and experience, or (4) justification for
less qualified "in- house" talent.
A programming package will normally
reduce systems and programming costs.
The savings can be substantial.
The second benefit to the user, getting "on the air" or in operation faster,
is usually possible also. Assuming the
package is already tested and opera-
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tional (or close to it), the user can benefit from substantial savings in systems
design, programming and testing time.
He must be careful, however, not to underestimate the numerous other tasks to
be done before the conversion date.
Master files must be assembled, forms
have to be designed, procedures must be
written, etc. Laving out all of these activities on a simple planning chart will
help to show how much time can actually be saved by the package.
The third advantage of programming
packages, the opportunity to benefit
from the research of others, may often
be realized even if the package is not
ultimately used. A thorough analysis of
it can avoid many mistakes in the development of the user's own system. A
packaged system is usually the result of
copious research by many people. It encompasses the ideas and experiences of
a cross - section of companies and specialists in the functional area covered by the
system.
Finally, the potential user of the system may have his eye on an overall reduction in the level of quality required
for his systems and programming staff.
Ile reasons that it will take less talent
to implement and maintain the packaged system than it would to conceive
his own system. This is often quite true.
(It is also often quite false; more on
this later.)
Thus, there are at least fout significant
advantages to the use of applied pro gramrning packages. The user may beneMAN AG EME NT AC CO UNTIN G / J A NUA RY 19 70

fit from one or all of these "plus- factors,"
depending on the circumstances.
Not Without Drawbacks
Pre- programmed systems also have
serious limitations, which in many cases
override their strong points. Sonic of the
problem areas are discussed below.
Adaptability. To some users, they are
too general or flexible, and leave much
work for the user to put them in a useable form. To others, they are just the
opposite —too specific. The real challenge to the developer of packaged systems is to strike the optimum point
between the two extremes —the very
specific system on one hand and the very
general on the other.
Initial Modification. Probablv the
strongest argument in favor of a package is the reduction in systems and programming time. However, many an unhappy package user's problems can be
traced to an over- estimation of this time
savings. In the typical situation a significant amount of program modification
is required.
One of the major failings of the package user is that he frequently does not
look past the main stream of the system's processing flow. He underestimates the systems work required to dcsign new forms, write new procedures,
and accomplish all of the other activities
that must go into the development of
an EDP system, whether it be pre -programmed or not.
Substantial planning is required, for
example, to convert paper files to precisely coded magnetic files. The need
for a non- standard processing alternative
is sometimes completely overlooked.
Possibly some transactions, because of
their variable nature or low volume, may
be more economically processed manually. This means a separate system must
be designed to handle them.
Maintenance. It is much easier for a
programmer to make changes to a systcm lie helped develop than one which
was handed to him already tested. He
may never feel totally familiar with the
package. Needless to say, programmers
are not the most ardent proponents of
packaged systems for the most Bart.
Operating Performance. Some packages are extremely efficient in terms of
processing speed and memory utilization.
Others are not. A prime cause of inefficiency is the universal applicability of
the package. A system which attempts to
be "all things to all people" will probably not be as efficient for any one user
as would a tailored system.
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All prospective users should plan on
Compatibilit'v with Personnel. The
user must guard against committing him - performing a thorough analysis of the
self to systems which are a good deal system before deciding whether or not
more sophisticated than his personnel. to use it. It is most unfortunate to find,
This warning applies not only to his when it is too late to turn back, that a
EDP personnel, but the overall company system is not suitable for the user's needs
without massive modifications. The deas yell.
It is often better to start slowly if the cision to order the computer and hire a
user is totally uninitiated in EDP, giv- staff may have been based on the suiting the entire company an opportunity ability of the package.
to mature gradually along with the inAttempting to assign the blame for a
creasing sophistication of the systems. misapplication of a package can be diffiEDP systems must be understood and cult. Usually both the user and the demonitored by user personnel on a regu- veloper are at fault. The latter frequently
lar basis, and it is often more difficult to fails to understand his customer's unique
react to change with a computer system. problems or suffers from poor communiThus the more familiar the user is with cations between the personnel who dethe system, the greater is his capability veloped the system and the field personof adjusting to meet changing require- nel who sold and installed it. It may
have been unintentionally "oversold."
ments.
Documentation. In order to imple- The user can usually be faulted for abment a packaged system, complete and dicating his role to the developer. He
up -to -date documentation must be avail- did not evaluate the system properly to
able. This is frequently a problem. It is begin with, and relied too heavily upon
not enough that such documentation the developer to install it.
will be available by the time the system
is tested and released to the field. It How to Implement a Package
must in many cases be available sooner
It is certainly possible to install an
to give the user time to prepare for the Applied Programming Package success installation of the system. Even with fully. There are nianv who can attest to
comprehensive and timely documenta- it based on happy experiences. This may
tion, delays can occur if there is not an in some cases have been the result of unopen communications channel to appro- usually strong personnel on the project,
priate personnel in the developer's or- or because the package happened to be
ganization for clearing up questions not ideally suited to the user's needs. There
are undoubtedly some, however, who
covered by the documentation.
C0171patibilitl' with Other Systems. If have achieved success due to good analya user wishes to integrate a packaged sis and planning.
system with other systems developed preThe following comments are offered as
viously "in house," he is faced with a a guide to analyzing and implementcompatibility problem. For optimum ing an Applied Programming Package.
efficiency and control he would like to Tliey are based on the writer's personal
share a common data base as much as experiences, both as a developer of
possible and this may further add to the packages and as a third party engaged
package modification requirements.
in assisting the user to implement these
systems.
Who Should Use Applied
Programming Packages?
Despite the above limitations, there
is no reason for any computer user to
entirely rule out these systems. They can
significantly help the "first- time" user by
avoiding the necessity of hiring a large
staff which cannot be productively utilized in total after the primary systems
are operational. Even firms with existing
EDP staffs should consider packages,
however, for they too have peaks and
valleys of productivity. The package approach can be at least a partial solution
for some worthwhile applications which
may be trapped in an overloaded waiting line, with no one available to design
and program them.

Evaluate the Package Objectively
The first step is to make a thorough
evaluation of the package —its outputs
and, above all, its limitations. It is essential that user department managers
are consulted at this point. The package must be appraised in terms of their
requirements both now and in the future.
The developer of the package may
participate in the evaluation process, but
it must not be left for him to do. Ile is
hardly an impartial party, and he probably will not have the time to gain the
depth of knowledgc necessary to a thorough understanding of his customer's
problems.
There are many obvious points which
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must be contemplated in the determination of suitability. For example, a firm
with an "open invoice" accounts receivable policy would not be too interested in a package which utilizes a
"balance forward" approach and does
not allow for retention of individual invoices. Nor would a prospective user be
apt to accept a salaried personnel payroll package for processing his hourly
worker payroll, which includes incentive
wage plans. Such major considerations
will be recognized and properly evaluated by the user. But there are also many
other factors which are just as important
and vet apt to be overlooked in the evaluation process.
In addition to the specific questions
related to each application, there are
some which must always be answered
regardless of the system. For example,
if the user already has EDP equipment,
is the system well designed for his particular configuration? When will the
package be available? What level of
support will the developer provide?
The importance of doing a thorough
job of evaluating the package for suitability can hardly be overstated. There
is a tendency sometimes to think of a
$4 purchase of a $ 5 item on special sale
as a "savings" of one dollar rather than
an "expenditure" of four dollars. The
manner in which the article meets our
needs receives only secondary attention.
By the same token, a packaged system
which can be "on the air" in six months,
when compared to a two -year developmental program, should not be looked
upon as a year and a half time savings
if the system results in too many sacrifices of important outputs. Serious consideration should be given to obtaining
outside assistance at this point. Such a
move adds an objective, unbiased dimension at a most critical time. At a
minimum, the outsider provides increased emphasis where it is so often
lacking.
There is one area which deserves special attention during the evaluation of
the package. The developer may have
built flexibility into the system without
properly documenting it as such.
For example, space may have been
reserved in file designs for fields of data
which are not actually manipulated by
the system. The developer's intention
was that the user could modify the system in such a fashion as to make use of
these data fields in whatever manner he
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would like.
A talented systems and programming
Users sometimes make assumptions staff can sometimes take a basic applicaabout such fields without inquiring as tion package and mold it into precisely
to how they are used. This can become what they want. They will usually then
a problem later.
take full responsibility for the impleFor example, the developer may have mentation and maintenance of the sysincluded a data field for a "year -to- date" tem, which is in effect their own system.
amount in a master file record, figuring
Proposed modifications should be
that some users may want to accumulate strongly challenged in all cases, but they
and further process this data. He did not should not be discouraged if to do so
feel, possibly, that there existed any uni- would mean giving up important outputs
versally accepted manner of dealing with from the system. Even a package requirthis information, so he merelv included ing a good deal of modification can be
the field "on paper" so to speak, without a time saver in some cases.
processing it in any way. The user must
add his own programming to process it. Be Conservative in Estimating
All data fields should be challenged by Savings
the potential package user as to their
Quite often, the use of a packaged
actual usage in the standard package.
system only buys the user time. It may
not reduce his long -term personnel
Establish a Firm Agreement
needs in terms of quality or quantity.
with the Developer
It will get him on the air sooner and
Once it has been determined that the thus permit him to realize the system's
package is suitable, attention can turn benefits sooner, but that may be all. The
to a plan for implementation.
developer may tend to be a bit too optiThe next step in the application of an mistic on this point. The user should
Applied Programming Package is to strongly challenge any benefits claimed
reach an agreement, in writing, on the in this area.
level of support to be provided by the
supplier of the package. This can avoid Conclusion
wasting time bickering over who hasn't
Applied Programming Packages can
done what later. The user must be sure be useful for all types of computer users.
lie can live with the arrangement before They must be thoroughly evaluated beagreeing to it. Then he must follow fore the decision is made to use them.
through wvitli his particular responsibili- Once an agreement is reached on the
ties. Cooperation between user and de- extent to which the developer will assist
veloper is essential to a successful pack- in the implementation, the user must
age implementation.
get down to the serious business of seeing the project through to completion.
Minimize Modifications But Don't
The developer can only be held accountGive Up Too Much
able for delivering a workable package
Once the user has determined that as he represented it. If it turns out to be
the package will meet his primary objec- unsuitable to his needs, the user has no
tives, lie should make a concerted ef- one to blame but himself.
fort to minimize changes. It is somewhat
It is important to look at a package
analogous to buying a house. If a family in terms of its area of emphasis and /or
decides to have a home custom built, intended market. It may be aimed at a
they are in a position to specify exactly particular industry, a certain size comwhat they want. If they decide to buy pany, or it may feature a unique techa used home, they must be prepared to nique. If this area of emphasis is not
get along with the basics already there. compatible with the potential user's
The same applies to packaged systems.
particular needs, he should be especially
Although changes should be mini- critical in his review of it. A system demized, the user should not be afraid to veloped for retailers may be very cumbermake them if they will greatly improve some for manufacturers, and vice versa.
the system's outputs. This may affect the
The computer user may well be wary
support he can expect from the devel- of Applied Programming Packages for
oper, especially as regards future revi- reasons stated earlier, but he should not
sions to the package, but the rewards ignore them. The day may be near when
to be gained from such modifications he will shop for his programs like he
may be well worth that loss.
shops for his equipment.
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What Have You Done for
Yourself Lately?
YOUR SPECIALIZED SKILLS WITH NUMBERS, CONTROLS AND COMMON BUSINESS SENSE
ARE SORELY NEEDED TODAY
By NV. T. McLaughlin
It was Galileo who said:
"You cannot teach a man anything, )-on
can only help him find it within himself."
You must be stimulated to think about
yourself and your career progress to -date.
I do not think that the job of the accountant is that of tending the store.
Anybody can do that. This society is
never going to give big rewards to the
people who only mind the store.
Your Career Progress

self that minimum is just average and
that average is the kissing cousin of
mediocrity? Is the highest priority in
your career venture the money you make
or the task to be accomplished? Are you
majoring on the minors?
S E L F - D I S C I P L I N E . You can fool most
of your managers some of the time, and
you can fool some of your managers most
of the time, but can you ever fool yourself any of the time? You are the sole
master of your time; and time, perhaps
more than anything else, is the major asset you bring to your career venture.

Ability to ensure career
growth is a function of control, knowing
C O N TR O L .

a►
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P E R S O N A L G R O W T H . You are In a fast
growing, rapidly changing business environment, and only the opportunities
outnumber the problems. The troublesome thing is the timing. Many careers
are crippled because the individual
spends more time worrying about promotion than performance. The company, or your boss, handles the former,
and only you can take care of the latter.

George Bernard Shaw observed: "All
progress depends on the unreasonable
man."
I believe that security and initiative
are not opposites. I know that it is
more commonly believed that the more
security you give a person the less initiative he is supposed to display. Solid
developments are achieved by those who
are willing to make innovations, that are
unafraid to take risks, and more important, to question the conventional
wisdom of the past.
Failure to take such risks is more
usually due to insecurity rather than being too secure. Such people are:

of

of

of

It should be reasonably clear that you
will not enjoy any meaningful longterm career success without some kind
of a plan and the concomitant skills and
initiative to execute that plan, human
frailty notwithstanding. Most careers, in
my opinion, fail or are stymied by the
curse of security, complacency and mediocrity. They represent the dread career
diseases and unfortunately, there is
some of each in all of us.
To measure your personal degree of
infection, four kev considerations seem
pertinent:

where you are today and what improvements you must mount to provide for
tomorrow's progress.

PERSONAL

PERFORIIIANCE

S TA N D A R D S .

You have been told what you are expected to accomplish but —Have you
determined the minimum work standard you must achieve to meet your job
assignment? Have you convinced your MAN AGE MEN T ACC OUN TING /JA NU ARY 19 70

1. Fearful of their position
2. Scared of being wrong or thought
wrong, or
3. Uncertain about their status in the
company.
Continued on page 36
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Use of Computer to Facilitate
Audit of Transportation Charges
COMPUTER SUPPLIES MILEAGE FOR DETERMINING COSTS OF TRANSPORTING HOUSEHOLD
GOODS ON A MILEAGE — WEIGHT BASIS
By John M. Loxton

The Household Goods Problem

ap-

For nearly a decade, many segments of
the transportation industry have studied
the application of computers to retrieve
transportation tariff information to serve
a variety of purposes. However, the practical application of computers to tariff
information retrieval has been primarily
in the form of abstracting relatively limited portions of tariffs that have a high
frequency of use by the individual carriers anti shippers designing these
plications. This type of abstracted data,
known as a "pony," is constructed by
manual research of tariff information and
the manual preparation of the needed
information in a computer - acceptable
form peculiar to the particular requirements of the using organization.
The continuing "state of the art"
survey conducted over the past several
years by the Transportation Division of
the U.S. General Accounting Office has
demonstrated that the "pony' approach
would not meet our requirements for
auditing transportation charges. Although this approach has frequently
worked well for the carriers and shippers
who have adopted it, tariff abstracts
would be both too costly to construct
and too narrow in scope for the enormous range of transportation pricing
situations encountered in the GAO rate
audit.
The Government freight and passenger traffic involves all types of carriers in all geographical regions in the

United States and internationally, nearly
every freight commodity and passenger
travel situation, and special rates available only to the Federal Government in
addition to public tariff rates. Ilenec,
Nve concluded that our systems design
work should be concentrated on modes
of transportation with comparatively simple tariff structures, but which involve
numerous arithmetic computations and
multiple references to the tariffs.
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An analysis of the General Accounting
Office's audit experience in the various
modes of transportation led to the determination that a computerized audit
of domestic shipments of uneratcd house-
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hold goods of the Department of Defense would have the greatest cffectiyeness and involve the smallest developmental and operational costs.' This
mode involrs approximately 500,000
shipments annually at a transportation
cost of about $250 million. Recent experience shows that we may anticipate
an annual increase of about 10 percent
in this volume over the next 2 or > years.
Most interstate household goods shipments are rated on a mileage - weight
basis. The official highway mileages are
published in several mileage guides, filed
as tariffs with the Interstate Commerce
Commission by the household goods
carriers' tariff agents, although most are
based on a common set of maps and
mileage tables compiled and printed for
them by the Rand McNally Company.
These tariff mileages are the only legal
mileages for use in computing the
charges involved. The tables show point to- point mileage between $00 principal
points in the United States and Canada,
referred to as key points.
To obtain the mileage from or to any
other point, the mileage from such point
to a key point in the general direction of
the movement is obtained from the appropriate maps and added to the key point- to -kcy -point mileage. The total
mileage obtained in either instance is
Most domestic shipments of household goods for
employees of the civilian agencies move under prirate arrange ments made by the employees, who are
reimbursed on a commuted mi l mm basis. These
reimbursements are audited by GAO on site and
are not sent to the Transportation Division for
central audi t.
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the mileage used in conjunction with
the weight of the shipment to obtain the
shipping rate in the appropriate tariff.
Our studies show that approximately
one -third of the Government shipments
of household goods are between key
points; another third are between a
military installation and a key point; and
the balance are between points of
which neither, or only one, is a key point.

Exhibit 1
MINI - MILEAGE SYSTEM

Input

Edit
Subsystem

The Mini-Mileage System
In developing a system to compute
mileages, we discarded the idea of preparing and storing mileage tables for all
possible pairs of points (origin /destination) in the United States. Our alternative is to actually compute the shortest
point -to -point mileage for each shipment
audited, using two master tape files
which we have constructed and which
are unique to our system. This enables
us to use a small general purpose computer. Approximately 20 hours of computer time will be required to audit a
complete month's account of about 40,000 shipments when the system is in
full operation.
The first master tape file is an atlas,
which potentially may contain every
named point in the United States together with all the surrounding key
points that could reasonably be used for
calculating mileage to any other point.
It indicates for each named point the
direction and mileages to its associated
key points.
The second master file contains the
approximately 320,000 mileage combinations from the Rand McNally key point -to -key -point table, together with
180,000 mileage combinations between
the 800 standard key points and about
200 principal military installations. We
have assured accuracy of these mileages
by leasing a copy of the output tape from
Rand McNally's computerized mileage
generation programs. Our tape is therefore in complete agreement with the published distances in the Guide. The military installation mileages were generated
by applying our own atlas mileages to
the Rand McNally tape in a one time
generation. The addition of the military
installation mileages to the master file
reduces the monthly computer run time
by about one- third.
The system has three important features necessary for effective operation:
(1) generation of a complete audit trail
during processing, stored in tape form
for later retrieval, (2) printout of all
data found unacceptable during processMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1970
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Output
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Output
Q
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ing, and (3) technical evaluation of the
printout by transportation specialists
(auditors) and systems analysts to make
necessary corrections for future runs.
Thus, through a combination of man
and machine, we have developed a dy-

Audit
Analysis
Accounts
Receivable

namic and virtually self- correcting audit
system.
The complete system involves about
30 programs written principally in compiler languages, COBOL and FORTRAN. Most computers have compilers
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available for these languages thereby
making our program compatible without
reprogramming if a change to another
computer becomes necessary. Functionally, the system is divided into six sub systems as shown in Exhibit 1.
Edit Subsystem
Ideally, the input payment data should
be the magnetic tape output of the military disbursing offices' computerized payment system. Such an integrated system
would assure conformity of input with
the actual payment documents. However,
such a system appears to be several years
in the future. In the interim the input
tape is prepared as a separate operation
and includes the coded origin and destination of the shipment, the date of movement, the weight, the charges billed by
the carrier, and any other pertinent information.
As the input tape is edited, the computer determines if all information required for audit is present. Incomplete
records are rejected and a suitable notation is entered on a printout list of rejected shipments.
Since different items of information
are required for each of the audit processes to follow, two records are created
from the input data. One record contains information that is required to
audit the line -haul charges and the other
contains the information required to
audit accessorial charges. The edited input tape of accepted records is retained
for further use later in the Analysis Sub system.
Accessorial Subsystem
After the edit, the accessorial charge
data is statistically analyzed by the Accessorial Subsystem to locate potential
errors that will be manually checked
after the computer run. The statistical
analysis programs are designed to facilitate the manual audit of accessorial
charges and they will be adjusted on the
basis of experience.
Mileage Subsystem
In the Mileage Subsystem, two records are created for each input record,
one describing the origin and the other
the destination. These records contain
all data needed for audit of the line -haul
charges and subsequent reassembly of
the complete record.
Each origin and destination record is
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searched in the master atlas file to tender is called from the tariff tape file.
identify the point geographically relative The computer obtains the applicable
to one or more key points for which rates from the proper table of the tariff
mileages are published in the mileage and computes the charges for the shipguides. The atlas also contains informa- ment, both at the actual weight of the
tion about special Government rates shipment and at the minimum weight
filed by the carriers. In locating a point, for the next higher weight bracket. Apthe computer constructs a separate rec- plicable bridge or fern, charges and any
ord for each key point shown in the atlas other special charges, such as congested
area charges, are then computed and
for the named origin or destination.
The origin and destination records for added to the line -haul charges.
each bill of lading are cross - matched to
construct a series of potential routes for Analysis Subsystem
mileage computation purposes. This geoIn the Analysis Subsystem, all the data
graphical logic substantially reduces the contained in the output tapes of the
number of origin and destination key three audit subsystems are reassembled.
points to be considered in the mileage The complete record of each audited
calculations. Our tests of the mileage shipment is compared with the carrier's
subsystem show that an average of only billing information contained in the
three routes need be constructed per original input tape to determine where
shipment.
discrepancies exist. The output is a series
After computing the mileage over all of worksheets prepared on the highlogical routes, the computer selects the speed printer.
shortest mileage for subsequent processIf overcharges exist, the output ining since this is the legal mileage for cludes printed overcharge claim forms
computation of the rate and charges. addressed to the carriers involved and
Separate output records arc created for punched cards for the accounts receivinput to the Tariff Subsystem and, when able file. To control the quality of the
applicable, to the Quotation Subsystem. audit, w•c also print the complete bill
of lading and audit records for a sample
Quotation and Tariff Subsystems
of the bails of lading audited. The tape
If the computer has determined that containing the complete records of each
one or more Section 22 quotations" arc shipment audited is retained for any
in effect for the origin and /or destina- future internal audits.
tion of a shipment, the audit record for
the shipment is processed by the Quota- Value of New System
tion Subsystem. Initially an index of all
When our atlas tapes have been con special Section 22 quotations is searched structcd for all essential geographical
to determine if there is a quotation be- points, we will be in a position to detween the origin and destination for the termine the shortest mileage and to
carrier involved and for the date of the check the correct rate on substantially all
movement.
domestic household goods shipments.
If a quotation is applicable, it will take This is not economically feasible in a
precedence over charges computed in manual audit. We therefore will have a
general military rate tenders or tariffs more effective audit of this transportaand the appropriate quotation record tion mode.
will be called from file for use in auditing
We estimate that the computer systhe shipment record. If no quotation rate tem will return to the Treasury several
is indicated, the audit record passes to hundreds of thousands of dollars more
the Tariff Subsystem, where the carrier per year than the manual audit does, at
and the date of shipment are analyzed no additional operating cost. The cost
to determine the proper tariff or military of computer time, systems design, prorate tender applicable to each shipment. gramming, and operation are offset by
The record of the appropriate tariff or the reduced requirement for transportation specialists w•llo can be reassigned to
Section 22 of the Interstate Commerce Act, 49
other
audit work. The computer system
22,
24
Stat.
387,
provides
that
nothing;
U.S.C. S
••e e o shall prevent the carriage, storage, or hanwill
also
enable us to complete the audit
dli ng of property fre e or at reduce d rates for t he
United States, State or municipal governments." As
and
to
deposit collected overcharges
an incentive to receive additional traffic, carriers
make rate quotations to the Government which
about
six
months earlier than is possible
provide ei ther lower than commercial rat es or special services not otherwise available.
by a manual audit.
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Appraisal and Evaluation of
Internal Financial Reports
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM BRINGS FACULTY MEMBERS AND BUSINESS EXECUTIVES TOGETHER FOR
MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL EXCHANGE OF IDEAS
By Som Prakash and Jack E. Cisney
In accepting this fellowship from the
Warner & Swasey Company, we were
assigned a specific research project. The
project was to make a detailed studv of
financial statements to management. We
were asked to investigate as to how these
statements can be rendered more useful
and readable. This, it was hoped, will
lead to better communications and overall improvement in financial reporting,
emphasizing certain key figures and corporate trends.
We have used as a starting point a
study conducted for Warner & Swasev
in 1965. The study was titled "An EvaluWe are grateful to Dr. W. M. Curtiss of the Foundation for Economic Education and Warner &
Swasey Company for the opportunity to take part
in the 1988 Fellowship Program. We applaud and
are in complete accord with the aims of the program which seeks to bring faculty members and
companies together for mutually beneficial relationships.

SOM PRAKASH

is a Professor of Economics at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh. Ile received a B.A. degree in Commerce and
an M.A. degree in Economics from
Delhi University, India. Professor Prakash has recently received an appointment with the World Campus Afloat,
Chapman College, as a visiting Associate Professor of Economics.
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ation of Selected Accounting and Financial Reports to Management" and was
submitted by Professors J. W. Jackson
and J. W. Polk of Ball State University
and Albion College, respectively. The
aims of their study were very similar to
the ones that we have tried to achieve.
Our predecessors examined the "present
volume of detailed information with the
intent of decreasing both the quantity
of data and the number and frequency
of the reports." They took a number of
reports, conducted an opinion poll of
key executives and based their comments and suggestions on these expressed
opinions. This, in our view, resulted in
a survey of what top management at that
time thought of individual financial
statements and their usefulness.
Although we used the 1965 report as
our starting point, because it provides
useful historical background for our own
study, we did depart significantly from
its methodology. In doing this, we hope
that we have broken new ground and
made some contribution to the solution
of the problem of successful financial reporting within a modern corporation.
Throughout our research, Nve have
kept the main objectives of financial reporting foremost in our mind. Reports,
in order to be meaningful, must be
concise, readable, timelv and free of
ambiguities. Only then can they provide
the basis for successful and imaginative
managerial decision making. In order to
fulfill the aims of our research, we have

posed and sought answers to the following questions:
1. Are there any key figures or ratios
that the management people look for
when they receive their financial
statements?
2. Will month and year to date figures
be more meaningful if presented in
conjunction with figures for the comparable period of the prior year?
3. Will certain statements be more
meaningful or illuminating if presented in the form of charts or
graphs?
4. Are there other improvements which

JACK E. CISNEY

Wheeling Chapter 1967, is Assistant
Professor of Business Administration,
West Liberty State College, West Liberty, W . Va. Professor Cisney received a B.S. degree from Susquehanna
University and an M.B.A. degree from
the University of Scranton. He has also
done graduate ivork at Oxford University, England, and at the University of
Minnesota.
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can be instituted touching upon such
problems as frequency of reports, indicated use, timeliness, selectivity in
circulation, and, finally, conciseness
for easy readability?
5. Are the headings used in tables
meaningful and comprehensible? In
other words, are there any definitional problems that give rise to outright misunderstanding, confusing
more than enlightening those who
receive the information?
Major Financial Statements
In conducting our research we have
made use of 14 major financial statements. We were advised by the Accounting Department that the statements
listed below are the most important:
1. Summary of orders and shipments
2. Condensed, consolidated statement
of income
3. Analysis of factory costs -for Divisions
4. Consolidated balance sheet
5. Individual Financial Statements -by
Division
6. Comparative Product Line Statement- Cleveland Division (Monthly
figures)
7. Comparative Analysis of Factory
Costs by Product Line - Cleveland
Division (Monthly figures)
8. Comparative Product Line Statement- Cleveland Division (Year to
date figures)
9. Comparative Analysis of Factory
Costs by Product Line - Cleveland
Division (Year to date figures)
10. Product Income Statement -Construction Equipment Division
(Monthly figures)
11. Product Income Statement -Construction Equipment Division (Year
to date figures)
12. Statement of Income - Textile Division
13. Breakdown of Product Income and
Net Income
14. Summaries of Inventory ActivityPurchases and Standard Conversion
Cost
Executives Interviewed
The following executives were kind
enough to grant us interviews concerning this report during our five week
study from June 3 to July 5, 1968.
1. President
2. Vice President Finance
3. Vice President General Manager,
Construction Equipment
4. Vice President and Secretary
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5. Vice President Engineering
6. Vice President Manufacturing-Machine Tools
7. Vice President Industrial Relations
S. Executive Vice President and General Manager- Machine Tools
9. Executive Vice President
10. Controller
11. Director of Marketing
12. Treasurer
13. Manager, Textile Division -St. Clair
Plant
14. Director of Corporate Planning
15. Director -New Office Planning
16. Manufacturing Consultant
17. Manager of Accounting
18. Assistant to Controller
19. Supervisor of Training
At the outset we would like to point
out an obvious fact. Not all the executives interviewed are equally interested
in all aspects of the financial reports.
The degree of their interest or the intensity with which various reports are
studied is dependent upon the executive's special area of interest or the extent of his responsibility. For instance,
financial reports as listed above are not
very germane in the area of activities of
the Vice President and Secretary or to
the Vice President of Industrial Relations. However, even to these individuals
these reports are of value inasmuch as
they transmit general information and
indicate overall performance in the Company.
Key Figures
One of the main aims of our research
was to discover and pinpoint those areas
or figures within the financial statements
that are critical from the point of view
of management. We deliberately designed our questions to elicit this information. In carefully analyzing our interviews we found that there is a definite
trend regarding the type of information
which is most sought after. These may
be called key figures which reflect functioning of the Company or its components and provide basis for managerial
decision making. These key figures are
listed below:
1. Orders, shipments, and unfilled orders
2. Rental income and rental sales
3. Total net product income by product
line
4. Factory costs
5. Factory margin
6. Operating profit before allocated corporate expense

7. Operating profit after allocated corporate expense
8. Profit before tax
9. Profit after tax
10. Corporate inventory
Concerning key -figure 1, the Executive Vice President and General Manager- Machine Tools asked whether the
unfilled orders are being computed on
the same basis in all divisions. We understand that the divisions have been
given consistent instruction on the computation of unfilled orders. The latter
may not agree with the Sales Department
flash figures because amounts on this
report are based on the formally prepared Warner & Swasey accounting
forms including all tooling components,
etc., in final form after credit approval.
The `float' thus developed may create a
month or more lag from the amounts
tabulated in the Sales Department.
In the area of rental income and rental
sales, key -figure 2, the Manufacturing
Consultant and the Manager, Textile
Division -St. Clair Plant drew our attention to a problem. In their view, rental
incomes tend to distort the profitability
of the Textile Division inasmuch as the
former is spread over a period of time
while at least a portion of costs and expenses are absorbed all at once. We have
learned that in order to cope with this
problem, special supplementary statements are being prepared to restate all
rentals as though they were sales.
One would assume that key -figure 3,
namely, total net product income by
individual products within major product lines, would be a valuable indicator
in order to determine the extent to which
different product lines should be promoted. This was pointed out to us by the
Director of Marketing. We have learned
that a number of divisions compile these
figures for their own internal purposes.
As a rule, these figures are not circulated
throughout the corporation but may be
obtained readily by simply making a request to the appropriate division.
We were questioned regarding key figure 4, namely, factory costs. This figure in the condensed consolidated statement of income does not tie in with
the total factory costs on the analysis of
factory costs statement. The simple reason for this discrepancy is that the latter
statement does not include factory costs
for the subsidiaries.
Key- figures 5, 8, and 9, namely, factory
margin, profit before tax and profit after
tax, need not be commented upon since
these figures are self - explanatory.
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Regarding operating profit before and
after allocated corporate expense, key -figures 6 and 7, the following explanation is
perhaps necessary. Divisional and product line income statements indicate an
operating profit before allocated corporate charges. Several of the executives
interviewed mentioned to us that this
profit figure was useful to them. The
Company has followed the procedure
of allocating overall corporate expenses
based upon a number of factors, in order
to give the people responsible for each
division's product line some idea of the
overall corporation expense that they
should cover through their operation.
This appears to be a very realistic approach in that it shows both the profit
after the expenses that the division can
control directly, as well as the profit after
considering that division as a part of the
consolidated corporation.
Finally, some comment may be made
on key -figure 10, namely, corporate inventory. Financial statement number 14,
Summaries for Inventory Activity, Purchases and Standard Conversion Cost,
shows the balance of inventories (the
total of which by divisions isin the general ledger for the beginning of the fiscal
year), the current inventory balances for
the month, the net change in inventory
for the current year to date, and the inventory net change for the current
month.
Some of the distribution of material
and conversion cost within those total
areas are based on various historical prorated figures. This is necessary since the
cost system in some of the divisions does
not provide actual amounts for these
items. While the material and conversion
costs may not be precise in all cases, they
should give a close approximation of the
net change in any period.
Problem Areas
Aside from making specific comments
on various financial statements, the executives pointed out a few definite problem areas. Time and again, the executives interviewed lamented that the reports were received much too late. This,
in their view, robbed the reports of their
value as viable decision - making tools.
In manv cases, the statements, if received
late, will fail to fulfill even their primary
information dissemination function. This
is especially so if the executives can obtain or have access to information before
they receive formal statements. We
found that this indeed was true_ in most
cases.
We also detected problems i n under MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1970

standing general accounting terminology
used in the individual financial statements. In many cases, terminology used
leads to confusion inasmuch as it has
different meaning for different people.
For example, the Director of Corporate
Planning suggested that the term "production costs" could be substituted for
the term "conversion cost."
Another source of misunderstanding
may arise from the fact that seemingly
similar figures in two or more statements
do not agree with each other. This discrepancv, however, is more apparent
than real.
Some members of management felt
that figures will be more meaningful and
revealing if they are presented on a comparative basis; in other words, figures
pertaining to current month vs. same
month last year and current year to date
vs. year to date last year. Such comparisons are obviously advantageous, but they
also suffer from some important, even
though hidden, drawbacks. In the first
place, the very nature of the products of
the Company and the dynamic relationship between the demand for its products
and the phase of the cycle in the economy may rob these comparisons of much
of their meaning. If care isnot exercised,
one may draw erroneous conclusions
from the Company's performance on a
comparative basis while the latter may
simply be a reflection or response to the
overall level of activity in the economy.
Aside from this, there is another problem. For instance, if the Company was
performing below the trend last year and
does slightly better this year, it may not
necessarily indicate an improvement; in
fact, despite this seeming improvement,
the Company may still be slipping. Perhaps an answer to this problem is to resort to flexible budget figures to be used
as measuring tools to compare monthly
and year to date results against such figures. We shall return to this theme in
detail in our general recommendations.
Reformulation of Key Figures and
Charts
One of the outstanding characteristics
of a modern corporation is its immense
complexity. Equally amazing is the
amount of information that is churned
out periodically touching all aspects of
operations. In our view, it is impossible
for any single individual to assimilate
and coordinate this information. The
problem remains even if a typical executive concerns himself with only certain aspects of the Company's operations
while skimming over the other reports.

He still has to dig through and analyze
a number of reports to elicit information
most relevant in his decision- making processes. It was revealed to us that if a
summary statement were to be based
upon key figures, it will be a valuable tool
in the comprehension of financial data.
The Consolidated Financial Capsule
Report, Exhibit 1, has been constructed
keeping in mind the key figures compiled
from our interviews with members of
management. The report expresses the
key data on a monthly and year to date
basis, in percents as well as dollars. In
our view, the main advantages of the
capsule report is conciseness and brevity.
It can be used as a handy discussion
piece and point of reference in meetings
and conferences. In some instances, it
may perhaps also serve as a summary report to the directors of the corporation.
As a further aid to better communications, we have constructed a number of
charts, of which Exhibits 2 and 3 are
examples. The charts pertain to three
divisions, namely, Machine Tools, Construction Equipment, and Textile. They
incorporate the following key figures: net
new orders, unfilled orders, sales, total
net product income, factory cost, factory
margin, operating profit before allocated
corporate expense, and profit before tax,
and they cover the period 1966 through
the first quarter of 1968.
A few general comments about the
charts are in order here. We have incorporated monthly data, assuming that the
information transmitted becomes especially revealing if presented on a monthly
basis. In reading a set of charts, especially
where they depict comparable data, there
are problems of comprehension and interpretation. If care is not exercised in
this area, charts, instead of enlightening,
will simply confuse the reader and will
result in erroneous conclusions. We shall
illustrate our point by alluding to only
one problem. Of necessity, we had to use
two different scales in constructing Exhibits 2 and 3. Even though these two
charts incorporate comparable data,
namely, net new orders and unfilled orders, the two charts, strictly speaking, are
not comparable. The scale in Exhibit 2
is much more compressed than it is in
Exhibit 3. Needless to sav, different
scales are chosen in accordance with the
data; this portrays the fluctuations in
the figures and makes for easy reading.
By the same token, the problem of scale
needs to be kept constantly in mind to
arrive at correct interpretation of different charts.
We have used the comparative ap21

Exhibit 1
FINANCIAL CAPSULE REPORT CONSOLIDATED
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31.7
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40.6

39 . 8

9,4

29 .9
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(2. 6)
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36 .6
38 . 6
22 .6

(4 .3 )

1. 2

26 . 3

9.7

1.2
.7

27 . 6
16.1

(9 .9 )
(9 .9 )
(5 .3 )

16 .8

5.5
(3. 2)

21.7
21.7
11 .6
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Pro f i t a f t er t a x

40 . 0

9.6
5.1

20 . 2
16.8
9.0
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Ne w o rd er s
Un f il l ed ord ers
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Nu m b e r o f e m p l o ye e s
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3,336

1, 0 6 6

11 , 00 5

86,095

32,970

6,860

125,925

48,656

7, 8 2 2

2,726

59,204

48,656
32 , 29 7

7, 8 2 2
14 , 83 8

2,726
3,956

59,204
51,091

4, 4 3 5

1, 09 3

496

6,024
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Exhibit 2
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Recommendations
From our analvsis of the interviews
with members of management, we have
detected a number of problem areas.
What follows are a series of recommendations which may at least partially furnish solutions to these problems.
BUDG ET

PR OG RA M.
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proach in our charts where certain figures
for all three divisions are incorporated in
one chart. Exhibit 2, for example, shows
net new orders from January, 1966,
through Mav, 1965, for all three divisions. Similar procedure was adopted concerning the remaining charts. We surmise that this information is of interest,
since it sheds light on the performance
of the entire corporation. On the other
hand, if division executives are interested
in their own divisions, then different
charts can be constructed which will
bring together key figures pertaining to
only one division. We suggest that in this
area the so -called bar charts will be found
especially useful.

FLEXIBLE

O

is

our

understanding that at the present time
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the Company does not have a compaii wide profit planning or flexible budget
program. Profit planning is an exercise
in the management process in which the
flexible budget is used to make a profit
projection. The budget, of course, is not
an end in itself but it does have built in
advantages., It is a means to an end, or
an important tool in the management kit
which, if used properly, can help achieve
the profit goal. It may also be used as a
measuring tool to compare monthly results against budgeted figures. The accounting techniques used in this process
are known as budgetary planning and
budgetary control.
There are basically two different stages
in the budgeting process, namely, the
formulation or planning stage and the
execution or control stage. Budget planning involves projection of expenses,
revenues, assets, liabilities and equity
over a specified time period. The budgeting period will probably be set up for one
year with revisions made on a quarterly
' F u r t h e r ela bo r a tio n of th es e id ea s will h e f o u n d
in th e fo llo w in g p u b lic a t io n : G a r y A . L u o m a , Ac coun tin g Infor m at ion in Managerial Dec is ion -Mak i n g for S m a ll a n d M e d i u m Manufac turers , Re s e a r c h
Mo n ogr at h 2, N at io n a l A s so c ia t io n o f A c co u n t a n t s ,
New York, N.Y., 196 7, pp. 35 -3 9.
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basis or on the basis of any other time
periods thought appropriate be management.
The second technique in the budgeting process, namely, budgeting control,
may be realized through the utilization
of both responsibility accounting and
flexible budgeting. The former represents
a system designed to control costs by relating costs to those who are responsible
for their control. Flexible budgeting, on
the other hand, represents the adjustment of budgeted costs to various levels
of activity.
FLAS H

PROFIT

R EP O R T. A n o t h e r

aid

to

good communications is the so- called
flash profit rcport- which we would like
to submit for consideration. Preparation
of the flash report would precede the
completion of the more detailed accounting statements. Its purpose is to give top
management a quick bird's -eye view of
operations by principal divisions with
accent on estimated sales and profits. It
would highlight significant differences
" F o r f u r t h e r d e t a ils see R . R. L e w is , Ac c o u n t in g
R e p o r t s f o r M a n a g e m e n t , P r e n t ic e - H a ll , E n g le w o o d
Cliffs , N.J ., 1961, pp . 55 -59.
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Exhibit 3
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between the estimated performance for
the month and year to date and compdrable last year figures. The flash report
would state estimated sales and profits
by divisions on both a pre -tax and after tax basis, together Nvith profit ratios.
There are several ways in which the
flash format may be used. One is the approach in which estimated accounting
results through the end of the preceding month are issued by divisions, showing sales and profit comparisons against
the prior year. A second approach is the
use of the flash report for reporting approximate figures in round numbers a
few days ahead of the availability of the
actual figures. Finally one may use the
flash format for reporting estimated results before the end of the month.
24
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CO N I T I U N I CA T 1o N . I t i s a t r u i s m t h at go o d

and effective communications are prerequisites for good management. Financial statements received on time and subject to easy interpretation can make the
difference between sound management
and haphazard decision making. We got
the distinct impression in several of our
interviews that, in some cases, the format of the reports and the accounting
terminology were simply not comprehensible to some members of top management. W e therefore recommend
strongly that the Accounting Department should look into the possibility of
reviewing the content of financial reports
and accounting terminology with members of management. In general, we
would like to submit for consideration
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a fivefold criterion for effective accounting communication as suggested by the
Am e r i c a n Ac c o u n t i n g A sso c i a t i o n : '

1. Appropriateness to expected use
2. Disclosure of significant relationships
i . Inclusion of environmental information
4. Uniformity of practices within and
among entities
5. Consistency of practices through
time
TI M E L I N E S S . I f f i n a n c i a l
statements are
to serve their purpose and have value as
decision making tools, they must be in
the h4nds of management as soon as
possible.
Am e r ic a n Ac c o u n t in g As s o c ia t io n , A S t a t e m e n t of
B a s i c A c c o u n t i n g T h e o r y , E v a n s t o n , Ill. , 1 9 6 6 , p .
14. See also pp. 13 -18.
'
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Financial Planning in Nations
With Fluctuating Currencies
EVERY EFFORT SHOULD BE MADE TO MAINTAIN PROFIT MARGINS IN TERMS OF U.S. DOLLARS
It is also assumed that the objective of
these guidelines is to preserve the U.S.
dollar equivalent of foreign earnings.
Analogous criteria can be developed domestically to reduce the U.S. dollar exposure to losses due to steady inflation.
Finally, it is assumed that these guidelines will be implemented in a manner
that consistent with the basic goals of
niaximizing long -run profits and adding
to the parent company's earnings per
share. Of course there will always be
some exposure to losses associated with
inflation and devaluation, except in the
unlikely event that net working capital
is zero or negative. No operations should
be started in a country with rapidly
fluctuating currency unless it appears
that the investment will be sufficiently
profitable even with the monetary risks
involved.
In each of the following sections, the
first numbered item indicates the guideline or guidelines; the second provides
directions for implementation; and the
third contains additional comments. The
final section includes two charts that
provide a visual monitoring system which
supplies quarterly indications of how
well a subsidiary's exposure is being reduced in light of its year -end objectives.
is

ditions. Moreover, there must be a constant effort to compare the costs of reRapid inflation and periodic devaluations ducing exposure with the value of achievin many countries have seriously eroded ing the improvement. The monitoring
the profits of virtually all multinational system must also be kept uncomplicated
corporations. Thus, in addition to being so as not to discourage, or increase the
prepared to hedge their financial ex- costs of, periodic reviews.
posure when a devaluation appears imThis article proposes one possible set
minent, all corporations, especially those of guidelines and directives. It is assumed
doing business internationally, must pro- that these will be applied over an exvide themselves with the type of protec- tended period and that, despite short tion by which losses associated with run differences in timing, the long -run
fluctuating currencies are constantly effects of inflation and devaluation on
anticipated and minimized.
relative currencv values will be the same:
One approach involves establishing a a twentv percent annual inflation rate
set of guidelines that indicates directions and a twenty percent de,151luation will
in which each foreign subsidiary should similarly reduce the dollar equivalent of
move with respect to each of its assets local currency.
and liabilities in order to provide maximum support for the dollar value of the
parent company's consolidated net
worth. Detailed directives should be supplied for the implementation of each
guideline. In addition, because of
frequent conflicts between the local objectives of foreign subsidiaries and protection of the parent company's conY
solidated net wgrth, the corporate staff
ALAN TECK
should be provided with a system for
is Assistant Treasurer responsible for
monitoring progress and revising conthe international finance of Croirell
trols.
Collier
and Macmillan, Inc. Mr. Teck
To be effective, the guidelines and
holds
a
B.S. degree from the School of
directives must be kept as simple and
Industrial and Labor Relations, Corgeneral as possible: simple because the
nell University, and M.A. and Ph.D.
abilities of local managements vary
degrees from the economics departwidely, and general to provide the broadment at Columbia University.
est possible latitude for implementation
based on widely divergent foreign con-

Assets

as

By Alan Teck
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As a general rule, current assets should
be held to a minimum and whenever
possible designated in terms of a stable
currency. Fixed assets should be acquired
only on the basis of their expected con25

tribution to operations and long -term
profitability and not as a- hedge against
currency fluctuations.
CASI I

1. Keep local cash at a minimum.
2. Forecast daily receipts and disbursements one month in advance, weekly
for the next three months, and
monthly for the subsequent eight
months; svnchronize receipts and
disbursements and minimize the cash
position.
3. Use banking arrangements, such as
wire transfers, to move receipts to
the central deposit account with utmost speed.
4. Remit to parent company all funds
that are not designated for specific
uses and that would otherwise remain idle for many weeks.
5. Use interim dividends; waiting for
the end of the year usually involves
unnecessary risks.
Invest temporarily excess funds in
interest - bearing deposits or marketable securities, or reduce debt if the
cost of borrowing exceeds the returns
available on investments and if the
amount of debt can be increased
again as needed.
7. If exchange controls restrict remittances, invest in assets that are expected to appreciate at least as rapidly as the rate of inflation.
8. Whenever possible, maintain required minimum balances in the
stable currencies received from foreign transactions. When local currency must be held, include the deteriorating effects of inflation and
devaluation as a cost of acquiring
debt.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Permit local currency receivables to
increase only as long as the returns
on marginal sales more than cover all
expenses. The expenses should include financing costs, estimates for
expected losses associated with having receivables outstanding during
periods of inflation or possible devaluation —the offsetting advantages
of outstanding debt are discussed
below —and the expense of hedging
when applicable.
2. Whenever possible, designate receiv26

abler in terms of a stable currency,
if the required discounts do not exceed anticipated losses due in inflation and devaluation.
3. Minimize the time between receiving
orders, shipping, billing and collection.
4. When necessary as an aid to sales,
extend credit terns to the maximum
consistent with the guidelines, or
temporarily beyond the guidelines if
it is necessary to take losses in order
to enter a new market; but insist
that payment obligations be respected, especially when receivables
are designated in local currency.
5. When credit terms are not met, the
additional exposure should be included in the selling price or recognized as a cost. Some customers who
have difficulty arranging financing
will prefer higher prices and extended
credit terms.
6. In some cases, it is profitable to offer
discounts slightly below the rate of
inflation to induce customers to borrow for early payments or prepayments.
Hedging receivables should be considered when the costs are less than
the anticipated losses associated with
inflation or devaluation. In most
cases, the corporate treasury department should be consulted before
hedged positions are taken.
8. Using receivables as collateral is discussed below.
INVENTORIES

In most cases, inventories of raw materials, work in process and finished
goods should be minimized in all
ways that are consistent with maintaining the required flow of work
and meeting competitive conditions
with respect to supplying finished
goods to customers. Exceptions are
noted in section three below.
The methods for controlling inventories are outside the scope of this
article.
3. Exceptions to the guideline may occur when persistent price increases
on inventoried materials exceed financing costs, when prices on finished goods can be increased at a
pace consistent with other price
movements, and when there is the

possibility of a devaluation affecting
the prices of imported materials. It
should be noted, however, that there
is rarely any gain in maintaining inventories as an inflation hedge when
a nation either restricts price relief
to compensation for increased costs
or prohibits price relief entirely.
When considering the use of inventories as an inflation hedge, compare
the expected gains with the costs of
holding stocks, including financing
costs and the possibility_ of obsolescence.
PREPAID EXPENSES

1. Prepay expenses designated in stable
currencies unless the cost of financing the prepayment exceeds the rate
at which prices are increasing on the
goods and services being purchased.
2. Any attrition in the exchange rate
between the time the debt is incurred and its payment represents a
cost that should be included as an
expense of the purchase.
FIXED ASSETS

1. Fixed assets should be acquired only
on the basis of their expected contribution to long -term profitability and
not as a hedge against currency
fluctuations.
2. No implementation required.
The assumption underlying the purchase of fixed assets is that their
long -run value will be neither increased nor decreased by currency
fluctuations. (Of course, this concept
does not preclude the use of accelerated depreciation, although this will
not directly affect a company's exposed position.) In some cases, especially those involving rapid obsolescence, consideration should be given
to the advantages and costs of leasing.
Liabilities
As a general rule, all liabilities other
than intracompany obligations should
be designated in weak currencies and
maximized. Stable currency obligations,
other than intracompany commitments,
should be minimized.
1CCOUNTS PAYABLE

1. Designate accounts payable (other
than intracompany obligations) in
terms of a weak currency.
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Lengthen payment terms as long as
there is a spread between the earnings
on funds made available by postponed payments and the interest
costs plus penalty fees. Subtract gains
due to inflation and devaluation from
the costs of weak currency payables;
add the inflation / devaluation effects
to the costs of payables designated
in stable currencies.
3. Designate payments for goods and
services from the parent company in
U.S. dollars. Pay, or prepay, as
promptly as possible.
4. Consider borrowing weak currencies
for paying obligations designated in
stable currencies when the cost of
financing is less than the expected
losses due to inflation and devaluation.
In addition to deferring trade payables designated in local currency,
withhold payments on taxes, social
security obligations, and import and
export duties as long as possible.
Extend payments for services, such
as insurance or auto rentals, as well
as for goods.
6. Hedging accounts payable may be
appropriate when the losses associated with anticipated inflation and
devaluation exceed hedging expenses.
However, this should be undertaken
only after consultation with the corporate treasury department.
DEBT
Maximize borrowing in weak currency as long as the funds can be
used profitably.
2. Evaluate the desirablity of borrowing long -term in preference to short term in light of the relative costs of
long- and short -term debt, the advantages of stable financing, and the
overall capital structure of the firm.
3. Borrow from the widest possible
range of sources.
4. When short -tern borrowing seems
desirable, strive for a committed
credit line rather than borrowing
on a revolving, continual renewal
basis. If a commitment cannot be
obtained, consider the uncertainties of changing costs and availabilities when evaluating the merits of
short- versus long -term financing.
5. Use accounts receivable and inventories as collateral when funds can
MAN AGE MEN T ACC OUN TING /JA NU ARY 19 70

be profitably employed. Deduct from
the financing. costs the gains associated with being in debt during periods of inflation and devaluation.
6 Extended payment terms on credit
received from slppliers (other than
the parent company) until the costs
equal the rate of inflation or until it
appears that damage is being done
to credit standings or relationships
with suppliers.
7 Theoretically, if all working capital
is borrowed and if all current liabilities, including long -term debt due
within one year, are in weak currencies, assets are fully covered. Thus,
both short- and long -term local currency debt should be maximized in
all ways consistent with the guidelines.
8. The cost of debt must be defined
broadly to reflect the effective rather
than the nominal cost. Effective cost
may include interest charges, discounts, commissions, service charges,
taxes, and possible exchange gains or
losses on the repayment of principal.
Also consider the effects that inflation and devaluation may have on the
returns on investments as well as on
the cost of debt. The effective cost of
debt becomes prohibitive only when
the cost minus the anticipated rate
of currency deterioration cannot be
covered by the return on investments.
9. Long -tern financing can often be obtained at relatively low cost from development banks and other government and quasi - government lending
institutions.
10. With private lenders, reciprocal business should be developed whenever
necessary; for example, purchase insurance from an organization that
makes loans to industry.
11. Improve the quality of receivables
and inventories to be used as collateral. Commercial banks are usually
most willing to discount receivables
when the notes are the type and
quality that can be rediscounted with
the central bank. Inventories can be
made more acceptable as collateral
if they are stored in a bonded warehouse.
12. Prior to receiving a loan from the
parent company, obtain official assurances that interest payments and repayment of principal will be perrpitted.

13. A description of all major financing
requirements should be submitted
for periodic review and approval by
the corporate treasury department.
Equity
If all of the guidelines for assets and
liabilities have been followed correctly,
the net worth section has already been
properly implemented.
1. Maximize dividends to the parent
company by all means consistent
with maintaining the minimum
funds required for operations and an
optimum debt position.
2. Pay interim, rather than only yearend, dividends.
3. If immediate repatriation of earnings is limited or prohibited, apply
for the right to remit funds subsequently. Cooperate with the parent
company in registering its investment.
4. Also, remit funds by other means,
such as payments for royalties, licenses, technical advice, management
services and imports. The appropriate balance between dividends and
other payments depends on individual circumstances and tax considerations.
5. The paid -in portion of the equity
section is determined when the subsidiary is organized or acquired, but
the portion represented by retained
earnings, reserves and surpluses can
be influenced locally by the planned
treatment of cash flows and profits.
These should be managed to permit
maximum payments to the parent
company unless the present value to
the parent company of future returns on local investments clearly
exceeds the value of current remittances.
Income Statements
Although proper management of the
income statement will not reduce a company's exposure to currency fluctuations,
except in ways that are implicit in the
proper handling of assets and liabilities,
actions can be taken in a number of areas
to maintain profit margins under weak
currency conditions. In the most general
terms, these include programs for increasing prices, reducing costs and improving productivity. Guidelines and directives for implementation can be established for each of these. Using prices as
an example, one possible set of simple
instructions might be:
27

PRICES
1. Keep increasing prices at the max mum competitive pace.
2. Use small and frequent price advances in preference to large and widely

spaced raises.
3. Anticipate inflation whenever possible; once price increases fall behind
the rate of inflation it is difficult to
catch up.

Exhibit 1
CURRENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES IN WEAK CURRENCIES
E U.S.
(MILLIONS
140

A Monitoring System
Exhibits 1 and 2 show examples of
the type of charts that should be updated
at least quarterly to provide management
with a visual monitoring system for comparing each subsidiary's exposure to its
year -end objectives. Each subsidiary
should label the vertical axis with numbers appropriate to its situation; conversion to U.S. dollars should be at the
spot rate on the day of plotting. Additional surveillance is maintained with
periodic reviews of each subsidiary's financial statements and year -end objectives.
In Exhibit 1, a solid line is used to record the difference between all current
assets designated in weak currencies and
all current liabilities similarly designated. ( "Weak currencies" must be defined periodically by the corporate staff.)
A dot indicates the year -end exposure
objective. In the hypothetical example,
the goal is to reduce the exposure to
U.S. $40 million equivalent.
A dotted line in Exhibit 1 plots the
difference between current assets desig-
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current�outs�in�weak�currencies—
current liabilities in weak currencies
current�assets�in�weak�currencies—
(current *long -term liabilities in
weak currencies)
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4. Sales terms should be designated in
U.S. dollars as long as the necessary
discounts are less than the expected
rates of inflation and devaluations.
As noted in the accounts receivable
section, billings and collections
should be as rapid as possible.
5. Every effort should be made to maintain profit margins in terms of U.S.
dollars: when sales terms must be in
local currency, government authorities should be requested to grant the
price relief necessary to maintain the
dollar equivalent of profits in local
currency.
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Exhibit 2
RATIO OF CURRENT ASSETS TO LIABILITIES IN WEAK CURRENCIES
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nated in weak currencies and the total of
all current plus long -tern liabilities designated in weak currencies. A year -end
objective is also recorded.
In Exhibit 2 the data are organized so
that they can be used for inter- subsidiary comparisons. The solid line shows the
ratio of current assets to current liabilities designated in weak currencies. The
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dotted line indicates a similar ratio in
which the denominator includes longterm liabilities in weak currencies. In
both cases, ayear -end objective has been
plotted.
The two charts indicate at a glance
how well the guidelines are being implemented and the value of the assets remaining exposed.
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Calendar Variance Reporting
EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH FIXED UNIT COSTS DURING PERIODS OF LOW PRODUCTIVITY
ARE AS EXPENSIVE AS BAD DEBTS AND INVENTORY LOSSES
By David G. Carreau
The calendar variance represents another
accounting technique used by accountants to overcome basic flaws in accounting theory.
Calendar Variance Defined
Accounting convenience brings about
the averaging of fixed overhead expenses
on an acceptable basis to determine
standard unit cost in a standard cost accounting system. This acceptable basis
may be machine hours, man hours, material dollars, or any other suitable basis.
Once calculated, these unit costs are
used to arrive at standard cost of goods
sold, inventory valuations, and manufacturing variances on a monthly basis.
In respect to monthly manufacturing
variances, utilization of an annual average fixed overhead rate in place of
monthly fixed overhead rates generate a
specific monthly variance which bears
no relationship to actual performance of
a manufacturing operation. This variance, in effect, is created by accountants
using currently accepted standard cost
accounting principles.
To further explain the calendar variance concept, Exhibit 1 displays a hypothetical manufacturing overhead budget
for XYZ Paper Company, a single paper
machine manufacturing operation.
Planned operating hours for the paper
machine are shown, in addition to the
planned fixed overhead machine hour
rate for a twelve -month period.
Only the annual average machine hour
rate will be used for standard cost accounting purposes.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ JANUARY 1970

The projection assumes the company
contains only one cost center. Semi variable overhead expenses have been regarded as fixed overhead expenses for
variance purposes.
Exhibit 2 is designed to point out the
variance between planned fixed overhead expenses and the planned absorption of these fixed expenses, using the
standard machine hour fixed overhead
rate. This resulting variance has been
called a "calendar" variance.
Variance Reconciliation
Let us assume that the following factors reflect the companv's actual performance for July:
Planned fixed overhead
expenses
$264,000
Actual fixed overhead
expenses
285,000
Absorbed fixed overhead
expenses (193.9 x
$520.96)
101,000
Planned operating ]lours
201.6
Standard operating hours
allowed
193.9
The fixed overhead expense variance
has been calculated as shown in Table 1.

DAVID G. CARREAU
fall River -New Bedford Chapter 1963,
is Vice-President and Treasurer of Ansonia Wire & Cable Company, Ashton, R.I. Mr. Carreau holds a B.S.B.A.
degree from Bryant College, Providence, R.I. and an M.B.A. degree from
the University of Rhode Island.

Calendar Variance Requirements
Serious consideration should be given
to utilizing the calendar variance concept by those industries characterized by
one or any of the following:
1. A cost accounting system using standard average fixed overhead rates.
2. Substantial deviation in monthly
levels of production.
3. Substantial deviation in planned
fixed expenses on a monthly basis.
Few accountants have dealt with the
"calendar" variance, but many arc familiar with the shut -down reserve. In
many ways they bear a close similarity.
Reporting the Calendar Variance
Defining the calendar variance and
knowing how to use it are relatively easy
for an accountant to master. however,
the task of explaining this variance to
non- accountants can be described as difficult at best.
There arc two basic methods of reporting the calendar variance. Companics using responsibility accounting
concepts report only controllable variances to the responsible manager. In
these instances they should elect to adjust their monthly manufacturing expenses and increase or decrease the appropriate balance sheet reserve account.
Alternativcly, the calendar variance
can be isolated and shown monthly with
a sufficient explanation to management
as to its cause and effect. This means that
the calendar variance is recognized but
no adjustment to monthly operating
income is made.
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Exhibit 1
MANUFACTURING OVERHEAD BUDGET

Mob.
PLANNED OPERATING HOURS

JAN.

FEB.

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

TOTALS

374A

316.8

374.4

360.0

374A

360.0

201.6

360.0

345.6

374A

346.6

259.2

4046.4

94.
72.

9072.

94.
75.

90.
72.

87.
69.

94.
75.

1,016.
809.

-

65.
52.-

-

S

$

87.
69.

-

-

$
-

S

169.-

15S.-

117.

1,826.

$

156.-

450.00

4 5 0 -0

S 460.00

S 450.00

450.00

$

450.00

$

S 450.00

$

450.00

$

450.00

$

S 450.00

$

S

-

-

-

-

-

-

S 162.-

91.

$

S 162.

-

169.-

$

S 162.

$

S 169.

$

S 450.00

14 1 .

$

S 169.

$

Taal Variable OHD
Planned VMlable OHD
Mechine Hour Rate

$

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

51-40.

$

S

90.72.

-

$
-

$

$

$

SO.63.

-

-

$

94.
75.

-

Indirect Labor
SteamlElectricity

$

PLANNED VARIABLE OVERHEAD:

450.00

S

450.00

126.
15.30.10.60.

778.
130..
360.
120. 720.
-

-

-

-

so.-

$

54.
10.30.
to . 80.

$

S

-

40.10.30.
10.-

$

40.
9. 30.10.60 . .

-

$

35.
7.30.
10.60.

-

-

-

-

S

-

144 .
20.30.
10.80.

$

58.
10.30.
10.60 ..

-

S

-

55.
to . 30..
f0 .60.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$

56.
10..
30.
10.60.

-

-

58.
10.30.
10.60 . .

$

$

-

$

58.
9. 30.
10.60.
-

-

-

55.
10.30.
10.
so.-

Repaln
Mi e c . Exgma
Supervision
Insurance d Taxes
Depreciation

$

PLANNED FIXED OVERHEAD:

S 527.15

Total Fixed Omhead

$ 33 4.-

S 310. -

448.72

S 461.11

S 16S.-

S 168.

S

264.

S 142.

S 149.

S 15 0..

S 431.13

S 400.84

S 474.54

$ 304.-

S 306.-

$ 319. -

S 320. -

S 844.44

S 879.63

S 852.03

164.

240.

S 2,110B.-

892.10

$

355. -

S 916.67 S 1,755.95

394.44

923.04

-

S

925.00

$

$

$

$ 330.-

$

$

1,309.52

$

$

911.11

466.67

$

900.11

440.71

$ 334. -

$

S 975.38

$ 328. -

$

892.10

S 337. -

$

Total Planned Overhmd
Machine Hour Rata

$

-

-

-

-

$

S 166.

-

-

168.-

$

S 440.71

S 167.

$

S 166.

-

Total Fixed OHO
Planned Fixed ONO
Machine Hour Ran

357.-

520.98

S 3,933..

S 1,377.32 I

S 971.98

E-Exhibit 2
CALENDAR VARIANCE SUMMARY

M O NT H

Planne d
Ope ra t ing
Ho urs

Planne d
O HD
Rate per
Oper, Hr s.

St anda rd
O HD
Rate per
Ope r. Hrs.

Ho ur ly
Rates

Calendar
Vari ance

Planne d
F i x e d OHD
Expenses

Abs o rp. o f
Ti me OHD

(80.25)

(1x7)
(30,100)

6.19

2,000

$ (72.24)

127,100)

$ 168,000

$ 195,100

121,500)

$ 166,000

$ 187,500

520.96

(1 x 3)
165,000

0 x 5)
195,100

$ 520.96

AP R I L

360.0

$ 461.11

$ 520.96

$ (59.85)

MAY

374.4

440.71

520.96

(80.25)

(30,100)

165,000

J UNE

360.0

$ 466.67

$ 520.96

$ (54.29)

(19,500)

$ 168,000

$ 187,500

J UL Y

201.6

$1,309.52

$ 520.96

$ 788.56

156,900

$ 264,000

$ 105,100

AUG US T

360.0

$ 394.44

$ 520.96

$1126.52)

(45,500)

$ 142,000

$ 187,500

SEPTE MBER

345.6

431.13

520.96

(89.83)

(31,000)

149,000

190,000

OC TO BE R

374.4

520.96

$(120.32)

(45,100)

NO VE M B E R

345.6

520.96

(46.42)

(16,000)

DE CE MB ER

259.2

520.96

$46 4. 97

105,000

520.96

$-0-

520.96

-0-

164,000
240,000

$2,108,000

$
$
$
$

150,000

$

$

167,000

$

$
$
$
$

$

925.93

$

474.54

$

$
$

400.64

$

$
$
$
$

4,046.4

$

$

$

$

520.96

$

$
$

$

527.15

$

$ 448.72

$

374.4

$

316.8

MARC H

$

F E B R UA R Y

$

374.4

T O T AL S
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Pla nne d

J ANUAR Y

$

440.71

Di f f . i n

165,000

195,100

195,100
180,000
135,000

$2,108,000
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The author's experience in this area
leads him to support the first alternative.
Most companies provide for unrealized
expenses such as bad debts and inventory
losses on a monthly basis. Why then
shouldn't they also provide for exceptionally high fixed unit costs during
periods of low productivity which may
be caused by plant expansion, equipment
modifications, vacation shut - downs, or
major reconditioning of existing equipment. The certainty of this expense cannot be denied.
In a paper mill, extended paper machine shut -downs are normally geared
to major reconditioning of existing
equipment or the installation of new
equipment. Thus, each paper machine
operating hour directly contributes toward the planned shut -down. Therefore,
it seems reasonable to allow a proportionate share of shut -down expense to be
charged to those productive months experiencing no major discontinuation of
production.

Ta b l e 1
CA LCULA TION OF THE OV E RHE A D V A RIA NCE
Volum e Variance

To t a l F i x e d Over he ad V ar i a nc e
A c t u a l f i xe d o v e r h e a d e x p e n s e
C a l e n d a r va r i a n c e a d j u s t m e n t

$285,000
- 1 5 8, 9 0 0

To t a l u n f a vo r a b l e v a r i a n c e

19 3 . 9

Un us e d ca p ac i ty h o urs

101,000

V o l u m e va r i a n c e
(7 . 7 x $ 5 2 0 . 9 6 )

$(

4,100)

$(

21,000)

(

4,100)

Va ria n ce Re c o nc i li a ti o n

Spe nd in g Va ri an c e
A c t u a l f i xe d o ve r h e a d e x p e n s e s $ 2 8 5 , 0 0 0

S p e n d i n g va r i a n c e

P l a n n e d f i xe d e xp e n s e s

V o l u m e va r i a n c e

U n f a vo r a b l e s p e n d i n g v a r i a n c e

7.7

$( 2 5 , 1 0 0 )

264,000
$(

21 , 0 0 0 )

bility to adapt these principles to his particular company's needs.
Although this variance has no effect
on annual operating income, it should
be remembered that the need for more
timely reporting of financial data becomes more apparent as time goes on.
Stockholders, investment companies, and
top management all require fast, accurate reporting of this information. WithConclusion
out the calendar variance, these periodic
The calendar variance concept relates financial reports may be subsequently
some fundamental principles which may overstated or understated through omispertain to other hybrid cost accounting sion of this highly technical accounting
systems. It is the accountant's responsi- procedure.
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201.6

126,000
A b s o r b e d f i xe d ove r h e a d
exp e ns e s

Pl an ne d op erat in g ho urs
St an d ard o p era ti n g h ou rs a ll o we d

U n f a v o r a b l e f i x e d o ve r h e a d
variances

2 5 100

A quick look at Exhibit 1 clearly
shows a substantial difference between
the planned fixed overhead expenses and
planned absorption of these fixed overhead expenses. Some accountants would
justify this difference by pointing to the
negative effect on annual profits. Others
would contend that the shut down reserve more than adequately covers any
substantial unabsorbed fixed expenses to
be incurred during periods of low productivity. The author feels that accountants must utilize fully any accounting
technique which enables him to fairly
present financial data.
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Analysis of Uncertainty in
Capital Expenditures
READILY UNDERSTANDABLE AND EASY TO APPLY, THOUGH BASED ON PROBABILITY AND SIMULATION
By Louis E. Geller
In the April 1965 issue, an article, appeared describing a procedure developed
by Northern Natural Gas Company.
Known 'as The Equivalent Annual
Amount (EAA) Investment Analysis
Procedure, it generates a rate of return
evaluation comparable in many respects
to present worth and discounted cash
flow returns. This article discusses a
model the company has built to extend
the capabilities of that procedure to provide additional insights in analysis of
capital investment proposals.
The Uncertainty Problem
Traditional investment analyses yield
only a single value, such as rate of return, to measure the attractiveness of a
proposed capital expenditure. In these
analvses, no allowance is included for
variation in the individual cash flows
from estimated values. The accuracy of
the result is entirely dependent on the
accuracy of the original estimates. Decision makers, in reviewing results, are unsure of the potential variation from the
single rate of return value —a variation
which must be considered before funds
are committed.
Until recently, two general approaches
have been taken to attempt to account
for this uncertainty: (1) several separate
Lee C. Raney, Karsten A. Rist and Henry A.
Wiebe, The Equivalent Annual Amount Method
—A New Approach to Investment Analysis, NAA
Bulletin — Management Accounting, April, 1965,
pp. 25 -35.
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analyses have been made with one or
more of the input values varied in each,
and (2) estimates of each financial item
have been skewed toward the unfavorable end of the range of variation to provide a safety factor in the result.
In the first case, unless there is little
chance for variation, it is impractical to
examine enough cases to adequately describe the potential impact of different
combinations of possible values. The
effect, therefore, may be a misleading
combination of results either in favor of
or against the proposed expenditure.
The second alternative has more serious flaws. In attempting to "hedge" the
input estimates, the estimator has no
procedure to consistently incorporate
safety into each individual figure. The

LOUIS E. GEILER
is Supervisor of Scientific Applications

Section of the Gas Control Division,
Northern Natural Gas, Omaha, Neb.
Mr. Geller received a B.S. degree
in Mechanical Engineering and an
M.B.A. degree from the University of
Kansas.

decision maker, in reviewing the rate of
return, has no measure of the actual
possibility of improving on the stated
figure. Proposals may be rejected because
their estimated returns appear too low
when it is likely that the actual returns
would be favorable.
An ideal analysis system would not
only incorporate considerations of uncertainty, but also would:
1. Provide consistent treatment of potential variability of input items,
2. Assure comprehensive treatment of
combinations of variations,
3. Allow thorough analysis of the effect
of variations on the rate of return.
For implementation, the system
should be compatible with the investment analysis philosophy and methods
in effect within the organization. Additionally, the analysis system should provide readily understandable output for
use in decision making.
Many articles have appeared recently
reviewing this uncertainty problem. The
majority arrive at the conclusion that
simulation is the logical solution. The
difficulty encountered, however, is that
general approaches are not defined. That
is, it appears that most of these articles
suggest construction of a specific model
for each investment opportunity to be
analyzed.
CRrhile development of individual
models is quite desirable from an academic standpoint, it is impractical:
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1. Only projects of major size and /or
importance can economically receive
such attention.
2. A significant time lag occurs from
the recognition of an opportunity
until a model can be completed.
3. The results of such analyses are normally difficult to compare.
4. Major difficulties arise in communicating the individual characteristics
and mechanics of each model.
Northern's Approach
After reviewing the problem and alternative approaches to its solution, North ern's Corporate Operations Research
personnel decided on a general model
built around a simulation rate of return
as generated by the EAA Investment
Analysis Procedure. The model takes
advantage of the benefits of simulation
while fully meeting the objectives of the
ideal analysis system outlined earlier. Although the model is directly tied to the
EAA procedure, its concepts are applicable to a simulation based on any investment analysis procedure.
In this case, simulation refers to the
repeated calculation of rate of return
using as the value for each input item an
amount randomly chosen from a range
of acceptable amounts. The values are
selected randomly in order to avoid bias,
and a sufficient number of calculations
are made to give a fair representation -of
the various possible combinations.
By providing a large sample of the
rates of return to be expected from
various combinations of input values,
the simulation shows what could be expected if the proposed investment were
made many times. The analyst may then
translate the simulated results of making
the investment repeatedly into a description of what may be expected if it is
made once.
A greatly oversimplified example will
illustrate the concept. Utilizing estimates of the potential variation in the
input items for a hypothetical proposal,
the simulation process might yield a 4
percent return 200 times, a 5 percent
return 500 times, and a 6 percent return
300 times in 1,000 calculations. A reasonable inference would be that, if the
investment is made once, there is .5
probability of attaining a 5 percent return, .3 probability of 6 percent, and .2
probability of 4 percent.
The simulation model can, therefore,
yield the types of results required. The
vital step is to prepare estimates of all
investment, expense, and revenue
amounts. These estimates must be conMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGJ JANUARY 1970

structed so that they reflect, as best possible, the potential amounts of each
item.
Development of
Input Distributions
An engineer, in preparing an estimate
of annual operating expenses for a proposed facility, may face the following
circumstances:
1. Under normal conditions the expense should range between $45,000
and $55,000.
2. With a few interruptions of normal
conditions, the expense could rise to
$65,000.
3. In the extreme case, with the worst
possible combination of misfortune,
expense could rise to $85,000.
Preparation of a single estimate under
these circumstances is difficult. fiftythousand dollars is the midpoint of the
most likely range. It is more likely to be
close to the actual expense amount than
any other estimate, but it includes no
consideration of the possibility of a
much higher amount if unfavorable conditions develop. On the other hand, a
value of $65,000, the midpoint of the
overall range of possible expense, does
not adequately credit the likelihood that
the expense would fall at the lower end
of the range. In practice, a value within
the most likely range of amounts, but
slanted high, possibly $53,000, would
usually be used in an attempt to remain
close to the midpoint of the range while
still giving weight to the possibility of
much higher expenses.
Whatever single point estimate is
selected in this case, it is obvious that it
cannot adequately describe the expected
expense. A provision is needed to enable
the estimator to describe the range of
possible dollar amount and the likelihood that the value will fall in various
portions of the range. A probability distribution of the input variable accomplishes that purpose.
In the example, the engineer might
feel the chances that normal conditions
would prevail are 7 in 10, that few interruptions would exist are 2 in 10, and that
only in the 1 remaining case in 10 could
conditions approach the extreme. He
would then establish a distribution of
the following type: $45,000 to $55,000
— probability .7, $55,000 to $65,000 —
probability .2, $65,000 to $85,000 —
probability .1.
In the simulation process, the model

calculates rate of return many times. The
values used for this expense item are
picked from each of the ranges for the
applicable percentages of the individual
calculations. The possible variability in
this item is reflected in the analysis in a
much more useful manner than could
ever be accomplished by the use of a
single estimate. The example shows a
case of a continuous distribution. Continuous distributions describe ranges in
which input values may fall, and state
the likelihood that the actual values will
fall in various segments of the ranges.
Discrete distributions may be used
when the estimator is positive that the
true dollar amount of the item will be
exactly one of several specific values. The
distribution is constructed by stating
each possible value and assigning a probability to it.
Relationships Between
Input Distributions
The items described by input probability distributions are frequently related. Further capabilities are required
in these instances. It is necessary to consider such relationships to fully examine
the effects of variations of input items on
the rate of return. Two types of relationships are considered in the model: dependency and annual variability.
A dependency relationship occurs
when the probability distribution for
one item is related to the distribution for
another item. The value selected from
one should influence the value selected
from the other.
For instance, the annual revenue from
a proposed propane distribution facility
acquisition is related to the facility's delivery expense distribution, because high
sales revenue indicates high deliveries —
thus high delivery expense. If revenue
falls at Point A,, in Exhibit 1, the delivery expense should fall in Range A
shown in Exhibit 2. If revenue falls at
Point B,., the delivery expense should fall
in Range B.
In general, for any value of revenue, a
range of possible expense values exists.
Breadth of the range depends on how
closely the two items are related. If they
are very highly related, the range will be
narrow. A narrow range indicates that
the amount of delivery expense can be
closely approximated when revenue is
known. A wider range of possible expenses for a given revenue indicates that
expense is not strictly based on the volume represented by revenue.
This example illustrates a relationship
between a revenue distribution and an
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expense distribution. Relationships may
exist between distributions for other
combinations of investments, expenses,
and revenues.
An annual variability relationship can
apply to any individual expense or revenue item. Every expense or revenue has
a distribution of possible values for each
year of project life. Amounts are often
related to each other from year to year.
Consider the revenue distribution in
Exhibit 3. Although this distribution
may adequately describe the possible
spread of revenues for each of several
years, it is not likely that actual revenue
will fall high in the distribution one year
and at the low end the next year. The
opposite situation, low one year and high
the next, is also unlikely.
A revenue in the first year at Rl should
not be followed in the second year by a
revenue as high as Rz. The second year's
revenue should fall in some range about
Rl, such as the one indicated. The size
of the range is dependent on the amount
of variability which can be expected.
Control of Related

Input Distributions
A measure of the degree of relationship between distributions, the correlation coefficient, could be used to accomplish the desired controls. Proper use of
the measure requires knowledge of mathematical statistics. However, the desired
objectives can be accomplished by use
of more readily understandable techniques. Choice of a value from the dependent distribution is made by use of
a random number, so controlling the
random number controls the value selected. Normally, the random number
used may vary from 0 to 1.00. If the selection of a random number is restricted to
a segment of this range, possible values
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to be selected are restricted to a corresponding portion of the probability distribution.
Further reference to the example illustrates this concept. Exhibit 4 shows the
expense distribution discussed previously. A limited range of possible expenses, shown by A,, may be desired.
Restriction of the random number to the
indicated portion of the probability
scale, AP, yields the limitation. Any random number within the range Ap would
result in choice of an expense in the
range A,. Another range of expense
is shown by 13, The corresponding range
of probabilities is indicated by BP . Equal
size ranges of random numbers, Ap and
Bp, do not result in equal size ranges of
possible expense values because the variabilities of expense in the two segments
of the distribution are dissimilar.
Thus, control of the dependent distribution may be made by controlling
the range of allowable random numbers
used to sample from it. The problem is
to develop a range of allowable random
numbers which results in the desired
range of possible expenses.
The random number used for selecting a value from the independent distribution provides a base for the range.
The breadth is dependent on the degree
of relationship. The range is formed by
subtracting a tolerance from the base
and adding the same tolerance to the
base. The size of the tolerance reflects
an estimate of the amount of relationship which should exist between values
selected from the two distributions.
Use of zero tolerance indicates exact
correspondence between the items described by the distributions. It results in
use of the same random number for
sampling from both distributions. For
any value selected from the independent

distribution, there is only one possible
value in the dependent distribution.
The dependency relationship may be
applied either directly or inversely. Direct dependency is used when low values
from the independent dist ribution
should be matched with low values from
the dependent, etc. In a few analyses,
distributions are related in the opposite
manner. A low value from the independent distribution should be matched with
a high value from the dependent and so
forth. Inverse dependency allows for
these relationships. It creates the range
for the dependent random number. The
complement of a random number, X, in
this instance, indicates (1.00 —X).
Annual variability control is applicable
only to expenses and revenues. The result is a special case of dependency. It
avoids unrealistic fluctuations from year
to year in the amounts actually selected
for a given item. Control is established
by stating a tolerance with the probability distribution to which it applies.
Establishment of annual variability
control creates dependency relationships
between successive years' distributions.
The second year's distribution is dependent on the first year's, and each
following year's is dependent on its
predecessor. Wide variations in amounts
may take place over an interval of several years if the tolerance is not restrictively small.
Limitations on Control Techniques
Simultaneous use of both control techniques is not permissible. The expense revenue example used earlier can illustrate a conflict which could arise. If the
expense distribution were made dfpendent on the revenue distribution and
placed under annual variability control,
a difficult situation would exist in the
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second year. Two different ranges of allowable random numbers would result.
One range would be based on the random number used to select a revenue in
year two and on the dependency tolerance. The other range would be based
on the annual variability tolerance and
on the random number used to select the
expense for year one.
Although both controls may not actually be applied to the expense distribution, the effects of both can be utilized.
Annual variability control may be applied to the revenue distribution and
dependency created between the distributions. The control of annual expense
fluctuations is imposed by the dependency on the revenue.
The restriction on applying both types
of controls on an expense or revenue distribution presents no limitation on control. Annual variability control can be indirectly applied by either of the methods
discussed. Situations arise in which distributions are related in unusual ways.
Dependency and annual variability controls may not be directly applicable.
Many of these situations may be handled
by establishment of dummy distributions. Others require extraordinary applications of controls.

the pre - processing of input data for the
simulation model. It provides a means
for easily combining several complex
distributions. It also allows development
of distributions which could not be developed by hand calculation methods
because of time required.
A further benefit of pre - processing
routine is strictly the consideration of
saving computer time. Many probability
distributions of the same type, expense
for example, may exist in an analysis. It
may be advantageous to combine these
into a single expense distribution for input to the simulation.
A final reference to the propane revenue distribution example will clarify the
basis for this routine. The revenue distribution for the distribution facility
might actually be a composite of several
probability distributions, such as:
1. Total DDD 2 (Degree Day Deficiency) for the service area.
2. Volume usage per DDD.
3. Volume based on loads other than
heating.
4. Possible prices to be charged per volume delivered.
The actual revenue (dollars per year)
distribution would be the composite of
the four individual distributions:

Output of the Simulation
The ultimate output which the decision maker receives for consideration is
in the form of a cumulative probability
curve. Exhibit 5 illustrates a cumulative
probability curve for a hypothetical
analysis. Actually this curve is simply a
graph of the various rates of return computed during the simulation process
against the total number of calculations
which yielded an equal or lower rate.
At the lowest rate computed, the
point on the graph is essentially at zero
( there were no lower rates encountered) ,
and at the highest rate computed, the
point on the graph is at 1 (there were
no higher rates encountered).
This curve is termed a probability
curve because it may be inferred that
by running many possible combinations
the simulation process has adequately
described the range of the possible rate
of return and the dispersion of rates
within the range. From the curve, the
likelihood or probability of encountering
a rate less than any given rate may be
read. It is equal to the proportion of the
rates computed in the simulation which
fell lower than the given rate. If a cutoff
or minimum acceptable rate of return
may be established for the proposal, the
likelihood of falling below that rate may
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be readily noted from the curve. The
overall range of possible returns is portrayed, and the likelihood of attaining a
rate in any interval of interest can be
quickly determined.
It should be emphasized that these
data are exactly those which decision
makers must consider when reviewing a
proposal. Moreover, it is very easy to describe the input distributions and controls used, so that they can be reviewed.
Since the method of analysis does not
vary between proposals, there is no need
to review it for each proposal.

Combining Distributions for Input
In some situations, an input distribution should actually be the combination
of two or more distributions. The revenue from a given investment may depend on both annual sales volume and
unit price, both of which may be subject
to uncertainty. Both would then have
probability distributions, but neither is
acceptable for model input as a description of revenue. The annual revenue
distribution should be developed as the
product of the two separate distributions.
A procedure has been developed for

Rev= [(Total DDD x Volume per DDD)
+Other volume] x Dollars per
unit volume.
The task of developing this composite
distribution is too lengthy for manual
calculation. A computer routine can accomplish the combination very efficiently.
A routine has been developed to combine up to 25 distributions of the format
described earlier according to any prescribed algebraic relationship. The technique is entirely analytical in form. Distributions are combined two -at -a -time according to the arithmetic operation
designated. Each resulting distribution is
then combined with another input distribution until the total desired number
of combinations is completed. Any intermediate distribution developed may
be presented as a part of the output.
Since the revenue distribution desired
in the example is a combination of four
distributions, three basic operations are
required. The first operation develops the
product of A, the total DDD distribution, and B, the volume per DDD dis' The DDD is a value used to determine the need
for heating. It is computed by subtracting the average temperature during a day from 65 degrees.
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tribution. The result, a distribution of
heating volume, is called distribution P.
The second operation computes the sum
of P and C, the distribution of non -heating volume. The result, Q, gives the distribution of total volume. When distribution Q is multiplied by price distribution, D, the result, R, is a revenue per
year distribution. This distribution is
suitable for input to the simulation program.
Advantages of the System
Earlier several objectives were established for an analysis system. Briefly,
those were as follows:
Consideration of uncertainties
Consistent treatment of variability
Comprehensive treatment of possible
combinations
Analysis of the above effects

Compatibility to existing analysis philosophy and procedure
Readily understandable output
The first of these objectives is attained
by preparation of inputs in probability
distributions. The simulation process allows the next two objectives to be met
through consistent and exhaustive treatment both of the possible variation in
each financial item and of the effects of
various combinations of the variability
of all items.
Compatibility with existing methodology is maintained throughout since
the entire simulation is designed with
the EAA rate of return as its focal point.
The results may be viewed in consideration of the same set of assumptions incorporated in the EAA analysis.
Finally, the cumulative probability
curve output provides both the analysis

of the effect of the uncertainties on the
rate of return and the readily understandable output for decision purposes.
There are, however, more important
general advantages to the model which
account for its success in applications to
date. The treatment of input data is consistent with the precision of the data.
There are no attempts to make highly
sophisticated mathematical treatment of
data which are based on estimates. Moreover, the individuals who supply the
data can readily comprehend the model
and its operation, and can examine the
effects of their estimates relatively easily.
Input distributions are in forms which
can be readily reviewed by the decision
makers. Thus, all those concerned with
the analysis can communicate without
being hindered by complexity of the
model but can also be confident that
uncertainties have been fully considered.

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR YOURSELF LATELY?
Continued from page 15
It is this kind of anxiety which makes for
conformity, timidity and lack of initiative, and which breeds complacent mediocrity.
Data Processing Opportunities
You laugh at the weight reducing advertisement that says, "Take two pills
and lose all the weight you want." You
know full well that to lose weight you
have to sternly discipline yourself to reducing your food intake and to stick with
it over a long period of time. It is you,
your self- discipline, and the sticking it
out that permits you to lose weight —not
the promise of the pills.
Using computers and data processing
services is exactly the same thing. There
is a need for you to be the pill and to
provide the muscle leadership for the
sorely needed "in house" disciplines and
controls that permit meaningful computer utilization.
It seems to me that the computer provides you financially oriented, "numbers
people," if you will accept that, with a
fantastic opportunity to change an image
in the business world. Only you have
the specialized skills to truly unlock the
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value power of full -blown data processing for all to enjoy and to profit from.
Most businesses today relinquish their
payroll, sales statistics, inventory, and
related "fills a need" requirements to
data processing methods. In the main,
excluding only the larger businesses, it
stops here. There has not been a significant push to the next plateau, to
"create the need" for management information systems.
For example:
Automated long -range planning with
the ability to revise planning as circumstances dictate.
Cash planning predicated on multiple
assumptions controllable and noncontrollable, with options risk determinations quickly portrayed.
Daily flash reporting, exception basis,
to provide management with the ability to take action on today's problems
today rather than later when month end reports are delivered.
Development of all encompassing
EDIT programs to provide for continuing and ever improving "in
house" control to ensure accuracy of
data going in.

Management information system to
provide for fingertip inquiry with visual response of key- measurement and
related day -to -day management needs.
Creative Financial Leadership
The need for creative financial leadership is most urgent. Yet, this leadership
has been largely abdicated to False
Prophets, Technocrats, and Computer
Romanticists, who would have us believe
that the future belongs to the computer,
the computer operators, and the computer programmers. They are most
necessary but only if someone is bridging
the gap between the romance and the
reality. The unfortunate thing is that we
have permitted a lot of this to occur by
default.
Your specialized skills with numbers,
controls, disciplines and common business sense, all are sorely needed today.
Too many data processing decisions today are being made by a:
Committee of the unqualified.
Approved by the unwilling.
To do the unnecessary.
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Management of
Capital Expenditures
FOR A PROPERLY ORGANIZED CAPITAL ADDITION PROGRAM, MANAGEMENTS' THINKING
MUST BE ORIENTED TOWARDS THE FUTURE
By Wendell M. Childs
In today's economic environment, with
its increasing technology, its accompanving risk of obsolescence and tightening competition, there is continuous
pressure to invest wisely. As a result
management must weigh each expenditure carefully to insure that available
funds are used to the best advantage.
This can be accomplished in part by
using an effective capital planning program which considers the broad corporate objectives set by top management.
All levels need to be conscious of the objectives, which might be referred to as
"setting the stage."
A complete and integrated capital expenditure program should consist of:
1.
2.
3.

1.

2.
i.
-I.

Internal physical growth rate —
sales, earnings /share, return on
stockholder's equity
Future market expectations.
General economic and industn,
conditions
Long -range objectives and merger/
acquisition goals

A formal long -range plan by itself
will not achieve the desired objective.
The solution lies in the intangible "stimulating a climate for investment ideas."
Idea Development
Ideas for major capital expenditure
opportunities are normally generated by
higher management, while ideas for

Long -range plans
Idea development and search for
investment opportunities
Coordinating, formalizing and
evaluating projects

Long -Range Plans
Long -range planning constitutes a program of rational action. Its main objective is to develop a process whereby desired goals and objectives can be chosen
and pursued.
The goals should be developed into
plans for achieving objectives. Long range guidelines typically consist of the
Board's or top management's future objectives translated into general statements such as:
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smaller projects such as process or product improvement come from managerial personnel at subordinate organization levels. Very few ideas for smaller
projects, except those of an extremely
routine nature, e.g. normal replacement,
originate with the work force.
A program yields the best results when
all available proposals and alternatives
are brought into the framework for evaluating and screening. Investment proposals from all levels should be considered.
When all investment opportunities
have been assembled, they must pass
through a screening process to establish
a rough price tag and an estimate of cost
versus benefit in order to make a preliminary evaluation of the project.
Screening usually involves passing the
project to the next higher level.
Guidelines and properly used techniques contribute to intelligent screening. In this area financial evaluation plays
a key role.
Once projects have passed the initial
screening for long -range planning, they
are a main source of investment projects
for future years. The projects arc examined carefully and scheduled in the
long -range forecast.
The projects that fit within the current annual plan are subsequently
screened, coordinated and formalized in
the short -range budget. Detailed support
and justification may or may not be required for projects included in the annual budget. The originator however
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should have accomplished an adequate
appraisal to guide his original decision
to propose the project. Savings or profits
from budgeted projects may or may not
be included in the year's forecast depending on company budget practices.
Coordinating, Formalizing and
Evaluating Projects
Coordination is a management responsibility assigned to an individual or
group, e.g. construction plans would be
handled by Engineering Department, requiring many contacts within the firm,
both vertically and horizontally. Financing would require coordination by
Treasury with organizations outside the
company.
Formalizing encompasses the centralization of procedures and forms in administering the total program and indi-

ment rates are calculated, it is necessary
to schedule all proposed capital demands. The managers, possibly acting in
an executive budgeting committee, must
now make some critical decisions:

vidual projects, in order to produce uniformity and reduce administrative costs.
Formalizing also involves crystallization
of plans during the entire project development. The status of a project at any
given point in time is determined by the
availability of data, time limitations and
possibility of approval.
Project evaluation refers to the basic
theory, techniques and procedures for
the appraisal and reappraisal of projects
throughout the course of project development. A number of evaluations of a
single proposal may be necessary. The
best evaluation tools should be appropriately used and coupled with a recognition that there may be a danger in overreliance on quantitative answers based
on assumptions and estimates.
Once the evaluation method is selected and resulting return-on- invest-

How much capital should be made
available for investments?
How should available capital be
allocated?
Allocation of Available Capital
More often than not, management
will limit the total amount of funds committed in the annual capital budget to
an amount available from cash inflow
generated by operations of the enterprise (depreciation, retained earnings,
etc.) . However, this limit may necessitate rejecting some otherwise acceptable
investments. A rejection raises the ques-
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Cost of Capital
Some financial managers consider cost
of capital to be merely the interest rate
at which their company may borrow
money, or they may think of it as actual
interest and financing costs incurred.
The assumption in such views is that the
owner's investment, including retained
earnings, is cost -free. This is an erroneous conclusion because it ignores the
earnings possibilities from the alternative investment of such capital.
Cost of capital is usually computed as
the average cost, expressed as a rate, of
the various types of capital in the company's capital structure, weighted according to the proportion of each to the
total capital. Because of certain imprecise
factors in this computation, the rate can
never be considered more than a close
approximation. The cost of capital rate
must be considered the absolute minimum, in fact, the project cut -off must
be higher than cost of capital to allow
for high -risk projects and those that do
not attain the claimed return,
The Capital Budget
The capital budget formulated in accordance with clearly identified goals will
greatly facilitate the process of management investment decisions. Inflexibilitv
need not be a by- product of the capital
budget. Competition, consumer demand, technology or any of a host of
factors may alter previous needs or give
rise to new ones, and the administrative
and decision process should permit
speedy adaption to new developments.
Through use of a "Request for Engineering" form, any plant supervisor or
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1970

Exhibit 2
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tion of whether additional capital should
be acquired from external sources. While
this may be entirely feasible, the effect
of such action on the capital structure
should be thoroughly investigated because resulting changes in cost of capital may materially diminish the desirability of the investment under consideration.
Obviously the supply of capital made
available will greatly influence decisions
regarding its allocation. A schedule of
proposed capital projects is valuable in
supplementing managerial judgment in
the rationing process. Project ranking,
using both discounted cash flow and net
present value methods of evaluating profitability, will immediately indicate that
certain projects should be rejected for
insufficient ROI. Other requests might
have to be rejected as mutually exclusive
or for lack of capital,
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foreman can request Engineering to prepare a project evaluation. An accumulated summary of all such requests is
used each year to develop a capital budget which can then be integrated into
the normal one -year forecast. A capital
forecast in the one -rear operating budget is identified by plant with a brief financial justification and description of
each project.
Budgeted projects can also be classified by their priority, purpose, or asset
class, e.g., building, machinery, etc.
Approval of the operating budget does
not result in approval of the capital budget per se. Individual project appropriation requests are subsequently required
with supporting financial justification
and approval. The level of approval varies between companies, project type, and
size, but a policy should be established
by executive bulletin issued by the chief
executive officer. Approval by the Board
of Directors is usually required for all
larger capital expenditures, and maximum capital expenditure allowances are
authorized for each major department
mth an approval limitation per project.

mence work (other than necessary preliminary administrative costs) should be
obtained by a request for expenditure,
often referred to as Authority for Expenditure (AFE) Project Appropriation Request, or Capital Expenditure
Request. The form should be designed
to summarize the basic project information.
Rate of Return Calculation sheet (Exhibit 1) summarizes annual receipts and
disbursements. Present worth factors are
applied to the "Investment" and "Net
Cash Flow" amounts to determine the
rate of return. On all major projects the
discounted cash flow ROI is weighed
against corporate cost of capital and established goals that normally are set
above cost of capital by varying percentages depending on risk.
The primary objective is to develop a
method to correctly rank and screen
projects into a soundly based investment
plan. The system must prescribe uniform
and consistent procedures for proper analvsis, evaluation of proposals, and for
rationing funds to projects which merit
acceptance.

Authorizations

Controlling Expenditures

Authority to commit funds and com-

A procedure for the control of costs,
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time and quality is required to cover the
project from approval to completion to
ensure that the projects are carried out
as proposed with respect to cost and original intent. Project management
should receive frequent accounting reports comparing actual expenditures to
the estimate. Controls may be established through the use of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Written accounting control procedures
Project status reports
Supplementary appropriation requests
Project change and completion
notices

Examples of forms used to control expenditures and projects in pfpgress are
shown in Exhibits 2 and 3. Exhibit 2 is
one page from a monthly Construction
in Progress Ledger. A description of major cost control areas of the Truck Loading Dock Project No. 72 -5653 is shown
with month and life to date expenditures. Hours worked are also indicated
for labor to assist the project engineers
with their analyses.
Exhibit 3 is a monthly report of all
open projects and compares the amount
expended with the original authorization. Under and over expended amounts
are determined by the difference between expenditures and amount authorized. The Truck Loading Dock Proj40

11 -6

9

ect No. 72 -5653 is listed in the summary along with other open projects for
the particular month.

Follow Up and
Post - Completion Audit
Even when sophisticated criteria and
procedures are used in the evaluation of investment proposals, a surprisingly large number of companies fail to
follow up to see if the forecast cost savings or revenue increases were actually
achieved. There should be a regular procedure, as standardized in format as the
organization procedure, to review the results of large projects after they have
been in operation for a period of time.
A post - completion audit serves at least
five major purposes:
Fosters a sense of responsibility in
those who participate
Verifies savings or profits, or identifies differences
Reveals reasons for failures
Checks on soundness of managers'
proposals and recommends any
corrective action
Aids in assessing future expenditure proposals
Audit responsibility is often placed
with the corporate headquarter's finance
and accounting staff. Since financial personnel are sometimes unable to assess
technical aspects, companies assign au-

dit responsibility to finance and engineering. A post - completion audit containing the following information should
determine that planned objectives were
attained, whether corrective action is required, and improve future estimating
and planning:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Brief project identification and objectives
Amount authorized and actually
expended
Pstimated savings and return on
Ilivestment versus actual savings
and return
Reasons for performance variations
or overruns and action being taken
to correct deficiencies

Summary
It is difficult to overstate the need for
an effective organization for capital expenditure analysis, utilized and understood by everyone in the company affected by capital decisions. A properly organjzed capital addition program must
orient management's thinking where it
belongs— toward the future rather than
the past.
A program for management of capital
expenditures including capital budgeting
will provi4e tj a tools for achieving optimum return on investment, but these
tools must be used skillfully in order to
}hake a major contribution to the attainment of company goals.
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Developing Bidding Factors for a
Quality Assurance Department
A METHOD DESIGNED TO MEET THE REQUIREMENT OF PUBLIC LAW 87 -653
By Charles Shoemaker and Bill Hook
The primary objective of this study was
to develop bid factors for each of the
three subsections of the Process Control
and Inspection Section of the Quality
Assurance Department which would
meet the criteria of Public Law 87 -653.
These criteria require that the bid factors
must be based on performance, on judgmental considerations, or on contingency
factors. The specific objectives were (1)
to show how the selected bid factors were
derived, (2) to show that the derivation
methods as well as the resultant factors
satisfy Public Law 87 -653 criteria.
Limitations of Investigation
All of the sub- sections of the Process

Control and Inspection Section of the
Quality Assurance Department were selected for consideration. The analysis is
restricted to the direct labor content of
the proposed costs submitted at proposal
time by those sections. The analysis is
predicated upon the performance records
available for selected representative jobs
which make up the bulk of all business.
It must be acknowledged that no attempt was made to prove the efficiency
of performance. This analysis is based
strictly upon performance as it actually
happened and the relationship between
the various elements under the then existing conditions. If improvements have
been effected which have an effect upon
the bid factors, changes should be reflected in the bid factors dependent upon
the expected magnitude of results.

Cost Center

Cost Center
Number

Assembly labor
in hours
Incoming Inspection labor
in hours
Parts Engineering labor
in hours
In- Process Inspection labor
in hours
Bill of Material costs
in dollars

126
231
234
236

The actual assembly direct labor costs
(in hours), and the actual Bill of Material costs (in dollars) thus form the
foundation upon which the derived bid
factors are predicated. Cost Centers 231,
234 and 236 are Quality Assurance Departments. For Centers 231 and 236

Sources of Data

i.
CHARLES SHOEMAKER
is Proposal Coordinator, Motbtola
Government Electronics Division,
Scottsdale, Ariz. Mr. Shoemaker, after
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B.S. degree in Business Administration.

Motorola procedural documents and
cost reports have been used for establishing performance factors. Each individual program or project is supported by
a budget which portrays projected expenditures against time for each cost reporting center affected. Only the pertinent portions of the cost reports have
been used in this study. All cost elements
used are in terms of direct labor hours
except for bill of material costs which are
in dollars. At the end of each reporting
period actual cost reports are generated
to the same level of detail. The following
is a summarization of the cost centers
used:
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Ta b l e 1
S E L E C TE D J OB S TO A L L J OB S R E L A TI ON S H IP
Cost center

To t a l c o s t

To t a l c o s t f o r

Pe r c e nt a g e

identific ation

for all jobs

se l e c t e d j o b s

rel at ion s h ip

12 6

35 7 , 2 3 5 h o u rs

315,065 hours

88.2%

231

40 , 1 1 2 h o u rs

33 , 7 8 5 h o u rs

84 . 2 %

234

10 , 2 5 9 h o u rs

7, 9 00 h ou rs

77 .0 %

236

48 , 5 9 8 h o u rs

3 9 , 9 6 1 hou rs

82.3%

$6,065,573

81.5%

Bi ll of Ma te ria l

$7,438,640

the factors developed are dependent
upon the above indicated bases. For Cost
Center 234 the factors developed will be
dependent on Cost Center 231 as a base.
Because of the great quantity of programs and related breakdowns actually in
existence, the relatively small number
covered by this report might appear at
first glance to be a very small sample.
However, such is not the case in terms
of the percentage of total costs represented by the jobs selected. Table 1
shows the percentage relationship of
total cost of jobs selected from total cost
for all jobs.
The percentage relationships indicate
that the studied jobs represent approximately four -fifths of the total effort expended on all jobs, and can, therefore,
be considered to be significant.
The selected jobs were originally categorized into six types. After some preliminary study of the data it Avas decided to
divide one of the categories into two
parts. Again in this area the program
team members were consulted to determine in which category each job belonged.
The first breakdown made was whether
the job belonged in an R &D category or
a production category. The distinction
between the two was made on the basis
of whether the electrical test program
was conducted by the Engineering Department or the Quality Assurance
Department.
Within each of those two basic categories the jobs Acre then categorized —
as either Level I, II or III. This determination was based primarily upon the level
of workmanship involved in the assembly
operation.
Level I jobs require the use of specially
qualified operators during both the assembly and the in- process inspection process, and results in higher over -all costs
and different relationships between the
cost centers. Hardware of this type is
usually used in manned space applications and must be highly reliable. Careful review of the data indicates that
this type job is least common.
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Most jobs fall in the Level II category. This level of workmanship is applicable to unmanned space equipment
and most military hardware and hence is
very common at Motorola.
The third level of workmanship is frequently referred to as "best commercial."
The primary difference between it and
Level II is in the area of acceptability of
workmanship. Level III inspection will
accept lower quality levels provided that
reliability aspects are not compromised.
In other words, inspection costs should
be about the same or possibly slighth,
higher due to the additional determinations which may be required because of
reliability considerations. On the other
hand, assembly costs should be lower
since the rework effort will be less for
the lower acceptance level. This results
in a different relationship between assembly and inspection costs.
In summarv, the following job categories, based upon the above workmanship criteria, have been used:
R &D Level
R &D Level II
R &D Level III
Prod. Level
Prod. Level II
Prod. Level III (except bomb fuze)
Prod.
Level III (bomb fuze only')
Data and Audit Considerations
jobs were assigned to the appropriate
categories and the official performance
records for the period in question were
searched for all costs associated with the
selected jobs and the selected cost centers. This information was recorded by
month, by job, and by cost center.
Summary information by cost center
is included in this report as Table 2.
Each of these cost center summaries reflect period totals by job category. They
also reflect a summary figure for all
studied jobs, a summary figure for all
jobs, and the percentage relationships between the two.
'These fuzes are produced under Level III requirements to keep costs down, and are produced on a
mass production basis. Since this effort is significant it has been separated as a seventh category in
this report.

The next step was to develop the performance relationship factors between
each dependent cost center and its corresponding base which form the basis
for the bid factors selected. The resultant performance factors are shown in
Table 3.
Audit procedures as established by
Public Law 87 -653, the Armed Services
Procurement Regulations, and other
government documentation are comprehensive. As far as the Quality Assurance
Department bidding function is concerned, the problem evolves down to the
following specific considerations. Each
cost element provided in the proposal
is subject to classification as being:
Based on performance records,
A judgment consideration, or
A contingency factor.
When the cost element is based upon
history the auditor expects to be furnished with both the performance record
on which it was based and the relationship philosophy between the proposed
cost element and the performance record.
To accomplish this, it is necessary to first
develop a basic set of bid factors for
"normal" conditions utilizing perform ancc records as a base. This basic set of
bid factors is then to be tempered by
judgmental considerations of a recurring
nature in order to develop a complete
set of bid factors for universal application.
It is possible that a situation could
arise which falls outside the range of the
bid factors proposed. If so, a bid factor
other than those proposed may be used
provided it is justified to the auditor's
satisfaction.
Development of Incoming
Inspection Bid Factors
Careful analysis of the performance
factors realized between the incoming
inspection direct labor hours and the bill
of material dollar costs shown in Table
3 results in observations as follows:
The first observation
made is that Level I jobs reflect higher
performance factors than Level II jobs,
and Level II factors are higher than Level
III except in the production phase where
they are about equal.
This is as anticipated since the higher
the degree of quality and reliability applicable to the job, the higher the costs
will be. However, it must be acknowledged that there is some room for argument here in view of the fact that the
bill of material costs increase similarly.
Since the performance factor is a ratio
FIRST OBSERVATION.
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Ta b l e 2
C OS T C E N TE R E L E M E N TS B Y J O B C A TE G OR Y

J ob c a teg ory

12E Cost center

231 Co st cen ter

234 Cost c ent er

236 Cost c ent er

Purc has ed m aterial

to ta l ho urs

tot al h ou rs

to ta l ho urs

to t al h ou rs

tota l d oll ars

1, 08 3

456

108

R & D L evel II

499

8,907

1,8 27

286

R & D L e ve l III

2, 0 4 3

265,857

1. 94 9

416

24

471

102.070

P r o d . L e ve l 1
Pr o d. L eve l 1 1

$

R & D L e ve l 1

55,723

19 , 9 2 6

3,363

982

4,270

19 5 , 7 3 5

113,063

18 , 61 2

3, 2 2 9

13 , 56 2

2,616,114

P r o d . L e ve l IIIA

22,878

2, 70 7

30 8

Pr o d . L e ve l 11 1 6

3, 56 5

373,740

14 7 ,2 5 9

6,404

2,963

15 , 55 1

2,456,334

315,065

33,785

7.900

39,961

6,065,573

357,235

40,112

10 , 25 9

88 . 2

84.2

To t a l s
—

stud ied

jobs
To t a l

48,598

—

al l j o b s

$7438,640

St u di e d j ob s
perc entage

between the two variables, it must be
concluded that incoming inspection
costs rise more rapidly than bill of material costs.

77.0

by the process of incoming inspection,
then the incoming inspection will be
eliminated, or reduced to cover only certain parts. This approach is implemented
extensively on R &D programs when contractual requirements permit, -but it is
never used on production jobs since the
economies do not justify such an approach.

A second observation that must be considered is that the
production jobs reflect higher factors
than comparable R &D jobs.
In analyzing this observation there are
two very important considerations. Since T R I A D O B S E R V A T I O N . The performance
the amount of material is usually signifi- factor associated with the automated procantly less on the R &D job it is apparent duction bomb fuze program is consider that the efficiencies of sampling cannot ablv lower than for other production catbe realized. This should result in higher egory II and III jobs. This is, in small
inspection performance factors on the part, due to the extra sampling efficiR &D job than would be experienced on encies realized because of the mass proa like production job. Our data indicate duction volumes involved. The main reathat just the opposite condition exists, son for this low performance factor is,
and, therefore, an additional and offset- however, the over -all approach used. Moting cause must be present.
torola has worked extensively with the
The second consideration related to suppliers to assure that good parts arc dethis observation concerns a basic inspec- livered. This has been done to prevent
tion philosophy, i.e., to inspect or not costly shutdowns or slow -downs of the
to inspect. This determination is based assembly lines which would result if
upon the economies of the matter. If it defective parts were received and disis believed that the cost of eliminating covered at Motorola.
defective parts can be effected more economically by the using department than F O U R T H O B S E R V A T I O N . Before enulncratSE C ON D O BS E R V A TI O N .

82.3

81.5

ing the proposed bid factors, there is one
additional condition requiring comment.
Contractual requirements occasionally
call for 100 percent incoming inspection
rather than sampling inspection. This
condition may apply to either Level I or
II jobs in either R &D or production.
Bid Factors
In view of the above observations it
s apparent that a set of bid factors must
be developed to provide for the various
conditions. This section first develops
basic bid factors based strictly upon performance records. This is followed by development of the remaining bid factors
using the basic factors as a starting point
and adjusting them in consideration of
the above observations and appropriate
judgmental considerations.
I

The performance factors realized for the production job categorics are considered to be the most rcpresentative and accurate in view of the
preponderance of data on which they are
based. They have, therefore, been selected for use in developing the basic bid
factors.
BA S I C BI D F A C T O R S .

Tab le 3
PE RFOR MA NC E RA TIO FA C TOR S
2 3 1 In s p e c t i o n

234 Par ts engi neering

hou rs to pur c ha s ed

ho u rs to 2 3 1 in co m in g

23 6 In - p r o c e s s i n s p e c t i o n

m ateri al do llars

ins pec ti on hou rs

ho u rs t o 1 2 6 A s s e m b ly h ou r s

R & D L e ve l 1

.00818

23 .6 8

R &D Le ve l 1 1

46 .1

.0 0 6 6 2

15. 65

R & D L e ve l I I I
P r o d . L e ve l

23.0

.00408

5.77

24 . 2

.01718

29 . 2 0

P r o d . L e ve l 11

21.4

.00706

17, 35

P r o d . L e ve l I I I A

12 .0

.00724

11.38

P r o d . Level 11113

15.6

.00261

46 .2 7

10.6
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The only adjustments made to derive
bid factors from the performance factors
were downward. These adjustments were
made in recognition of the fact that not
all individual jobs were performed in accordance with normal Motorola Sampling Procedures. However, most of the
individual jobs in Level II and IIIA were
also so performed. A decrease of about 15
percent was incorporated in recognition
of this situation. By contrast, the Level I
performance factor was reduced by approximately 30 percent to arrive at a
Level I bid factor because of the higher
percentage of jobs not following normal
procedures. On the Other hand, no adjustment was made in Level IIIB since
all work was performed in the standard
manner.
The resultant basic bid factors form
the basis for all other bid factor development, and for bidding purposes are applicable to normal production jobs. They
are as follows:
Production Level I
Production Level II
Production Level IIIA
Production Level IIIB

.012
.006
.006
.0026

N O S A M P L I N G BI D F A C T O R S . At the other
end of the spectrum from those jobs performed under normal sampling conditions, are those on which inspection is
performed on a 100 percent basis. It is
readily apparent that the bid factors
should be significantly higher under this
condition. But since this condition
occurs only occasionally, the data available are insufficient to permit development of specific factors for the various
categories.
In view of the above considerations,
the bid factors selected for 100 percent
inspection conditions are four times the
basic bid factors on Level II jobs. However, the original factor is used on Level
I jobs since it already contains an allow ancc for above normal sampling.

M I L I T A R Y S TA N D A R D S A M P L I N G BI D F A C -

Between the two categories are
those inspection programs which must
be performed to military standard sampling Plans. Since data in this area arc inexperience indicates that a
multiplier of 2 to 3 is in order. This condition will usually apply to either Level I,
II, or IIIA production job categories only.
TO R S .

In establishing bid factors for those R &D job categories which
Wi l l have normal sampling inspection, it
can safely be concluded that the bid facR &D BI D F A C T O R S .
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Ta b l e 4
B ID F A C TO R S
Norm a l M ot oro la

10 0 %

Mil Std

Sampl ing

In s p e c t i o n

Sam pli ng

R & D Level I
R & D L e ve l I I

.0 1 2

.0 1 8

.024

.006

.0 0 9

.024

N/A
N/A

R & D L e v e l 111

.006

.0 0 9

N/A

N/A

P r o d . L e ve l

.0 12

.024

.0 1 2

P r o d . L e v e l 11

-.0 06

.024

.012

P r o d . L e ve l IIIA

-.006

N/A

.0 1 2

Prod . L eve l I I I B

-.0026

N/A

N/A

for must be higher than for a comparable
production job, due to the inefficiencies
associated with sampling and because of
the limited quantity of parts. The
amount of increase will depend upon the
number of units involved and the amount
of duplicate parts in the specific bill of
material. Again in this area data are not
conclusive. However, experience indicates that the bid factor should be up to
50 percent higher based upon the specific
considerations. The various bid factors
are shown in Table 4 as a range of factors. The bidder should select factors
within a range based on judgmental considerations relative to expected magnitude of inefficiency.
General Considerations
The basic bid factors have been derived directly from performance records.
The other bid factors are directly related
to the basic bid factors but represent inflations based upon the judgmental considerations presented. Thus all bid factors satisfy the basic requirements of
Public Law 87 -653. However, acceptance
of the judgmental considerations is the
prerogative of the auditing agency. If
found acceptable, these bid factors will
be considered as applicable to future
bidding until future performance record
analysis indicates that changes are required.
It is not intended that every bid would
necessarily be represented by one of these
specific bid factors, but rather that each
bid factor used should approximate these
bid factors. Significant changes from
these bid factors should be effected,
based upon specific judgmental considerations, in addition to the judgmental
considerations made in developing these
bid factors. These additional judgmental
considerations should be made a matter
of record in the proposal file.
It should be noted that the word contingency has not been used in developing
the suggested bid factors. Normally contingency allowances are incorporated only

when so directed by management. When
used, they are appropriately documented
and have approval of the department
manager and /or the program manager
prior to submission of the proposal. The
bid factors are to be applied to bill of
material dollar costs to derive the incoming inspection hours to be proposed.
Development of In- Process
Inspection Bid Factors
There is a direct relationship between
assembly costs and assembly inspection
costs. The performance factors realized
between these two functions for the various job categories arc reflected in Table
3.
It is apparent that the workmanship
level significantly affects the performance
factor realized. Basic considerations relative to this situation were presented in
the discussion relative to job categorization. As anticipated in that discussion
and for the reasons given therein, the
production Level IIIA performance factor is somewhat higher than the production Level II performance factor.
By contrast, the production Level IIIB
performance factor is somewhat lower
than the production Level II performance factor. This is attribAd to the Sampling procedures used in in- process inspection on the bomb fuze program as
opposed to all other in- process inspection which is conducted on a 100 percent
basis. The sampling technique is permissible because of the repetitive conditions of mass production, and due to the
particular test program used to verify the
acceptability of the hardware produced.
It is also quickly apparent that the
R &D job has a higher factor than the
production job at a comparable level.
This is once again misleading. It is belicycd that the two should be about the
same, with R &D probably being slightly
higher due to the inefficiencies of the
smaller volume and /or higher start -up
costs. The reason that this distortion apContinued on page 50
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Relevant Costing:
Footnote to a Controversy
A RELEVANT- COSTING CONCEPT SEEMS MORE LOGICAL WHEN UNRESTRICTED BY HISTORICAL COSTS
By William L. Ferrara
A great deal has been written about the
subject of relevant costing, which is a
very intriguing variation of direct costing
for external reporting purposes. Usually
the argument for relevant costing has
been restricted by the proponents desire
to work within the framework of historical costs.'
In this paper I propose to explore the
relevant- costing concept unrestricted by
the boundaries of historical costs in order to see how the relevant costing concept as it relates to inventor valuation
compares with the so- called "ideal" 2 inventory valuation concept known as
"net realizable value." Within this
framework I believe it can be shown
that:
The relevant costing concept is more
logically structured without any historical cost restriction.
The relevant costing concept (unrestricted by historical cost conventions) will yield an inventory value
equal to or greater than net realizable
value for what is normally referred
to as the base stock.
The valuation concepts (i.e., variable
cost inventory valuation) usually
stressed in arguments for relevant
costing are only applicable to inventories above the base stock, i.e., excessive inventories.
' George H. Sorter and Charles T. Horngren, "A
Reply to a Postscript," The Accounting Review,
January 1963, p. 73.
"Term used in the Report of the Committee on
Conce pts and St andards of the Ame rican Accounting Association— Inventory Measurement; see The
Accounting Review, July 1964, p. 706.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTI NG/JANUARY 1970

Some Assumed Data
For purposes of constructing a quantified illustration to support the above
hypotheses the following (per unit) data
are given:
Sales price
$1.00
Variable cost of manufacture
.30
Average full cost of manufacture
.50
Variable cost of distribution
.03
Average full cost of distribution
.20
Net profit
.30

Williamsport Chapter (Sangamon
Valley 1959), is Professor of Accounting at The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa. Professor
Ferrara, a CPA, is a graduate of DePaul University, and holds RI.A, and
Fh.D, degrees from Michigan State
University. He co- authored (with I.
Wayne Keller) Management Account-

ing for Profit Control. He is a past
President of Williamsport Chapter and
is currently a member of NAA's National Board of Directors, NAA's Publications Committee and the AICPA's
Board of Examiners. A previous contributor to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING, Professor Ferrara is a recipient of
two NAA Certificates of Merit (in
1959-60 and 1963 -64).

Average full cost of manufacture is
based on a normal capacity concept variation of absorption costing. Average full
cost of distribution should be considered
calculable in similar fashion even though
one may not usually associate normal
capacity and absorption costing with
distribution costs. The net profit per
unit is determined by deducting average
full cost of manufacture and distribution
from sales price.
Net Realizable Value
It seems that there can be at least six
approaches to calculating "net realizable
value." These approaches depend upon
the amount of expected or anticipated
profit deducted from sales price as well
as on the amount of expected costs to
complete and sell deducted from sales
price to determine "net realizable value."
For example, the literature of accounting
includes discussions of deducting from
sales price no profit, all profit or a share
of profit, dependent on the stage of production and distribution in which we
find a unit of output.3 In addition, the
literature of accounting includes a discussion of deducting from sales price
either variable or full costs of completing
and selling a unit of output.'
Our concern here is not with which
approach to calculating "net realizable
value" is preferable. Our concern is to
look at the approaches considered in the
I

"A Discussion of Various Approaches to Inventory
Measurement," Committee on Concepts and Standards— Inventory Measurement of the American Accounting Association, The Accounting Review, July
1964, pp. 706 -708.
'George L. Battista and Gerald R. Cro% mingshield,
"Inventories at Realizable Values ?," NAA Bulletin Management Account ing, May 1965, pp. 31 -43.
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literature in order to determine the inventory value each would produce. With
this in mind, Table 1 has been prepared
to illustrate how finished goods inventory might be valued. Since finished
goods are considered, all manufacturing
costs to complete the product have been
expended, which means that only distribution costs have to be deductecf since
thev Nvill be the only costs to be incurred
in order to dispose of the inventory.
In matrix form (assuming an even
split of unit profit between manufacturing and distribution) these approaches
yield inventory values as in Table 1 for
each unit of finished goods inventory.
If the units of inventory are work in
process rather than finished goods, costs
deducted would have to reflect manufacturing costs calculated in accordance
with the stage of completion of in process inventories. In addition, for in process items, one would have to consider
deducting some share of the expected
future profit applicable to the incomplete
portion of the in process inventories. Determination of the amount of this share
of profit in an objective manner is in all
probability an impossible task.
The lack of objectivity or the subjectivity inherent in attempts to determine
the share of profit attributable to the
various stages of manufacturing (and
even distribution) is what makes many
people skeptical of the "net realizable
value concept." However, these same
people have yet to empirically test the assertion that a cost oriented inventory
valuation scheme is more objective (less
subjective) than the net realizable value
approach.5
Even though there might be a lack of
objectivity in the determination of the
amount of profit attributable to various
stages of production and distribution,
there is the very real possibility of at
least some objectivity in determining the
portion of profits attributable to the total manufacturing function as opposed
to the total distribution function. Such
a determination is quite useful when
valuing finished goods under a net realizable value concept. This possibility exists where the company involved has an
external source of supply for the same
product produced by the manufacturing
division. The manufacturing division
could also sell in such an external market. In the above numerical example, the
even split of unit profit between manufacturing and distribution could have
ISee G. Edward Philips, "The Accretion Concept of
Income ," The Accounting Review, January 1963,
pp. 22 -25, for more discussion of t his problem.
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T ABLE 1
ALT ERNAT IVE NET REALIZABLE VALUE CALCULAT IONS
FOR FINISHED G OOD S ASSU MIN G A $1.00 SALES
PRICE PER UNIT

None
(S.00 per unit)

Share applicable
to
di st ri buti on
func t ion
(S.15 per unit)

All
(S.30 per unit)

Variable cost of
distribution
($.03 per unit)

.97

.82

.67

Average full cost
of distribution
($.20 per unit)

.80

.65

.50

Profit deducted
from sales price
Costs deducted
from sales price

been based on an external market price
of $.65 per unit. This external market
price could be described as a form of
wholesale price as opposed to the $1.00
per unit retail price."

ditions under which opportunity costs
should be added to current variable costs
for purposes of inventory valuation. Describing these circumstances as circumstances under which fixed manufacturing
costs are inventoried seems to result from
Relevant Costing—General
the intent to work within the framework
The relevant costing concept supports of historical costs."
an inventory valuation scheme based
If the historical cost framework were
upon variable manufacturing costs plus dropped for inventory valuation purthe possibility of inventorying some fixed poses and we considered the relevant
manufacturing costs under any one of costing concept to include "variable costs
plus opportunity costs" mane interesting
the following set of conditions:
things happen. In the first place Nye
a. Future production must be at maxi- would no longer have to refer to the inmum capacity with future sales in ex- ventorying of opportunity costs (even
cess of capacity by the amount of though using an upper limit equal to a
form of absorption costing) as the inincrease in ending inventory; or
b. variable production costs are expected ventorying of fixed manufacturing costs.
Fixed manufacturing costs would be
to increase; or
c. future sales will be lost forever because treated consistently as those costs (given
a going concern) which would be inof lack of inventory.
Variable manufacturing costs are in- curred repetitively period after period
ventoried because they represent a dis- and which would be unaffected by
cernible future benefit, that is, if they whether or not an inventory is accumuare incurred today they will not have to lated or an inventory accumulation is
be incurred in the future. They have a diminished. On these grounds it seems
favorable economic impact on expected reasonable to conclude that a relevant
future costs, i.e., they reduce expected costing concept based upon "variable
costs plus opportunity costs" without
future costs."
The three conditions under which the historical cost limitation (upper
some fixed manufacturing costs should be limit) presents a more logically coninventoried represent conditions under structed and defensible theoretical posiwhich a lack of inventory would repre- tion.
As for the measurement of these opsent a decrease in expected future revenues because of lost sales (a and c above) portunity costs, attention will be conor an increase in future costs (b above). centrated on point c, above. Point c
These conditions for inventorying fixed relates to the base stock concept wherein
manufacturing costs really represent con- if a certain minimum amount of inventory is not maintained sales will be lost
"T he dat a di scusse d above is essentially the same
due to inability to deliver within a specidata as that utilized in discussions of intra -company transfer pricing and make -or -buy decisions.
fied time. Alternative sources of supply
George H. Sortez and Charles T . Honzgren,
"Asset Recognition and Economic Attributes —The
will be sought by those seeking to buy
Rele vant Costing Approach," The Accounting Review, July 1962, p. 399.
'Ibi d. , p. 393

"See Footnote 1.
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Opportunity cost

$1.00
$ .30
.03

33
$ .67

With an opportunity cost (loss) of
$.67, the inventory valuation of fin ishedll base stock would be as follows on
a per unit basis:
"Charles T. Horngren and George H. Sorter, "Direct Costing for External Reporting," The Accounting Review, January 1961, p. 89.
"For work in process inventories, the valuation
base would appear to be variable costs incurred to
date plus the same opportunity cost as calculated.
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This inventory valuation of $ .97 is
equal to only one of the methods illustrated in Table 1 and it exceeds all other
inventory values shown in Table 1.
Furthermore, as noted earlier, the
method of measuring opportunity cost
is conservative which could make the
relevant costing valuation greater.
The above conclusion that the relevant costing concept unrestricted by historical costs will yield an inventory value
equal to or greater than net realizable
value for the base inventory stock can
be generalized on a per unit basis as
follows where:

As a practical matter, to distinguish
between base stock and excessive inventories is quite difficult and perhaps
even impossible. Thus it might be best
to assume that inventories are all base
stock or that they are all excessive. It
would appear most appropriate to assume that they are all base stock.
Summary

In the case of excessive inventories
there would be no opportunity cost in
terms of lost sales and thus excessive inventories would be valued at variable
manufacturing costs.1 2

In the preceding pages the relevant
costing concept unrestricted by historical costs has been discussed. As such the
relevant costing concept seems more
logical since there does not appear to
be any theoretical reason wily relevant
costing should be restricted by the historical cost framework. Furthermore, the
suns of variable costs and opportunity
costs seems to represent quite well the
"future economic benefit" inherent in
an inventory accumulation. However,
net realizable value also seems to represent quite well the "future economic
benefit" inherent in an inventory accumulation. The difference seems to be
a matter of stressing "future cash outflows" under relevant costing and "future cash inflows" under net realizable
value, which is an oversimplification.
When the base stock portion of inventory is considered, relevant costing
yields a value at least equal to (most
likely greater than) any of the usual versions of net realizable value, if relevant
costing is unrestricted by the historical
cost framework.13 Perhaps the real issue
to be considered is the matter of realization, since relevant costing inventory
values, as interpreted here, include an
element of revenue which many would
say is unrealized. For example, the only
difference between relevant costing inventory values and that concept of net
realizable value (deduct only variable
costs) which is consistent with the relevant costing concept relates to the inclusion or non - inclusion of all or a portion of net profit per unit in inventory
values."
For excessive inventories, i.e., inventories above the base stock, the more
usually stressed variable cost inventory
basis applies under relevant costing. In
this case it appears that inventory values
under net realizable value will always be
greater than under relevant costing.

'r It appears that this statement is somewhat consistent with and somewhat similar to comments
made by Sorter and Horngren, see their "Asset
Recognition
cit., p. 395 and their "Direct'
Costi ng .. ." op. cit., p. 90. For similar reasons
Staubus also agrees with this position. See his
"Postscript, Courtesy of Messrs. Sorter and Horn gren, "The Accounting Review, January 1963, pp.
72 -3.

"Parenthetically it should be added that relevant
costing if restricted by the historical cost framework would yield an inventory value equal to at
least one variety of absorption costing for the base
inventory stock.
1'
See Table 1.
"This generalization may not be true if inventory
is grossly excessive.

=

=

=

=

Unit sales revenue
S
Opportunity cost
O
Variable manufacturing cost
VM
Variable distribution cost
VD
PM = Manufacturing profit
Distribution profit
PD
Fixed manufacturing cost
FM
Fixed distribution cost
FD
Relevant costing Inventory value
= VM + O
= VM + [S — (VM + VD)l
= VM + S — VM — VD
= S — VD
Thus relevant costing would produce an
inventory valuation equal to or greater
than net realizable value; or algebraically speaking, VM + O = S — VD >
Net realizable value, since, net realizable value can onlv be one of the following as is indicated in Table 1:
S
S
S
S
S
S

—
—
—
—
—
—

(VD
(VD
VD
(VD
(VD
(VD

+ PM + PD)
+ FD + PM + PD)
+ FD)
+ PD)
+ FD + PD)

Relevant Costing —The Case
of Excessive Inventories

... "op.

la

Sales revenue
Variable costs:
Manufacturing
Distribution

$ .97

=

If relevant costing is defined as a
method which includes "variable manufacturing costs and opportunity costs"
as the basis for inventory valuation, our
problem becomes a matter of measuring
opportunity costs under the base stock
assumption. The theory of base stock
says that sales will be lost due to inability
to deliver within a specified time if a certain minimum inventory is not maintained. The minimum inventory is the
base stock.
Admittedly, the amount of the future
losses inherent in lost future sales could
far exceed the loss of one sales order from
a particular firm since all or a portion of
all future sales to that same firm may also
be lost. However, for purposes of simplicity, we shall assume that the loss of
future sales does not extend beyond the
current inability to meet sales demand.
The estimate of the loss will thus be
conservative, i.e., on the low side.
In accordance with the relevant cost
ing doctrine the opportunity costs attributable to lost sales would be sales
revenues minus all costs which would
have to be incurred to build and sell the
inventory. Since (according to relevant
costing) fixed costs would be incurred
with or without the inventory buildup
the only costs that would have to be incurred are the variable costs. Thus, the
measure of opportunity cost which fits
the relevant costing doctrine is the expected future margin over variable costs,
calculated as follows:

$ .30
.67

=

Relevant Costing —The Case
of Base Stocks

Variable manufacturing cost
Opportunity cost
Relevant costing
inventory valuation

=

the merchandise. As for point a, this
appears to be a very rare circumstance's
and thus it will be ignored. Point b,
even though not rare, will also be ignored
in order to concentrate attention on the
base stock case.
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An Application of Direct Costing
DIRECT COSTING IS BEGINNING TO MAKE GAINS IN THE POULTRY INDUSTRY
By Paul North
Direct costing is a growing system of accounting which is being used in most industrics. However, only recently has it
been making any gains within the poultry industry.
This article is based on the accounting
and reporting process of a regional distributor which deals with hatching eggs
(including parent stock), hatching of
day old chicks, growing of started pullets
and the production and processing of
market eggs. This distributorship has its
owls buildings for growing started pullets
and also does contract growing with
farmers, day old chicks, feed and supervision being furnished by the distributor
and buildings and labor being furnished
by the farmer. All laving flocks for hatching egg and market egg production are
contracted with farmers who are paid on
a per dozen basis for their labor and
buildings; the distributor furnishes the
pullet, feed and supervision.

centers within it while having only one
income center.
Exhibit 1 shows ]low various income
and cost centers fit together within a
segment. Included under the contributions for hatching eggs and commercial
chicks are joint fixed plant costs because
these two income centers are located
within the same building and, therefore,
share some expenses. The fixed overhead
costs include the wages and expenses of
the sales department, service department,
general office, accounting office and general administrative personnel. If any segment has its own office or salesmen, etc.,
and their costs can be identified directly
to that segment, their costs should be
included as a direct fixed cost of that
segment.
Cost and Contribution Reports
IIATCIIING EGGS

Hatching egg production is the start-

Income and Cost Centers
Each segment of a company is composed of income and /or cost centers
which are used in arriving at the contribution for that segment.
An income center is the point where
sales are recorded for the sale of a finished
product. Included within the income
center may be several smaller activities
which do not play as significant a part
as the main source of income.
A cost center is the area where expenses are incurred within any section of a
particular segment. The various segments
of a company may have one or more cost
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ing point for all additional processes in
the poultry field.
Fixed costs of hatching egg production
are charged directly. Under this system,
all laying liens are to be charged to an
inventory account as the flock is started
and then amortized or expensed at a certain amount each month. The costs to
be amortized consist of the parent stock
baby chick cost, the cost of raising a
started pullet to twenty weeks and all
feed, medication and contract payments
made for two additional weeks. From
this total, estimated salvage is subtracted
prior to amortizing.
After all adjustments have been made,
the costs are listed on a cost report showing all activity for the month and for
the year to date: variable costs, variable
cost per unit, fixed costs and total costs
to produce a hatching egg.
Hatching egg processing is the second
cost center within this particular segment of the company. Included in this
cost center are all expenses incurred from
the pickup of the egg at the producer's
farm through the washing, grading,
packaging and delivery of the egg to
the customer.
After all adjustments pertaining to
]latching egg processing have been made,
a cost report, similar to that for hatching
egg production, should be made. However, costs are ]sere divided into two sections— processing and selling.
On the contribution report, the sales
are shown either in total or by category
and totaled. From the total sales, the
variable cost of production and processing which pertains only to sales is deducted, leaving the direct margin.
MAN AG EM EN T ACC OU NTIN G /J A NU AR Y 19 70

Next, the transfers of hatching eggs
to the chick segment of the company is
shown. This transfer is recorded by the
use of standards, based on the variable
cost per egg produced and processed,
and the actual amounts. The difference
between the standard amount and the
actual cost shows the margin or loss from
the transfer.
Any gain or loss made from the sale of
spent hens, any lost eggs or any inventory
variations are added or subtracted leaving the gross profit. From the gross profit,
the fixed costs of the hatching egg production and processing cost centers is
subtracted, leaving the hatching egg contribution before the joint plant costs.

Exhibit 1
COST AND INCOME CENTERS
COST CENTERS
I

STARTED PULLETS
Our company has growing facilities of
its own as well as having growing arrangements with farmers. Hence, two
cost reports are prepared for this segment, showing the company's costs as
well as contract costs. However, this same
type of system could be adapted to show
the costs by farm, state, supervisor or in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1970

Hatching

egg
(lucks

egg
processing

Chick
pnxessing
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Growing
units
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Market
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flocks

egg
processing

INCOME CENTERS

COMMERCIAL CHICKS
The value of the day old chick begins
with the transfer amount of the latching
egg and then picks up the hatching and
sexing wages and expenses.
In the cost report, the variable costs
are divided into two sect ions— processing and selling. The variable processing
costs include only the inventory variation of the eggs in incubators, the transfer in of the hatching eggs and the
hatching wages and expenses. Listed under the variable selling costs are sexing
and delivery wages and expenses.
In the contribution report the sales are
shown first by category or as one figure.
Immediately following the sales are the
variable processing and selling costs that
pertain just to sales, which, when subtracted from the total sales, leaves the
direct margin from customers.
The transfer of day old chicks to the
started pullet department is shown next.
This transfer is recorded by the use of
standards and the actual cost. The margin or loss arrived at from these two figures should be close to zero or the transfer standard should be reviewed.
The cost of any chicks destroyed or
any type of service or miscellaneous income is then added or subtracted, leaving the gross profit. From the gross profit,
the fixed processing and selling costs are
subtracted, which results in the product
contribution before the joint fixed plant
costs.

4

Hatching

II,Ic

Commercial

Started

rgg ..dc

ch i c k sales

pullet s ale,

Va ri able c os ts
I &2

Va ri able co st s
I2 &3

Murgm

Margin

Di re ct
fi xe d costs

Di rec t
fi xe d costs

V

any man ner that management might
wish.
In the cost report for stated pullets,
all variable costs should be listed including the cost for transferring in day old
chicks at the standard. Any variation in
inventory should be added to or subtracted to give the total variable costs.
The cost per pullet should then be listed
based on the number of twenty -week old
pullets delivered during that period.
The fixed costs of the started pullet
segment, listed next on the cost reports,
include maintenance wages and expenses
for the buildings and equipment rather
than as work done to pullets within a

Va ri a ble c o st s
12,3 & 4

Ma , gm

Di rec t
f i xe d costs
bu t i o n

Mai1.e�
egg Ul es

Va ri a ble costs
5 & b

Margin

Di rec t
faced costs
C� .nu�nhu� um

particular flock. It is also possible that
any pullets grown on contract with various farmers will not have any fixed costs.
When two cost reports are made, there
will be some expenses, such as delivery
truck insurance and depreciation, which
will have to be considered as a joint fixed
cost. These costs should be listed on a
separate cost report and the total shown
on the contribution report.
The contribution report ties all of the
started pullet cost reports together with
the sales and transfers to laying flocks,
and shows the actual contribution given
by this segment to help cover fixed overhead costs.
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MARKET EGGS

The market egg production flocks are
handled in much the same manner as
the hatching egg production flocks. The
onlv difference between these two types
of flocks is the method of calculating the
charges for amortization.
When a new laying flock has been
started, the cost of all of the laving hens
is charged to an inventory account and
from there it is amortized or expensed at
a certain amount each month. To arrive
at the total cost to be amortized for a
flock, start with the cost of raising a
started pullet to twenty weeks. To this
cost, add all feed, medication and contract payments made for four additional
weeks. From this total, estimated salvage
is subtracted prior to amortizing.
After all adjustments have been made,
the costs are ready to list on a cost report,
beginning with the variable costs. No inventory variation for pullets appears on
this cost report, since the pullets are being amortized. The amortization charges
are shown as a variable cost.
The market egg processing cost center
includes all expenses incurred from the
pickup of eggs at the producers farm to
the delivery of the processed eggs to
customers. Also within this center are
wages and expenses of an office and
salesman that can be directly identified
to this segment.
In the cost report, the variable costs are
divided into two sections — processing
and selling. The variable processing costs
include all pickup and handling wages
and expenses, while the variable selling
costs include delivery wages and ex-

penses. When the total of all variable
costs are calculated, the cost to process
a dozen market eggs is shown.
The fixed costs which relate to this
cost report are listed next. These fixed
costs are divided into three sections —
processing, selling and administrative.
In the contribution report, sales are
shown first. It is suggested that these
sales be broken down as to processed
sales from the processing plant and unprocessed sales direct from the laving
houses.
The sales are followed by the variable
cost of sales, which are the variable production and processing costs. Next, anv
inventory variations in market eggs on
]land and shipping supplies are listed.
These inventory variations are then combined with the variable cost of sales to
give the total cost of sales. This total cost
of sales is subtracted from the total sales
to give the direct margin.
Items such as the gain or loss from the
sale of spent hens and the amount for
lost eggs are then listed and added to or
subtracted from the direct margin in order to give the gross profit. From the
gross profit, the fixed costs of the market
egg production and processing cost centers are subtracted to give the product
contribution for this segment.
Fixed Overhead
The fixed overhead segment of the
company is made up of five different sections— sales, service, general office, accounting office and general administrative. A cost report is made out for each
of these sections simply by listing the

various account names and showing the
amounts charged to the accounts for the
month and the year to date. The totals
of these figures will only appear on the
operating statement.
Within the fixed overhead accounts,
some accounts may be set aside to record
some types of miscellaneous income such
as rental income and interest income. If
this is the case, these income accounts
should be listed on a separate sheet and
labeled as "Other Income." The report
of other incomes will also be shown only
on the operating statement.
Operating Statement
The operating statement is the sum mary report which is used to bring all
segments of the company into one total
income figure.
The product contributions of all segments are listed as they appear on the
contribution reports and are totaled. All
fixed overhead items are then listed separately and totaled. Next, all other income is listed separately and totaled. The
net income is then arrived at by starting
with the total contribution, subtracting
the total of the fixed overhead costs and
adding the total other income.
Summary
This article is intended to give suggestions and ideas which can be used in
a direct costing and contribution reporting accounting system. This type of system should be used with an accrual type
of system, and as many accounts payable
and accrued revenues should be shown
and used to give as accurate of a report
as possible.

DEVELOPING BIDDING FACTORS FOR A QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Continued from page 44
pears lies in the fact that some of the
assembly labor used on R &D jobs is performed by engineering personnel rather
than Cost Center 126 personnel. It is,
therefore, not reported to Cost Center
126.
The bid factors selected are predicated
on the performance factors realized on
the production jobs since they are considered to be most representative. The
only adjustment made was a 10 percent
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increase for all three job categories under R &D to provide for the higher
start -up costs and reduced efficiencies associated therewith. The proposed bid
factors are:
R &D
Production
Level I
22.0%
20.0%
Level II
13.2%
12.0%
Level IIIA
16.5%
15.0%
Level III13
N/A
10.5%
The basic bid factors presented herein
are based on history. All others were de-

veloped from the basic bid factors using
judgmental considerations. Contingency
factors were not used. Therefore, the bid
factors selected meet the basic criteria
of the law. However, the judgmental
considerations are subject to acceptance
by the audit agency.
It is believed that the costs derived by
intelligent application of these factors
will be fair and reasonable to the government since the factors were developed
from what are considered to be the most
representative bases available.
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Recent Publications
MANAGERIAL CONTROL
TH RO UG H
COMMUNICATION
Systems for Organizational
Diagnosis and Design
George T. Vardaman and Carroll C.
Holterman
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016, 1968, 496
pp., $8.95.
Written in part as a text on communication, this book also contains a part on related readings. It is intended for the
middle, or operating manager, to help
him link up executive policies and guidelines with the details of day -to -day operations.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Thomas B. Glans, Burton Grad, David
Holstein, William E. Meyers, and
Richard N. Schmidt.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 383
Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017,
1968, 430 pp., $10.95.
The stated purpose of this book is to
present a thorough, detailed treatment
of the first stage in the life cycle of a
management system —its study and design.

DECENTRALIZATION IN
MANAG EMENT SYSTEMS
An Introduction to Design
William T. Morris
Ohio State University Press, 2070 Neil
Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43210, 1968, 209
pp., $7.50.
This book, which supposes that the
reader has an elementary acquaintance
with such topics as calculus, probability
theory, Boyesian statistics, capital budgeting, inventory theory, and waiting line theory tries to bring together some
of the evidence that bears more or less
directly on the question of decentralization in the design and management of
large organizations.
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SYSTEM S MANAGEMENT
FOR GRE ATER PROFITS
AND GRO WTH
Charles J. Minnich and Oscar S. Nelson
Prentice -Hail, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1966, 231 pp., $19.95.
A "how- to- do -it" book on Systems and
Procedures for the small and medium
firm whose data processing requirements
do not justify the use of existing electronic computers.

CO ST -E F F E C T I V E N E S S
The Economic Evaluation of
Engineered Syst ems

SY S T E M S A N A LY S I S : A
DIAGNOSTIC APPROACH
Van Court Hare, Jr.
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 757
Third Ave., New York, N.Y., 10017,
1967, 544 pp., $12.50.
An attempt to show the reader that systems have several general properties and
to give him a feeling of systems patterns.

100 Q UESTIO NS IN
AUDITING

THE SYSTEMS M A N UA L
Leslie H. Matthies
Systemation, Inc., Box 730, Colorado
Springs, Colo. 80901, 1967, 125 pp.,
$4.95.
Planning and Maintaining aspects of the
systems manual, including such problems as producing the manual.

J. Morley English, Editor
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 3rd. Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016, 1968, 301 pp.,
$13.95.
Based on a one week course at UCLA,
this book describes Systems Engineering
and how cost - effectiveness relates to it.

Donald Kirkby
Pergamon Press Inc., 44 -01 21st. St.,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101, 1968,
paperbound, 160 pp., $3.00, (hardcover
$4.50).
Focused on accountancy examines, Part
I consists of questions. Part II contains
the suggested answers. Majority of the
questions were provided by the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales and by the Association of
Certified and Corporate Accountants.

FORMS DE SIGN AND
CONTROL
Julius B. Kaiser

COMPUT E R APPLICAT IONS
IN S T RA T I G RA P HI C
ANALYSIS
John W . Harbaugh and Daniel F.
Merriam
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016, 1968, 282
pp., $14.95.
SHORT - INTERNAL
SCHEDULING
A Systematic Approach to Cost
Reduction
Martin R. Smith
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 West 42nd
St., New York, N. Y. 10036, 1968, 238
pp., $9.9 5.

American Management Association,
Inc., 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y.
10020, 1968, 173 pp., $11.00, (nonmembers $16.50).
Fact -filled chapters that demonstrate
how to make records design and management economically concise and effective.
MANAG EMENT SCIENCE
A Ba yesia n Int r oduct ion
William T. Morris
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1968, 226 pp., $9.95.
For those readers who have a basic knowledge of probability theory, elementary
calculus, and statistics, this book provides
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an insight into the methods of bringing
science to the support of management.

STUDIES IN
M U LT I O B J EC T IV E
DE C I S I O N M O D E L S
Economic Research Center in Lund,
Monograph No. 1
Erik Johnsen
Available through Barnes & Noble, Inc.,
105 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y., 10003,
1968, 628 pp., $18.00.
Presented in the form of a hypothesis,
analysis, and synthesis; this report discusses goal models found in the social
science disciplines, microeconomics, the
theory of the firm, operations research,
management theory, sociology, organization theory, psychology, and systems
theory. It also contains an excellent bibliography of some 550 references and a
cross -index of 2000 concepts related to
multi -goal questions.

ORGANIZING FOR DATA
PRO CESSING
Robert R. Reichenbach and Charles A.
Tasso
American Management Association,
Inc., 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y.
10020, 1968, paperbound, 159 pp.,
$15.00.
The AMA research studv No. 92 based
on multiple in -depth interviews with executives from a number of companies
in different industries, this report examines why responsibility for a computer based information system in a given
company is placed where it is.

DAT A PR O C ES SI NG F O R
DECISION - MAKING
An Introduction to Third-Generation Information Systems
R. W. Brightman, B. J. Luskin and T.
Tilton
The Macmillan Co., 866 Third Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022, 1968, 468 pp.,
$8.95.
This book starts with some basic ideas
of business organization and information
requirements and proceeds to technical
discussions of the most current techniques and hardware used in information
systems: It is a book to be studied rather than casually read.
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Q UANTITATIVE METHODS
FO R M A NA G E R S

ST AT I ST I CA L C O NC E PT S
AND APPLICATIONS

Phillip G. Carlson

A Nonmathematical Explanation

Harper & Row, Inc., 49 E. 33rd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10016, 1967, paperbound, 181 pp., $7.95.
Written in the manager's own terms,
this textbook offers twelve descriptive
sections, each with its own practice exercises, solutions and references. They
include lot -size decision situations,
scheduling methods, mathematical programming, game theory, simulation,
waiting lines, and replacement.

PROB ABILITY FO R M A N AGEMENT DECISIONS
William R. King
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016, 1968, 372
pp., $9.95.
This book is an attempt to present probability in terms of real -world organizational decision problems.

I N T E G R A T E D SI M U L AT I O N
An Interactive General Business
Simulation Designed for Flexible
Application in Management Education.
W . Nye Smith, Ebner E. Estee and
Ellsworth F. Vines
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101
Madison Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227,
1968, paperbound, 70 pp., $2.50.
This book offers nonspecialized simulations of business situations which integrates all the disciplines of business
management.
INT RO DUC TI O N TO ST ATIS TI CA L DA TA
PRO CESSING
Theodor D. Sterling and Seymour V.
Pollack
Prentice -Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1968, 663 pp., $12.50.
A convenient detailed guide to the full,
effective use of modern data collection,
display, and computing techniques.

FOR EXECUTIVES O NLY
The Dartnell Corporation, 4660 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill., 60606, 1967,
480 pp., $9.95.

Robert B. Miller
Science Research Associates, Inc., 259
E. Erie St., Chicago, I11. 60611, 1968,
spiral bound, 192 pp., $7.45.
A non - mathematical approach is used to
enlighten businessmen who need to make
business decisions based on limited data.
Included are such topics as simulation,
operations research, Monte Carlo
method, queuing models, linear programming and others.

ST AT IS TI CA L TE CH NIQ U ES I N B USIN ESS
AND ECONOMICS
Robert D. Mason
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd.,
Homewood, Ill. 60430, 1967, 520 pp.,
$11.95.
An introductory text in business and
economic statistics, containing many well
illustrated charts and tables.

APPLIED STATISTICAL DECISI O N TH E O RY
Howard Raiffa and Robert Schlai f er
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Press, Cambridge, Mass. 02142, 1968,
paperback, 356 pp., $3.95.
This book, not written for the general
businessman, is addressed to persons
who are interested in using statistics as
a tool in practical problems of decision
making under conditions of uncertainty
and who also have the necessary training in mathematics and statistics to employ these analytical techniques.

ANAL YSIS FO R PLANNING
PRO G R AM M I NG
BUDGETING
Washington Operations Research Council, 11017 Picasso Lane, Potomac, Md.
20854, 1968, 174 pp., $6.80.
Edited by Mark Alfondary— Alexander,
this volume presents the full texts of papers given at the Second Cost- Effectiveness Symposium sponsored by the Washington Operations Research Council on
March 13 and 14, 1967.
Continued on page 54
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TOMEETM1INACEMENT'SURGENTNEED
FOR NEW FINANCIAL REPORTING GUIDELINES ..
AFRAMEWORKFORFINANCIAL
`REPORTINGBYDIVERSIFIEDCOMPANIES
By Alfred Rappaport and EugeneM.Lerner
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Employing logical analysis and synthesis as their research

methodology, the authors of this report have drawn
reasoned conclusions to guide the development of
methods for segment reporting which can provide data
relevant to report users' information needs
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This comprehensive research report develops a
framework for financial reporting by diversified
companies in line with new SEC requirements
Establishes options for reports to shareholders and

i

investors

Clearly presents techniques for reflecting the
principal events and issues involved in financial reporting
by diversified firms
Shows how to give a more adequate understanding of the
company than is now possible, with statements that
specifically address themselves to the analytical
frameworks that are used by investors
Suggests guidelines for defining lines of business or
"basic activities" with common economic factors
Aids companies in reporting operating results of major
lines of business in financial reports to stockholders

OU T LIN E O F C O N T EN T S
Chapter 1
Intr oduc tion and Sum mary
Chapter 2
Investor Valuation
Frameworks

Chapter 5
Segmented Funds Statements

Chapter 3
Segmented Earnings
Statements

Appendi x A
Background of Events and
Issues for Financial
Reporting by Diversified
Companies

Chapter 4
Further Considerations
in Disclosure of Segmented
Earnings

Appendi x B
Studebaker W or thington,Inc.—
Analysis of Product Groups

YOFLL FINB THIS .HOOK A TIMELY
AND IMPOBTANT JIB TO
MANAGEMENT IN ESTABLISHING NEW
RIBELINES FOR BOTH INTEBNAL ANB
EXTEBNAL FINANCIAL REPORTING.

Techniques described in this report should have major
interest to management, not only for reporting to
investors and creditors, but also for internal decisions
allocating available capital within a company
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Continued from page 52

PROFI T ABI LI T Y AND EC ONOMIC CHOICE
Paul H. Jeynes
The Iowa State University Press, Al imes,
Iowa 50010, 1968, 622 pp., $13.5 .
A comprehensive presentation of an
economic analysis technique known as
Minimum Revenue Requirement Discipline, which acknowledges that the
major objective of successful business
has never been simply to maximize
earnings.

CO M P U T E R I Z A T I O N O F
G O VE RN M E N T FI LE S
What Impact on the Individual?
Foundation Publications, American Bar
Foundation, 1155 E. 60th St., Chicago,
Ill. 60637, reprinted from UCLA Law
Review, Vol. 15 No. 5, 1968, paperback, $1.00.
The interests of the individual are discussed in terms of specific effects which
disclosure of personal information may
have upon the human personality.

CONFIRMAT ION OF
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Study Group on Audit Techniques
The Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants, 250 Bloor St. E., Toronto
5, Canada, 1969, paperbound, 31 pp.,
$3.00.
An integrated overall approach to the
confirmation of accounts receivable
which emphasizes proper sample selection and follow -up.

REAL -TIM E DATA PRO C ESSI NG SY ST EM S
A Methodology for Design and
Cost /Performance Analysis
Saul Stimler
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd
St., New York, N. Y. 10036, 259 pp.,
$13.50.
Written by an engineer, this book contains several chapters which would be
of interest to those Management Accountants who are concerned with the
costs of data processing. Included are a
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chapter on system costs and specifications and another one on cost, performance and cost/ performance analysis.
1968 GOVERNMENT CONTRACT S GUIDE
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 4025
W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60646,
1968, 800 pp., $17.50.
The contents of the GUIDE consist of
explanations covering the major areas in
public contract work. References are
made to the current Armed Services Procurement Regulation and the Federal
Procurement Regulations.
NAT IONAL SURVE Y OF
P RO F E S S I O N A L , A D M I N I S TRATIVE, TE CHN IC AL,
AND C LE RIC AL PAY
United States Department of Labor
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, 1968, paperbound, 80
pp., 75 cents.
A useful guide for salary administration
purposes and for general economic analysis.
AFIPS CO NFE RENCE
PRO CEE DIN G S
Volume 33 Parts One and Two,
1968, Fall Joint Computer Conference
Thompson Book Co., National Press
Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20004, 1968,
1503 pp., $41.30.
A total of 41 sections representing 153
formal papers on time sharing, numerical control, applied mathematics, terminal languages, the mini - computer, memory techniques, new trends in programming languages, and others.
CREDIT MANUAL OF COMME RC I A L L AW S , 1 9 6 9
National Association of Credit Management, 44 East 23rd St., New York, N.Y.,
10010, 1968, 770 pp., $17.50.
Presented in this 61st edition of the
Credit Manual of factual data giving the
gist of laws and regulations, Federal and
State, which directly and indirectly affect
credit. This issue particularly discusses
those Federal enactments by the 90th
Congress which are of prime concern to
credit executives. Included are bankruptcy amendments and truth -in- lending

as well as major actions by the legislatures
of 29 states.
TAX GUIDE FO R B UYING
AN D S E LL I NG A B US I NE S S
Stanley Hagendorf
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1967, 225 pp., $19.95.
A comprehensive guide and reference
text which explains in detail the fixed tax
patterns that are found in the purchase
or sale of a business.

FIN AN CI NG EA ST - WE ST
BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
American Management Association,
Inc., 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y.
10020, 1968, paperbound, 48 pp., $3.00,
(nonmembers $4.50).
Issued as No. 119 in the series of AMA
Management Bulletins. Trade and coproduction arrangements in the East
have generated many problems. Anyone
contemplating or presently active in the
East is made more aware of greater development in business relations than in
trade.

THE FUNCTION OF
ACCO UNTING IN
EC O N O M I C D EV E L O PM E N T
Turkey as a Case Study
Lee J. Seidler
Frederick A. Praeger, 111 Fourth Ave.,
New York, N. Y. 10003, 1967, 346 pp.,
$15.00.
A descriptive work as reflected in the
title.

PROCEEDINGS

OF

THE

FOURT H INT E RNAT IONAL
CONFERENCE ON OPERAT I ON AL RESEARCH
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016, 1966,
1092 pp., $24.95.
A collection of papers presented at the
Fourth International Federation of
Operational Research Societies Conference held in 1966. These papers, edited
by David B. Hertz and Jacques Mclese
are concerned with the application of
operation research in areas such as marketing, transportation, urban planning,
investment policy analysis, natural resources, distribution systems and business applications.
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"The accountant in private
industry is in a good
position to enlarge
the information furnished
in annual reports .. ."

The Commissioner Is a CPA
JAMES J. NEEDHAM BRINGS ACCOUNTING BACKGROUND TO DELIBERATIONS OF SEC
The occupant of a large office on the
eighth floor of the Securities & Exchange
Building in Washington, D. C., is one
of the youngest commissioners on the
five- member Securities and Exchange
Commission. James J. Needham, 43, also
has the distinction of being the only accountant on the Commission, and the
first CPA to be named to the SEC in
several years.
Securities laws have become so complicated that, traditionally, attorneys are
named to the government regulatory
body. But President Nixon, desiring another professional viewpoint on the
SEC, named a handsome, articulate
CPA to the Commission last year. His
appointment is deemed appropriate in
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light of the Commission's concern with
financial disclosure by corporations,
which in many respects is an accounting
problem.
With 22 years in public accounting,
Commissioner Needham brings the experience and education of a practicing
accountant to the work of the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Prior to his
appointment, Mr. Needham was partner
in charge of the New York office of A. M.
Pullen & Co., an accounting firm in
Greensboro, N. C. Previouslv he had
been associated with Ravmond T. Ilver
& Co., and with Price, Waterhouse.
With his appointment to the SEC
for an unexpired term ending June S,
1973, the Commission will have a Re-

publican majority for the first time in a
decade. The appointment is not regarded, however, as politically motivated. Commissioner Needham's party
activities have been limited to serving as
auditor for the Republican Club in his
hometown of Plainview, N.Y. I Ic feels
his appointment was more of a tribute
to his profession than to himself. He has
been quite active in his professional organizations, with terms on committees
of the American Institute of CPA's. As
a member of the New York State Society of CPA's, lie served as treasurer and
as a member of its board of directors and
executive committee.
At the annual meeting of the AICPA
last October, he described, in a light
55
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field towards the goal of improved corporate financial reporting."
'Prod Management'
Commissioner Needham is very realistic about the problems of financial disclosure. He recognizes the conflict of
interests between securities analysts and
corporate accountants ( "analysts try to
get as much information as possible to
furnish investors — corporate accountants
do not want to release all the information they could possibly obtain ") . But
he thinks the problem of the management accountant in connection with
financial disclosure is primarily a record keeping one. He suggests that new product line regulations may involve "some
substantial revision of the information
system to accumulate this information.
I do not envision it as being any more
than that." He does not know of any
contemplated additional regulations involving product line reporting.
He urged management accountants to
volunteer more financial information.
"I feel that the trained professional accountants in private industry can make
a singular contribution to investor information. Tbev should feel that it is within
their responsibility to prod management
when it is necessary to furnish financial
and other information as rapidly and as
completely as possible, compatible with
their responsibilities within a competitive society. They, the private professional accountants, have as great a responsibility in this area as does the
independent public accountant who attests to the financial statements. The
professional private accountant should
operate on the basis that the rules released by the AICPA and the SEC constitute minimums of disclosure. The
accountant in private industry is in a
good position to enlarge the information furnished in annual reports and
other reports to stockholders and investment communities."
In answer to the question, "Do you
think more stringent rules are required
in the regulation of the corporate release of financial information which
could affect a company's stock price ?"
he said, "I think this is an area that continues to require improvement —but this
does not mean regulation. Management
has responsibility for that." He described
a report by the American Stock Exchange
urging a government -owned or government- sponsored central agency to handle
the dissemination of all major corporate
announcements to the securities industry as "very interesting."

"I personally believe," he said, "that
a government should do for the people
only what the people are incapable of doing for themselves." On the other ]land,
he pointed out, that the Commission
had been given a task to do. "I think the
Congress gave the SEC responsibility to
see to it that the American investor was
the best informed investor in the world
within a competitive environment."
In regard to possible regulation of diversified companies, Mr. Needham said,
"We apply to conglomerates the same
disclosure requirements and expect the
same compliance." He suggested that the
Commission's rules on product line reporting may have answered some of the
critics of the conglomerates.
In a discussion of accounting principles he told the annual meeting of the
CPA's that everyone was interested in
making financial statements more understandable to the individual investor.
"Realistically, however, I wonder if comparability and uniformity can ever be
completely accomplished or, if you will,
if it is always desirable."
Commissioner Needham originally intended to major in marketing; then in
law. Almost accidentally, he studied accounting and found he liked it. He received his B.B.A. in 1951 from St. John's
University. He says, "I think more accountants should come into Government
service. They bring a particular expertise
and analytical abilities. These are essential to the proper running of the
Government."
What can an accounting professional
contribute to the Securities & Exchange
Commission? "The SEC has filed with
it thousands of registration statements.
Most every one involves a financial statement. A lot of the work here is financial
statement- oriented. An accountant has
the training, the discipline and the expertise in this area so that he could contribute that experience to the Commission. Secondlv, an accountant is trained
to deal with information systems and
with data collecting systems conceptually."

manner, the reaction to his appointment. "Viewed from the right, as heavy handed; viewed from the left, as an industry captive. Described by one newspaper, as knowing nothing about the industry he would regulate; and, bv another, as involved in an extensive job training program which was consuming
the valuable time of the Chairman of
the Commission."
He was pleasantly surprised, however, that when he went before the Senate for confirmation, his appointment
stirred no controversy at all.
Despite his experiences and the criticisms resulting from his move to Washington, Mr. Needham regards his new
job as "the most exciting experience in
my professional career." In an interview,
he told MANACi;hi1;Nr ACCOUNTING that
the role of the Securities and Exchange
Commission has two aspects to it. "First
is investor protection. Second is maintenance of an orderly securities market."
With a staff of 1,400, the SEC includes lawyers, accountants, engineers,
securities analysts and hearing examiners.
Approximately four times a week, the
five commissioners file into a room and
sit at one end of a table shaped like two
halves of a doughnut. At the other end
sit the members of the SEC technical
staff. Problems are discussed freely and
future work outlined as the staff brings
matters before the commissioners who
review them, make decisions, or put
them aside for further consideration.
The SEC staff, largely through the
Office of Policy Research, conducts research as required and sometimes it is
supported by a special appropriation as
was the study of the securities market in
1962. One recent study dealt with product line reporting "where we had tremendous assistance from the Financial
Executives Institute, American Management Assn., and the American Institute
of CPA's." Commissioner Needham believes in the SEC's "good working relationship" with the financial and accounting organizations and hopes it will continue. "We encourage Andy Barr [SEC
Chief Accountant] to work with all accounting organizations."
In his address before the AICPA, he
noted "Tile National Association of Accountants has formed a special committee [Management Accounting Practices]
to deal with accounting and reporting
problems. Their cooperative effort will
add substantial talent and expertise to
the groups presently concerned with
those matters. Again, I call upon all to
work together as a team pointed down

With the Securities and Exchange
Commission a silent but powerful partner in much of today's corporate financial decision - making, most accountants
could not help but approve the appointment of Commissioner Needham. The
presence on the Commission of a man
familiar with the problems of public and
management accountants seems a reassurance that a balanced view would be
taken of future accounting issues which
come up before the Commission.
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In Washington to attend the first meeting of the Advisory Council
for Minority Enterprise, Executive Director Rawn Brinkley (right)

meets President Nixon in the receiving line. Secretary of Commerce Maurice H. Stans is at center. Left, Chairman Sam Wyly.

Council for Minority Enterprise Meets
PRESIDENT NIXON URGES BUSINESS AND COMMUNITY LEADERS TO HELP CHANGE AMERICA
At the first meeting of the Advisory
Council for Minority Enterprise last October 13, President Nixon asked the
businessmen and civic leaders to help
bring minority businessmen into the
American enterprise system.
NAA Executive Director Rawn Brinkle y , wh o was a p p o i n t e d to th e Co u n c i l
by the Pre si den t, a t t e n d e d t h e m e e t i n g
a l on g wi th 5 7 o t h e r m e m b e r s. T h e p u r pose of th e Co u n c i l is to serve as a
sou rce of k nowled ge, in fo r ma t io n a n d
advice o n d e v e l o p m e n t s in diffe rent

fields of economic and social life which
affect minority business enterprise.
The President launched the work of
the Council by pledging that America
does not want a minority that is a class
apart, as jobholders alone. "It is not
enough simply to see that all people in
this country have equal opportunity to
get a job," lie said. "Eyery American
should be able not only to get a job, but
to have a chance to become an owner or
manager, to 'have a piece of the action'
in private enterprise."
He described the membership of the
Advisory Council as perhaps "as much
MANAGE MENT A CCOUNTING /J ANUARY 1970

business power and examples of successes
in private enterprise as you could find in
any one room in America." He asked
them to use their "creative power" in
the high -risk business of minority enterprise, noting that while the risks are
great that fact is "no fault of the minorities." Reiterating his support for the minority enterprise program, President
Nixon said he looked forward to millions
of Americans eventually being able "to
proudly stand up and have the dignity
that comes from not simply being part
o f a n organization, being an employee,
but from being an owner and a manager
just as those in this room, for the most
part, are."
Stans Cites NAA Effort
The meeting, which was held in the
Treaty Room of the Executive Office
Building adjacent to the \White House,
was also addressed by Sccretary of Coin nlercc Maurice 11. Stans. The Commerce
Department is the parent agency for the
Office of Minority Business Enterprise,
which coordinates the government's efforts to aid small business enterprises.

Secretary Stans outlined some of the
efforts in the program that have been
undertaken by the private sector. He
cited the work of the National Association of Accountants and the American
Institute of CPA's to bring accounting
and financial advisory services to minority entrepreneurs. A model of a tested
plan for rendering free accounting and
financial management adyisory services
was sent to every NAA chapter last Fall.
A number of chapters are now contemplating such a program in their areas.
Sam \Vyly, chairman of the Council,
called for it to define the roles which
might best be played by the established
business community and by minority
business in the joint effort to stimulate
mi n or i t y e nt e r pr i se . "I t hi n k i t i s sa fe t o
sa y t ha t o u r m a jo r r ol e wil l b e t o fo r mu la te a n d p e r h a p s t o b e g i n t o i m p l e m e n t
th e basis o n whi ch a govenmier it-bu siness re l a t i o n sh i p c a n b e fo u n d tha t will
effectively p r o m o t e a n d he l p to a tt a in
th e na ti ona l goa ls for mi no ri ty en te rprise," he conclu ded. 'Mr. Vyly is cha irm a n of th e boa rd of University C o m puting Co.
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Close -up

Frank Bampton, Jr., (center) is presented charter for Valley Forge
Chapter by National Vice President W . Atlee Davis, Jr., and NAA
Managing Director Robert Sommer. Mr. Bampton is president.

One of 112 exhibits at the annual Business Equipment Exposition held recently in New York had these attractive girls keying
information onto magnetic tape to be stored in computers.

In Spokane, W ash., a charter was recently presented to the new
Spokane Chapter. L. -r., W illard D. Gibson, co- chairman of the or-

ganizing committee; W. Clark Benson, chapter president, NAA
President Grant U. Meyers; Exec. Director Rawn Brinkley.
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At Boston Chapter's 50th Anniversary were some 350 members
and guests. Cutting the cake are, L -r., Robert L. Rosenblatt, chap-

During Boston Chapter's historic 50th Anniversary meeting, 23
past presidents sat for the photographer. Standing, L -r., John H.
Kempster, 1969 -70 President Robert L. Rosenblatt, Robert V.
Dodd, Edward G. Hines, Carl E. Thoresen, James F. Cullen,
Stanley R. Thomas, Jr., James T. Dunphy, Allan L. Spurr, Henry
J. Finn, James Neely, Henry A. Kriebel, Robert J. W eafer, Past

ter president; President Meyers; Mrs. Reggie Allen; Stanley
G. H. Fitch, oldest chapter past president; and Rawn Brinkley.

National President Clinton W. Bennett, John F. Clarke, and
Norman H. S. Vincent. Front, L -r., Allison L. Campbell, Past National President Thomas L. Morison, Arthur S. Taylor, Arthur J.
Sullivan, Stanley G. H. Fitch, Harold E. Roberts, Charles W.
Tucker, and Howard F. Greene. Over the past half- century, five
Boston chapter past presidents have become NAA presidents.
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ap p o i n t e d co nt rol le r at C ars o n

Peck

C.

Me m o ri al Ho s pi t al .
I RWI N

Brunswick Area, is

Y E L LI N ,

A.

now fi nanci al vi ce pres i de nt for I rvi ngt on

Chapter /Member News

Stec] & Iron Works.

Buffalo, w a s

F R A N K G . BEDDICK,

named

vi ce pre si de n t o f man ufact uri ng at S e rv ot r oni c's subs i di ary, t h e O n t a r i o

CO....M A RY

Kni fe

B . SON I N I E R has b e e n a p -

poi nt e d manage r of prof i t pl anni n g and
bu d get ary controls, M ar i n e T r u s t C o m Western

of

pany

N.Y.

LARRY B. PE CK, Canton, h a s b e e n a p p o i n t e d t o t h e n e w l y - c r e a t e d p o s i t i o n of
di r e c t or - t a x

ad mi ni s trat io n

for

Philco-

Ford Corp.

Charlotte m e m b e r s h a v e b e e n
J.P. St e v e n s . J U L I A N M . R I V E R S

Four

named at

w a s n a m e d a s s i s t a n t o n s p e c i a l a s s i gn m e n t s t o t h e c h a i r m a n o f b o a r d , JOHN
7E RREN N E R Is a s s i s t a n t c o m p t r o l l e r ,
JULIUS PINKSTON w a s

name d

P.
L.

as s i s t a n t

co mp t ro l le r in t h e C h ar l o t t e o f f i c e . . . .
At E v a n s vi l l e C h a p t e r ' s 2 5 t h A n n i v e r s a r y, V i ce P r e s i d e n t Wi l l i a m J . B e r gl u n d ( ri gh t )
p r e s e n t e d N i n t h P l a c e b a n n e r t o L o w e l l G o o d s o n , 1968 -69 c h a p t e r p r e s i d e n t . M a n a g i n g
D i r e c t o r R o b e r t H. S o m m e r ( s e a t e d ) w a s o n h a n d t o c o n g r a t u l a t e t h e c h a p t e r for i t s
re co rd o v e r t h e p as t 2 5 ye ars .

J . II. BART L E Y , T ri - Cities p a s t p r e s i d e n t .
S t u a r t C a m e r o n M c L e o d Soci e t y.
IIP:RBER'I' T. BU CHHOLZ, Beaver
pas t p res ide nt. S t u a rt C am e r o n

Vallev

M c L e o d S oci e t y.

A. BURKS, Denver p a s t p r e s i d e n t .
G. CARBOY , New York.
V O L N L Y C. CAST LES, Fort Worth
V I RG I L

MICII AF.L

past presi dent. S t u ar t C a m e r o n M c L e o d
S oci e t y.

H. C A w E I N , Cincinnati.
GI L BE R T C. CH E N E Y , Fall River -New
Bedford.
CI I ARLE S A. CO HO ON , Springfield.
V I R G I L H . DASSEL, COIUnIbUS.
L. A. DAV IS, Pittsburgh.
O'rTO D ON A T H, Chicago.
CL A R E L. FI LLAI ORE , Detroit.
G. Ki':LLOCK H A L E , JR., Piedmont.
ALDE N H. HE A T H , Erie.
W A L T E R V. HU L T O N , Waterbury.
GE OR GE C. LY ON , New Hampshire a n d
Southern Maine p a s t p r e s i d e n t .
Enwi N

E. TRONI NIE R, Cleveland.
CI I ARLE S A. VON HAUSE N , Brooklvnt.
URBAN F . VON ROSE N , Cleveland
WE B S T E R ,

Binghamton,

pre s i de nt of m a r k e t i n g a n d adm i n i s t r ation,

Li nk

Op er ati o ns ,

Si nge r - Ge ne ra l

of

th e ch ap te r.

newly created position

of

the board

of

Of

the chai rman

Bi rmi ngham Trust Na-

tional B a n k . . . . B E N

F . HARRISON h a s

be en e le ct ed t o th e bo ard of d irecto rs o f

U.S.

Pi pe & F o un dr y

pre s i d e nt of

the

Co.

H e is a v i c e

company.. .. HARLEY

HOPKI N S w a s n a m e d c o m p t r o l l e r o f

E.

A. M O O R E , Westchester; Mohawk
Vallee p a s t p r e s i d e n t .
II ARRY 11. POST,East Bergen - Rockland.
EDWARD A. R E r r , ZC'aterbury.
CHAR LE S B . SLATE R, Waterbury.
HE N R Y A. S M I T H , Alilwaukee.
CHAR LE S E. ST I LE C, Detroit p a s t

Bessemer Me m o r i al Hos pi tal.
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KE N N E T H W I L S O N , Cincinnati, w a s re cen tly prom ote d t o con tro lle r o f the Ci n-

Div.,G i b s o n

ci nn at i

PAU I . WA LKE R,

Gre e t i ng C ard s ,

Cleveland East, h a s

t o as s i st a n t

Co.

MILES D E A N ,

Detroit, is n o w

Cola

as

as s i st a n t

ch a r ge of

to

Inc.
be en

tre asure r of

Weatherhead

the

the

wi th Pe ps i -

presi dent

in

f i n a n c i a l af f a i r s , J a c k s o n v i l l e ,

Fla... . JOHN

Fox,

past

chapter

pr e s i -

de n t , has be e n n a m e d a ge ne ral pa r t n e r

Fort Wayne, is now
Ross B r o s . &

T HOM AS J. R o W N D ,
a

partne r

at

Lybrand,

Mont gome ry.
JArrr•.s

R. ADAMS, Fort North, h a s

elected

se cret ary

of

been

Mi d- Cont inent

Supply Co.
N E I L GR oT Y ,

Grand Rapids, h a s

Ai r. F a b l e s S y s t e m ,

joined

I n c . , as t h e

ch ie f

accountant.
RAE

D.

ANDERSON,

electe d dean eme ritus

Boston, h a s b e e n
ofB e n t l e y C o l l e g e .

H e is p r o f e s s o r o f a c c o u n t i n g a t t h e c o l le ge .... EARLE

W.

BU ZZE I .L, JR.

has

bee n ap po in te d treasurer o f Su pe ri or P et
Product s, I nc.

president; S t ua rt C am e r on M c L e o d
S oci e t y.

has

Chicago,

MANINIOSER,

at Lyb ran d, R o s s B ro s . & M o nt go m e ry.
W I L L I A M T. COT HRA N , Birmingham
past president, has be en elected to th e

St uart Cameron McLeod Societv.
JOHN

L.

has

b e e n n a m e d s p e c i a l a s s i s t a n t t o t h e %'ice

P r e c i s i o n , I n c . H e is a p a s t p r e s i d e n t

manage r.

promot ed

Promotions and New Positions
ROBE RT J . SCI I r I I D T ,

as s i s t a n t

controller.

New York.
SI D N E Y F. W I I A L I:Y,Los Angeles.
LEONARD F. `V IT ZEN I AN , Williamsport
N.

WI LS ON ,

L.

EV E RE T T

joined Stewart- Warner Corp. as assistant

past presi dent.
HARRY

and

JANH,s

ROB E RT

Emeritus Life Associates

T n o m A s A. KELLY w a s n a m e d m a n a g e r
of t h e ge n e r a l a c c o u n t i n g d e p a r t m e n t

ALEXANDER

A. CO N F OR T I , Brooklyn, w a s

JOHN

Kansas Cit'v, h a s

Bi .n'HE L,

E.

elected

to

the

board

of

be e n

directors

of

Cartcr- Waters C o r p . . . . P A U L H . GI LLIFORD

has

been

promoted

to

senior

c o s t a c c o u n t a n t for B ui l d i ngs
1Cr

M f g.

CO. .. .

KOWSKI, t r e a s u r e r

E U GE N E

Div., But C. N A PI E R -

and assis tan t se cret ary
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of Johnson Furnace Co., has been named
a director of the firm.... Gordon Johnson Industries has named ARTHUR D.
SHAVER president, and WAYNE L. HART,
assistant treasurer.

Two Lehigh Valley, members have been
named by the Volkert Allentown Division of Volkert Stampings. GEORGE H.
ERWIN was named general accountant,
and JA',IES E. WOODRING, cost accountant.... RICHARD J. HAVIR has been appointed comptroller at Pottsville General
Hospital.... ANTHONY SPINATO was
named comptroller at Reading Community General Hospital.... TERRY L.
WALTON has been appointed secretarytreasurer of Lehigh Valley Dodge, Inc.
JAMEs R. WOODWORTH, Lima, was
named manager of general accounting,
Cooper Tire & Rubber Co.
DAVID JARVIS, Lima, Peru, was named
vice president of Anderson, Clayton &
Co., S.A. He continues as chief financial
officer in charge of finance and administration for the Peruvian Group.
Three Los Angeles members were recently promoted at Lockheed Air Terminal, Inc. NVILLIAAI M. PEYTON was
appointed chief accountant; RONALD L.
HEIN, supervisor of general accounts; and
RAY E. KRAHN, financial planning and
contract administrator.... ROBERT L.
ARONOFF was promoted to manager at
TOUche, ROSS & Co.... ERNEST A.
BOWERSOX has joined Whittaker Corp.
as senior tax accountant.... CHARLES V.
BYE is now comptroller of Dot Records
NVINDELL M. CHILDS is now con....
troller with J. W . Robinson C o . . . .
ROBERT L. DICKOVER has joined KCOP
Television as chief accoun ta nt .. .. G.
KLINE HERSHEY has been named vice
president of finance, Genisco Technology
Corp.... JACK F. KELLY, president of
Inventory Control Corp., has been
elected director and secretary- treasurer
of Top Sales Corp. and Top Tube Corp.
DAVID VAN ORSDALE has joined Aero
...
Spacelines, Inc., as controller.
Three Memphis members have been
named at Ernst & Ernst. 'TOAI ASH WORTH, BILL COX and PAUL NVHITTINGTON were promoted to man age rs. ...
RICHARD F. ASBURY has been appointed
director of data processing. St. Jude
Children's Research Hos pi t al . .. . JOHN
H. CARNEY, JR., was recently promoted
to vice president in charge of performance analysis for inn operations, Holidav
In n s . . . . T om CARR has been named
vice president of Hucklebern Finn Fish
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Svstems, Inc.... DR. RICHARD DEUTSCH
was promoted to assistant chairman,
division of business administration,
Christian Brothers College.... CALVIN
HENZE was named president of Memphis Light, Gas & Water Div.... BOBBY
G. MARLOWE was promoted to assistant
vice president, National Bank of Commerce.... BROTHER J. ALFRED NIONONI
has been promoted to professor and
chairman, Business Administration Div.,
Christian Brothers College.
JOHN BENSON, Alid- Hudson, is now a
tax accountant with Hobart M f g . . . .
Manfred Ernst was named assistant con trolleI of Data Corp.... JAN KENNEDY
and DAVID A. FISHER were promoted to
principals at Haskins & Sells Corp....
WILLIAM L. MOORE was recently promoted to chief accountant at National
Cash Register Co.'s Military D i v . . . .
JOSEPH G. SF.CK has joined John A.
Kemper & Co. as general partner.
CHARLES S. SHAYNE, Morristown, has
joined the staff of Suburban Propane as
manager of the budget department.

ADAMS
Fort worth

HENZE
Memphis

JOAN CONWAY, Newark, has been appointed divisional controller of the
Engelhard Industries division, Engelhard Minerals & Chemical C o r p . . . .
DOAIINICK COLAVITA was appointed
property accounting manager, plant accounting, and JOSEPH IV. CZYSZ, JR.,
administrative assistant, general administration, at Schering Corp.... ALLEN
NVEiss has joined P. & L. Careers, Inc., a
personnel agency specializing in public
accounting and law, as vice president.
ROBERT HAVERSAT, New Haven, was recently promoted to materials manager
at Sargent & Co.
ARTHUR D. HARRISON, JR., New York,
has been appointed controller of Boyden
Associates, Inc.
MORGAN C. PAYNE, Niagara, was appointed treasurer of Molson Industries.

Two North Central Ohio members
have been named at Hercules Galion
Products, Inc. EDWARD RATUSNIK was
named corporate controller, and ELDON
R. BLAIR, assistant controller.

JOHN S. JOIINSON, Norwich, is now vice
president and controller, Berol Corp.

LOUIS G. DOYLE, Oakland Countv, has
been appointed manager - credit in the
treasurer's office of Chrysler C o r p . . . .
VICTOR CHROSroWSKI was promoted to
comptroller, Personnel and Labor Relations, Inc.... ROBERT L. MCCRACKEN
has been named controller of Aetna Industries, Inc.
SARI D. HELAI, Oklahoma City, has recently joined Medical Consultants of
America, Inc., as corporate controller
and vice president for research and development.
WILLIAM GOLLA, Pennsylvania Northeast, was named controller of the Dunmore plant of Eureka Co., division of
Litton Industries.
J. A. BRENNAN, JR., Philadelphia, was
named vice president and treasurer,
Trailer Train Co.... FRED S. DAVIS
has been appointed vice president and
general sales manager of The Manufacturers' Appraisal Co.... DAVID J. FAR LING and ALVIN C. STIPA Were admitted
to partnerships in Lybrand, Ross Bros. &
Montgomery.... JAMES J. MORLEY Is
now a partner in Arthur Andersen & Co.
MURYL D. OLINGER was named a
...
partner in Arthur Young & Co.
ROBERT BORGNIANN, Phoenix, has been
appointed a partner in the Phoenix office of Lvbrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery.
RALPH BARTELLS, Pittsburgh, has been
named controller of Swift Industries....
ALVIN T. THORNLEY was named general
manager of cost for Fepco C o r p . . . .
DANIEL M. SIUDELA is now controller Of
Th u r ma n 's In c. . . . ROBERT C. VOLOVIC
has been appointed controller of H. B.
Maynard & Co. North American operations.
WILLIAM H. GREGORY, Portland, has
been admitted to partnership at Arthur
Andersen & Co.
Roy C. BELLAMY, Raritan Valley, has
joined Crowell- Collier and MacMillan
as assistant controller.... FREDERIC M.
CUNNINGHAAI has been promoted to
manager of financial analysis of the Consumer Products Dept., Plastics Div., Mobil Chemical Co.... EDWARD R. GAw
has joined C. R. Bard, Inc., as assistant
controller.... FRED MOLLEN has joined
Kasser Distillers Products Corp. as assistant controller.
BRUCE A. LIDDICOAT, Reading, is now
controller, Zeswitz, Inc.... JAMEs REED
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has been promoted to sales manager,
Monroe International, Inc.
KEITH CARPENTER, Richmond, is now
chief accountant for the City of Richmond.... STEPHEN J. HARPER has
joined Carmine Foods, Inc., as accountant and office manager.

Time Off

MATTHEW P. CORNELIA, Rochester, has
been appointed general supervisor, Eastman Kodak, DPI Division accounting.
CHARLES J. CROCKETT was named
...
controller, Interstate Circuits, In c. . . .
DOWARD W. DYKSTRA has been named
supervisor, factory cost accounting department, Garlock, Inc.... RONALD E.
FOLLANSBEE was elected to controller,
Chili Plastics, Inc.
KENNETH HEAL, Rockford, was promoted to accounting manager at Elco
Industries, Inc.
PAUL R. CONE, St. Louis, has been
named chairman of the business administration faculty in the Business Division
of Southern Illinois University....
STANLEY P. VRONIAN has been appointed assistant controller, Harris Mfg.
JACK L. BALLOU, Salt Lake Area, has
been elected assistant treasurer at Utah
Power & Light Co.
FRANKCHAVEZ, San Francisco, has been
promoted to assistant vice president, The
Bank- of California.... JOHN RIGAZIO
has joined Roos -Atkin as assistant controller.
EUGENE PIERSON, San Diego, is now a
partner in the firm of Boss, McDermand
& Pierson.... EDWARD L. WICKEY was
named director of finance with the Bill
Wade Schools of Radio and Television.
JOHN H. WULFF has been promoted
...
to manager of budgets at Rohr.
KEITH ROSEN, San Fernando Valley, is
now chief accountant of Lockheed Aircraft International.
RICHARD W. BERKAU, Seattle, has been
admitted as a partner in Lybrand, Ross
BIos. & Montgomery.... `VAYNE BLAIR
is now controller for the Young Corp.
T. FRANK GRAHAM, South Jersey, was
named controller with Donut Shops
Management Corp.... DONALD M.
KREAL was named financial systems ana]vst with the Franklin Mint.... FRANK
RAUCH is now controller for Medical
Data Centers, Inc.

"Now that we are all in complete agreement on my merger proposal, I now declare
this meeting adjourned."

A Work -out in the Office
During the lunch hour, the controller
walks down the hall to a miniature
gym with barbells, parallel bars and
exercise horse. Changing quickly to
a sweat suit, he does 2 5 push -ups and
chins himself ten times. After a quick
shower and a light lunch, he walks
back to his office, ready to tackle the
afternoon's staff meeting.
This is the type of regimen some
office planners foresee in the future
for financial and other office executives. A modern office will include "an
exercise room, witli some equipment,
but more important —an instructor,"
according to Archie Kaplan, president, Environment Planning, Inc.
Speaking before the Business Equipment Manufacturers Assn. Executive
Symposium, he said, "Emphasis
should be on the scientific, non strenuous exercises which keep the
muscles in tone, strengthen the back
and keep the cardio- vascular systems
fit."
For middle management the ideal
office environment would have two

work areas: a communication and information center, providing for direct
readout, stored and on -line data, and
telephones with the capability of recording and filing conversations. The
second area would include a table for
paper work and meetings.

Compound Interest Plus
Inflation
Accountants are telling the story of
the fellow who bumped his head and
went into a 20 -year coma. Awaking
refreshed and clear- headed in 1990,
he phoned his broker. With the help
of a computer setup, it took the
broker only a few minutes to report
that his 100 shares of IBM were now
worth $10.5 million, his 100 shares
of AT &T were now worth $5.5 million, and his holdings in Xerox had
increased to an amazing $15 million.
"Good Lord!" exclaimed the man.
"I'm rich."
At which point the telephone operator came on the line and said, "Your
three minutes are up, sir. Would you
please deposit $75 thousand ?"
— Mid- Hudson Chapter

C. WILFRED MEYER, Toledo, has been
elected an assistant treasurer of Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp.
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WILLIAM

HAR REL,

Union

C o u n t y , has

joined the Diehl Div., Singer Co., as
cost accounting manager.
ROBERT

MCGILL, Waterloo, has been
promoted to director of finance for the
C. W. Shirey Enterprises.
WALTER

R.

ANDERSON,

Wichita,

GE O RG E

A.

BI DD LE , 8 2 ,

Washington,
1921. Emeritus Life Associate.

pointed manager of budgets and cost

C IiAR LES

J.

DOUGHERTY,

ROBER T

RONDEAU

pointed

assistant

has

J. M e ye r Co . . . .
was
recently a p treasurer, Reed &

Mfg. CO. . . . J E R O D I E

E.

VALK

63, Atlanta past
president, 1936. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society. ELA.

FRANKLIN

has been named controller of George J.
Meyer Co.
Two Youngstown members were named
at
Niles Expanded Metals. G L E N N

GOTTHARDT was promoted to vice president and treasurer, and THONIAS S.
WEAVER is now comptroller.... W. E.
FOREMAN

R USSELL

as appointed staff auditor,
and HOWARD F. WILDER, named supervisor of accounts receivable and accounts
payable.... EDWARD J. ECKLAND has

In Mem or iam

been appointed to the new position of

Emeritus Life Associate.

Tn te

ted

Jo i n t l y s p on s o r e d b y.

HILL,

New Haven,
194.1. Emeritus Life Associate.
O. B. HOGAN, 68, Shreveport past president, 1951. ELA. Stuart McLeod Society.

c u l v e r t ac-

G. HOUCK, 63, Lancaster; York
past president, 1951. Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society.
74, San Francisco, 1936.
Emeritus Life Associate.
HARRY LAGON I ,

J AME S A . L OW E R Y, 6 8

, Youngstown past
president, 1938.
PAUL J . MAYLF., 67, Dayton, 1936.
Emeritus Life Associate.

eral accounting and systems,

2 W eeks Intensive Program on

C.

ART HU R C. HOFFN I AN , 7 9 ,

was promoted to
been elected secretary and treasurer,
countant
at
Republic Steel.
Racon Inc.
Four Worcester members have been Organization Service
named at Norton C o . F R E D E R I C K G . Two Delaware members were named by
C R O C K E R h as been named director, busiGovernor Russell W. Peterson to the
ness development, for Norton Co.'s AdState of Delaware Economic Advisory
vanced Materials Group, RONALD R. EN- C o u n c i l . T h e y a r e L E R O Y
H. M I T C H E L L
GLIsH has been named manager of gen- a n d J O S E P I I
CASHN fAN.
T.
ROBERT
CORCORAN w

71

, Scranton
past president, 1935. ELA; Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
F. S. GUTERKUNST, 68, Baltimore, 1940.
Emeritus Life Associate.

analyst at the George

Prince

POLI TZER, ` V e s t

Bergen Passaic County, has been appointed vice
president and controller, Arnold Bernhard & Co.
JACKJ. W O O L F , Westchester, has been
named corporate development financial
manager of General Foods Corp.
OLI V E R

administrator at Fallon Clinic.... ALFRED R. LEBLANC was recently ap-

JOHN J. MCCULLEN, 71 ,

Brooklyn, 1 9 4 2 .

Emeritus Life Associate.
ROBERT E. McDoWALL, 42, San Diego
past president 1958.
PAUL L. PRICE, 93, New York, 1943.
Emeritus Life Associate.

JO S EP H C . BA ILEY, 6 7
, Birmingham,
1935. Emeritus Life Associate.
P. G . BE E N E , 67, Birmingham, 1935.

fan a ementc� ccouhting

National Association of Accountants and The University of Texas
To be held April 19 through May 1. 1970

u

Latest Concepts and Techniques in Accounting

and their combination into

Effective Planning and Control Systems
Developed specifically for
accounting executives and
managers, this 2 weeks program
conducted jointly by The Graduate
School of Business Administration
of The University of Texas and
National Association of Accountants
is designed to:
Develop an awareness of
the economic environment
in which a business operates
and its significance for ,business
management.
0 Develop an ability and
perspective to think about and
identify the information needs of
management in all functional areas.
Develop a thorough knowledge
of the recent developments in
management accounting concepts
and techniques and how they
are related.
MAN AGE MEN T ACC OUN TING /JA NU ARY 19 70

Develop practical and
operational insights into designing
an integrated management
accounting system for a specific
business enterprise.
MAJOR TOPICS
Long -range profit planning ...
capital expenditure management
... annual profit planning ... cost
behavior patterns ... standards
for costs and revenues ... direct
costing ... scientific inventory
management ... quantitative
techniques for planning and
decision making ... management
information systems.
An unusual opportunity for
ma n age me n t a ccoun t an t s t o
upgrade their skills and to improve
their effectiveness in the vital role
they play in business management.

For broc hure giving full details w rite to:
r

- -

- - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

Arthur V. Corr, Manager,
Continuing Educ ation Departm ent
National As s ociation of Ac countants ,
505 Park Ave., New York 10022
(212) 759 -3444, Dept. MA

IE
I

- - 1

I
I
I

NAME

I
I

I
TITLE

I
I

I
I
I

ADDRESS

CITY

I
I

I
STATE

ZIP

I
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

LEAP: Preparation for the Seventies
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The introduction of the Continuing Education Program
at the national level and the encouragement of regional educational programs are both part of the long -range strategy
to help members stay current with the state of the art. Now
with the implementation of LEAP we have taken an additional, and very important, step in the educational program.
What is LEAP? How does it work?
The purpose of LEAP is to provide chapters with workbook materials which they can use to put on courses and
seminars in the local area. A series of courses and seminars
have been specially tailored for use by your chapter. Fact
sheets mailed to all chapters outline the. coutcnt of each of
the courses and seminars and describe the work materials
available from the national office.
The first two courses, designed for a full -clay format, arc
"Basic Concepts and Techniques for Management Accounting," and "Standard Costs and Flexible Budgeting for Production." The first two seminars, designed for two full days
of discussion, are "Cash Management and Funds Analysis,"
and "Experience with Direct Costing and Contribution Accounting." Other courses and seminars will be added as they
are developed and as demand for them grows.
The LEAP program was specially developed because of
the demand for such an educational effort at the chapter
level. Your chapter officers will be outlining the program at
future meetings. This is an unparalleled opportunity for
each and every member to improve his knowledge of management accounting and financial management. We hope
give LEAP careful consideration and
that every member
take advantage of this program. It forms an integral part of
the NAA master plan to prepare members for the professional challenges of the Seventies.
Grant U. Meyers
President, 1969 -70
will

simply

In a challenging report completed in 1968; the Long -Range
Objectives Committee recommended that NAA develop a
library of material for chapter use in educational programs.
Recognizing that the chapters individually and in groups
provide the most effective means of reaching the membership at the local level, the Committee urged that the Association direct more of its educational effort to this level.
In accordance with this recommendation and in response
to a widespread demand from chapters, the Association's
educational services department has launched a special program which will give your chapter an opportunity to present
useful management accounting courses and seminars in the
local area. The program is called the Local Educational Activity Program (LEAP).
You have been reading and hearing of the knowledge gap
which begins almost as soon as a business graduate leaves his
stated, is the difference between
alma mater. The gap,
what you know now and what you will need to know tomorrow. When educational and business leaders talk about
obsolescence beginning almost immediately after you start
receiving your first regular paycheck, they are not exaggerating.
LEAP is designed to fill an educational need that has become increasingly apparent to your national officers and directors. It is obvious that an educational program conducted
at the chapter level and guided by the national staff has the
potential of reaching thousands of members who would not
normally have the opportunity to take advantage of such a
program. This means that NAA members can now take
refresher courses and participate in seminars in areas where
they live and work. This grass roots approach to accounting
education represents a significant milestone in the overall
educational effort.
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Before you buy any
accounting machine /computer
see what advanced Litton
technology has come up with

auu

out

prints

anu

--

-

-

-

-

too important to make without checking this modern accounting and distribution system Call your nearby Litton
Automated Business Systems office, or mail the coupon
for complete details.
--------------------------------------------------

A desk -size easy -to -use electronic accounting and distribution system with computer capabilities — stored
program control, a 500 -total memory, high -speed automatic print -out — plus advanced forms handling features
and accounting- machine simplicity, flexibility and ease
of operation. That's the Litton EBS/1231, an inspired application of modern electronic technology to the paperwork problems of the average business.
The results: streamlined procedures; 'faster, more accurate record - keeping; information you need to manage
your business more profitably — when you need it.
The EBS/1231 will handle payroll, billing, payables and
your other accounting jobs with a high level of automation. And, as an automatic by- product, give you:
• prompt analyses of sales
• immediate updating and aging of accounts receivable
• timely cost records
• inventory balances — immediately after billing
• work load summaries
• labor efficiency reports
• comprehensive financial statements
and many other analyses and reports.
The decision to change your paperwork procedures is

accumuiates

autumancany

i

ica

i

r-pa

tiv

1
totals at high
speed — your reports available immediately — additional totals at the
rate of 500 per pass of a self - generated tape.

Litton Automated Business Systems
Reference Library
Dept. 60 -107 -1
Athens, Ohio 45701

'

;
;

Please send complete information on the Litton
EBS/1231 Electronic Accounting and Distribution
System.
Name

'

Company
Street

'

City
'

State

Zip

AUTOMATEDBUSINESSSYSTEMS

DI V I S I ON

OF

L ITTON

I N D U S T R I E S

1
------------------------------------------------- - - - - -"

AT L AN T A
235 P eacht ree St., N.E.
(40 4) 688 -2 300

BALTIMORE
The Quadrangle -Cross Keys
3 0 1) 323 -7770

BOSTON
140 F ede ra l S t.
(61 7) 423 -6 440

CHICAGO
33 3 N . M i c hi g an Ave .
(31 2) 7 82 - 69 30

CINCI NNATI
60 6 Te rr a c e Hi l t o n
(513 ) 62 1 -7 711

CLEVELAND
13 6 7 E . 6 t h S t .
(21 6) 62 1 -06 70

DALL AS
11 7 0 H a r t f o r d B l d g .
(2 14 742 -9171

DETROIT
11 14 G u ar di an Bl dg .
(31 3) 961 -5 430

GARDEN CITY, N.Y.
58 5 S t ew a rt Ave .
(5 1 6 ) 2 48 . 1 2 3 4

HAR TFORD
75 Pearl St.
(20 3) 27 8 -71 70

HOUSTON
1200 Cen tral Na t'l. Ban k Bl dg.
(71 3) 228 -0 056

INDIANAPOLIS
9 N o r t h Il li n o i s S t .
(31 7) 636 -5 441

select the
BEST...
select from
the
MOST

LOS ANGELES
360 0 W il sh ir e B lvd.
(21 3) 381 -7 974

MI AM I
1107 North east Airli nes B ldg.
(30 5) 377 -8 728

MINNEAPOLIS
8 2 2 M a r q u e t t e A ve .
(61 2) 336 -8 636

NEW YORK
33 0 M a di s on Ave .
(21 2) 986 -1 300

NEWARK
1 1 8 0 R a ym o n d B l vd .
(20 1) 623 -3 661

PHILAD ELPHIA
2 Penn Center Plaza
(21 5) 5 68 - 45 80

PHOENIX
1517 Dal W ebb TowneHouse
(60 2) 27 9 -16 88

PITTSBURGH
42 9 F or b e s A ve .
(41 2) 47 1 -59 46

PORTLAND, ORE.
610 S .W . Ald er S t.
(503) 2229778

ST. LOUIS
10 1 5 L o cu s t S t .
(31 4) 23 1 -01 14

SAN DIEGO
70 7 Br o a dw a y
(71 4) 23 4 -18 96

At Robert Half our procedures are efficient,
quick and confidential. We are the largest specialists
in the Financial and EDP placement field, and
we therefore have access to the most people and the
most positions within this concentrated area
of employment....
and from the most we carefully select the best....
for you.
It makes no difference whether your requirements
are local, regional, national or international...
if it has to do with Financial or EDP employment
we are best equipped to serve you through our
extensive files, resources and intensive
knowledge of our specialization.
We succeed on merit alone.
Our fees are earned only when we actually make the
placement, and all fees are paid by management.

SAN FRANCISCO
111 Pine St.
(41 5) 43 4 -19 00

SAN JOSE
6

North Fi rs t St.
(4 08) 293 -9040

STAMFORD, CONN.

The most Financial and EDP positions
The most Financial and EDP people

111 Pro spe ct St.
(20 3) 32 5 -41 58

WASHINGTON
7316 W i sco nsi n A ve. , N .W .
(3 01 ) 65 4 -1 85 0

R OM E R T H M L f

PERSONNEL AGENCIES

